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ABSTRACT

Author: Burrows, D. Trevor. PhD
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: May 2018
Title: Religion and Movement Activism in 1960s Chicago
Major Professor: Nancy Gabin
This dissertation examines the place of religion within various forms of movement activism
in Chicago’s 1960s. Although scholars have documented religious participation in the period’s
civil rights and peace movements, less attention has been paid to how religious leaders and
institutions fit into the complicated institutional networks that drove such activism, or how
religious participation was perceived by activists themselves. This is especially true of student
activists whose relative lack of religious affiliation has often been interpreted as a lack of interest
in religion altogether. This dissertation argues that the category of religion occupied a particular
place and performed a specific function in the social, cultural, and political imaginations of many
movement activists in Chicago regardless of their religious affiliations.
Some student activists involved in civil rights and peace work at the University of Chicago,
for instance, desired the participation of religious leaders and organizations in their movements
and envisioned a distinct place for religious participation in their work. In addition to providing
financial and physical resources to the movement, religion was often presumed to have an
ideological content – a potential moral resonance with the aims of activists – that was deemed by
some to be critical to movement work. And religious activists themselves believed that they had a
unique moral contribution to make but often struggled to figure out where they and their
organizations fit within the movement as a whole. By closely examining the place of religion
across a variety of movement institutions and networks – including student activists at the
University of Chicago, community organizations such as The Woodlawn Organization, and a
number of religious organizations of various types – this dissertation considers the many ways
that religion and religious participation was understood amongst Chicago’s activist networks, and
how social and political engagement posed unique challenges to religious leaders and groups who
sought to include civil rights, peace, and other issues in their work.

1

INTRODUCTION

In the winter of 1967, a small journal published by the Ecumenical Christian Council at
the University of Chicago (UC) printed a two-page article by Clark Kissinger, the former
national secretary of Students for a Democratic Society. In “Social Religion,” Kissinger offered
an explanation for what he saw as an “astounding” decline of “religious interest” among the
young people of his generation. “Most of the reasons for this phenomenon are well known to us,”
he wrote, arguing that students were reacting to, among other things, “the hypocritical nature of
their home-town churches” and “an ability to find a deeper communion and fellowship in secular
movements.” This was not a rejection of morality or social concern, he explained, but rather a
“profound seeking after it.” Instead of religion, young people found what they were looking for
in the social movements of the period, which had “displaced organized religion as the principal
moral expression of a generation.” Kissinger went on to describe religious efforts to engage
social issues, such as civil rights, as perpetually behind the curve and fundamentally inadequate
either to address the pressing problems of the time, or to meet the moral needs of young people.
What organized religion offered instead was “only personal salvation and post facto moral
judgments”; it had “no program for social change.” 1
At the time of publication, UC’s Ecumenical Christian Council (ECC) circulated a flier –
an advertisement, of sorts, for the issue’s focus on social and political issues – that imagined a
dialogue between a potential reader and Kissinger’s provocative statements. It expressed mock
astonishment at Kissinger’s arguments. “Would you believe that SDS wants Christians to get the
hell out of the Civil Rights Movement?” it asked at the top, and it proceeded to juxtapose
1

C. Clark Kissinger, “Social Religion,” Perspectives, Winter 1967. A copy of this issue can be found in the West
Side Christian Parish records, Chicago History Museum, Box 4, Folder 1.
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Kissinger’s arguments regarding social movements and religion with another article in the issue,
an interview with Dr. Alvin Pitcher. 2 Pitcher, a professor of theology and social ethics in UC’s
divinity school, had been the leading secretary of the Chicago Freedom Movement, the open
housing campaign led by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and Chicago’s Coordinating Council of
Community Organizations. In the published interview, Pitcher suggested that white churches
were growing more distant from the civil rights movement – they evinced a “lack of
understanding” and a “failure or refusal to support certain tactics” – and that the ideology of
black power had further complicated white clergy and laity’s potential contributions to the work
of racial justice. Yet in the end, Pitcher argued that the movement as a whole needed the support
of churches and of the broader liberal coalition that had helped to push civil rights as far as they
had gone. Religious institutions and leaders, in other words, had an important place in the
campaign for racial justice, regardless of any structural or ideological changes taking place in the
movement itself. 3
Taken together, these documents illustrate the complicated place of religion within the
civil rights, antiwar, and new left movements of the time, the loose conglomeration of which this
dissertation will refer to as “the movement.” On the one hand, Kissinger largely dismissed
religious participation in the movement as superfluous, and he presented the movement as
offering young people something more authentic and engaging than anything a church could
offer. There was something inherent to religion, in Kissinger’s view, that kept the church
confined to a “Johnny-come-lately” role in social activism. By juxtaposing Kissinger’s claims
against the example of Dr. Pitcher, ECC effectively pointed to a religious leader who had played

2

“Would you believe…” flier, Office of Student Activities records, Box 18, Folder 8, University of Chicago Special
Collections Research Center. Kissinger did not argue that “Christians should get the hell out of the movement,” as
the flier’s opening line suggested.
3
Interview with Dr. Pitcher, Perspectives, Winter 1967.
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a significant role in one of the most visible and decisive campaigns of Chicago’s civil rights
movement. And yet their example, Pitcher, expressed his own reservations about religious
institutions’ relationships with the movement. They were necessary to success, he argued, but
they were not necessarily fulfilling their obligations. Like Pitcher, Kissinger’s comments
possessed their own ambiguity. For if he dismissed religious participation in the movement, he
also recognized an “ever increasing dialogue and cooperation” between religious groups and “the
American left.” Religious groups were to some extent removed from the power structures of
American politics and the economy, which meant they operated outside of the status quo. “A
side product of this,” Kissinger wrote,” is that the American left does not share the anti-religious
and bitterly anti-clerical attitudes of most of the world’s socialist and labor movements.”
Religious involvement in the movement would do nothing to save religion itself, he argued, but
it could nevertheless contribute to the “coming together of men of good will” in working toward
positive social ends. 4
The complicated place of religion vis-à-vis the movement as presented by this figurative
exchange is also reflected in contemporary understandings of religion and activism in the 1960s.
On the one hand, scholars of American religious history have offered numerous examples of
religious participation in the movement, and they have demonstrated how debates over civil
rights, the Vietnam war, and other social and cultural issues of the period contributed to a
process of dissent and fracturing that ultimately touched much of the mainstream religious
landscape, from individual congregations to large national organizations like the National
Council of Churches. On the other hand, studies of movement activism in the sixties have
frequently treated religious participation and ideas as incidental to the work of activists and their
organizations, and they have often presented young activists of the period as essentially secular
4
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in their biographies and worldviews. The result is something of a paradox wherein religious
participation in certain parts of the movement is well-documented but under-theorized, and the
question of what role religious institutions and ideas played in the work of the movement more
generally is left largely unanswered.
This dissertation addresses that gap by examining the place of religion within movement
activism in Chicago’s 1960s. It argues that although religious leaders and organizations were
rarely pioneers in the varieties of activism that comprised the movement, the category of religion
nevertheless occupied a particular place and performed a specific function in the social, cultural,
and political imaginations of movement activists, regardless of their religious affiliations (or lack
thereof). It focuses on a handful of issues, organizations, and activist networks: on early student
activism at the University of Chicago around civil rights and peace issues, as well as later student
activism on Vietnam and new left organizing; on community organizing and civil rights as seen
in the founding and early work of The Woodlawn Organization; the ecumenical and
interreligious Chicago Conference on Religion and Race, which was the primary vehicle by
which religious groups hoped to address the city’s racial justice issues throughout the 1960s; and
a group called Seminarians Organized for Racial Justice, who challenged religious institutions in
Chicago to do more for the racial justice movement. In each of these areas, this dissertation
demonstrates that many activists often desired the participation of religious leaders and
organizations, and that religious groups were frequently involved in the period’s activism in
subtle but important ways. Many activists envisioned, in other words, a place for religion in the
social and political movements of the time, and they believed that religion had a particular role to
play in activism around civil rights, peace, and other issues of the period.

5
Because of the variety of issues addressed by movement activists, and the ideological and
demographic diversity of activists themselves, reducing the function of religion in their work to a
concise explanation is difficult. In a general sense, however, the category of religion and its
representatives provided two contributions to movement activism. The first contribution was
material in nature. The participation of religious groups and leaders could provide important
financial and physical resources to a given organization in a variety of ways. Churches offered
physical spaces for organizational meetings and events, for instance, while also offering access
to a community brought together by common values and ethics, which could help to build an
organization’s membership, as well as a certain social and cultural authority that was useful in
building an organization or movement’s legitimacy.
At the same time, the category of religion was often presumed by activists to have an
ideological content – a potential moral resonance with the aims of activists – that was critical to
movement work. Indeed, the very idea that a congregational community might be sympathetic to
the aims of civil rights or antiwar activists reflected the possibility, entertained by activists, that a
shared social concern might have existed between specifically religious groups and a given
movement organization. Some activists clearly envisioned the role of religious leadership as
providing a sort of moral anchor and vision to social and political activism, an ethical content
beyond the politics or concerns of the moment. At the same time, religious leaders and divinity
students believed that religious institutions had a similar role to play in movement activism: a
role of moral guidance and a particular form of social and political critique that was grounded in
something bigger or deeper than questions of mere political exigencies.
Chicago provides an ideal setting for this dissertation for several reasons. First,
throughout the whole of the era, Chicago was a critical site of movement activism of all varieties.

6
Much of its local politics in the sixties were shaped by a local civil rights movement that
emerged in the late 1950s to protest persistent segregation and the unequal distribution of
resources in Chicago’s public schools, and gradually expanded to include actions concerning
segregation in Chicago’s housing market, police brutality, employment discrimination, and
poverty in the inner-city. When Martin Luther King, Jr. famously chose Chicago as a test city for
expanding civil rights activism into northern cities, there was already a significant and diverse
network of organizations that had already been working on civil rights issues in Chicago for
some time. 5
Although less studied than other sites of the student movement, Chicago’s many highereducation institutions were also sites of substantial student activism on issues of civil rights and
Vietnam, as well as new left organizing more generally. When discussing student activism, this
dissertation primarily focuses on the University of Chicago (UC) and surrounding areas, where
the opening years of the sixties found UC students already shaking off the political apathy that
had muffled student concern throughout the bulk of the 1950s. UC student activists worked with
city organizations to support the early sit-in movement and continued working on civil rights
issues through the middle of the decade. The UC chapter of CORE held one of the earliest
nationally-publicized sit-ins at a university’s administration building to protest discrimination in
the university’s housing policies. On matters of peace work, the Student Peace Union, arguably
5

The best overview of civil rights activism in Chicago’s 1960s is still Alan B. Anderson and George W. Pickering,
Confronting the Color Line; The Broken Promise of the Civil Rights Movement in Chicago (Athens: The University
of Georgia Press, 1986. On the Chicago Freedom Movement and Martin Luther King, Jr. specifically, see James R.
Ralph, Jr., Northern Protest: Martin Luther King, Jr., Chicago, and the Civil Rights Movement (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1993); David J. Garrow (ed.), Chicago 1966: Open Housing Marches, Summit
Negotiations, and Operation Breadbasket (Brooklyn, Carlson Publishing Inc., 1989). Chicago’s community
organizations and their role in civil rights activism have received less attention than they clearly warrant, but one can
get a taste of their work from the above texts as well as from Beryl Satter, Family Properties: Race, Real Estate, and
the Exploitation of Black Urban America (New York: Metropolitan Books, 2009); Amanda Seligman, Block By
Block: Neighborhoods and Public Policy on Chicago’s West Side (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005);
Arnold Hirsch, Making the Second Ghetto: Race and Housing in Chicago, 1940-1960 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1983); and Renee LaFleur, “Democracy in Action: Community Organizing in Chicago, 19601968,” Ph.d. dissertation, Ohio University, 2011.
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the most significant student peace group in the country prior to the era of Vietnam protest, was
founded primarily through the efforts of UC students, who continued to play an outsized role in
the organization’s work until its dissolution in 1964. By 1965, an extremely active chapter of
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) had taken root at the university and throughout the
area, bolstered in part by the close proximity of the national office, which relocated to Hyde
Park, Chicago in 1965. In 1966, students from multiple campus organizations led a sit-in to
protest UC’s compilation and furnishing of student rankings for the use of the Selective Service,
and the campus and surrounding area proved a major organizational center of draft resistance and
antiwar organization in Chicago for the remainder of the decade.
Peace work and community organizing drove activism throughout the larger Chicago
area as well. Dozens of organizations worked in Chicago throughout the ‘60s and early ‘70s on
issues related to Vietnam and pacifism. Local chapters of national organizations like Women
Strike for Peace, SANE, Clergy and Laity Concerned About Vietnam (CALCAV), and Veterans
for Peace in Vietnam were prominent, as were indigenous organizations like Chicago Area Draft
Resisters (CADRE). Many such organizations regularly cooperated with each other as well as
with student groups to mobilize protest participation, whether by formally associating with each
other under an umbrella organization such as the Chicago Peace Council or collaborating toward
the planning and execution of rallies. And although this dissertation does not discuss them
substantially, UC students and other activists were often pioneers in organizing within the
women’s, gay liberation, and environmental movements. 6
Chicago provides an ideal setting for this study for another reason, as well: it possessed a
thriving religious landscape, one that was often engaged in social issues and whose
6

Chicago has been sorely overlooked in studies of student activism and new left organizing, as well as the
movement more generally, although almost any given text on the student movement inevitably discusses groups or
events in Chicago at one point or another.
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organizational characteristics were in tune with the trends of the time. For much of the twentieth
century, Chicago’s religious center was characterized by several strong central organizations and
numerous special-interest religious groups “at the top” and a diverse foundation of churches and
synagogues “at the bottom.” The city’s historic mainline Protestant denominations and
congregations, for instance, found representation in the Church Federation of Greater Chicago
(CFGC), a local, multipurpose, ecumenical organization modeled upon the national Federal
Council of Churches/National Council of Churches. The Archdiocese of Chicago provided the
cornerstone of the city and region’s Roman Catholic life, and the city’s significant Jewish
communities found common expression in the Chicago Board of Rabbis. Philanthropies and
organizations devoted to specific problems or goals, such as Chicago chapters of Catholic
Charities and the Catholic Interracial Council, or the Jewish Council on Urban Affairs, flanked
these larger institutions and provided outlets for social activism in the city. Neighborhood clergy
groups, such as the Woodlawn Ministerial Alliance or the Hyde Park Council of Churches and
Synagogues, provided additional opportunities for community engagement between religious
institutions, as well as between those institutions and other community groups. Virtually every
prominent denomination within these communities boasted exceptionally robust congregational
landscapes, and many chose to house major regional or even national offices in the city. Finally,
an exceptionally strong ecumenical impulse encouraged both interdenominational and
interreligious cooperation, an impulse that resulted, for instance, in a range of tri-faith efforts on
matters of civil rights and postwar urban challenges, such as the interreligious Chicago
Conference on Religion and Race, which is studied here in chapters three and five. 7

9
When considered on a case-by-case basis, religious participation in the movement can
seem scarce and sporadic. If we focus less on questions of religious affiliation or direct religious
participation, however, and instead consider the relationships that existed between religion,
religious groups, and movement activists more generally, we begin to see a more defined
function and place for religion within the period’s activist networks and activities. Examine the
schedules of antiwar seminars or new left organizing workshops, for instance, and one will often
find that part of the program was either directed to clergy or laity specifically or focused on
building relationships with churches. Religious groups were often presented as an identifiable
contingent within movement work, alongside unions, academics, student groups, and community
leaders. They were part of a larger network of organizations and participants that understood
their presence to be important and useful. A brief look at the relevant historiography will help to
clarify why this is important to our understanding of the movement more generally, as well to
our understanding of religion in the 1960s.
Historians of religion often point to the cultural and political tumult of the 1960s as a
turning point in American religious history. While details vary, the general synthetic narrative
that emerges from the literature describes a twofold process: as the religious “marketplace” grew
and the number of religious, spiritual, or moral options increased from the mid-1960s onward,
7

Literature on Chicago’s religious communities in the twentieth-century is scattered and varying in subject, scope,
and quality. A few recent publications affirm these comments; insofar as they often highlight social and political
movements in the city, and the religious establishment’s relationships to those movements, they are suggestive of
the potential for further research. These include John McGreevy, Parish Boundaries: The Catholic Encounter with
Race in the Twentieth-Century Urban North (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998); Karen Joy Johnson, The
Universal Church in the Segregated City: Doing Catholic Interracialism in Chicago, 1915-1963, PhD dissertation,
University of Illinois at Chicago, 2013; Ellen Skerrett, ed., Catholicism, Chicago Style (Chicago: Loyola University
Press, 1993); Beryl Satter, “‘Our Greatest Moments of Glory Have Been Fighting the Institutions We Love the
Most’: The Rise and Fall of Chicago’s Interreligious Council on Urban Affairs,” U.S. Catholic Historian Vol. 22(2)
33-44; James Wellman, The Gold Coast Church and the Ghetto: Christ and Culture in Mainline Protestantism
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1999); Wilbur Zelinsky and Stephen Matthews, The Place of Religion in
Chicago (Chicago: Center for American Places at Columbia College Chicago, 2011); Tobias Brinkmann, Sundays at
Sinai: A Jewish Congregation in Chicago (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2012). See also the essays in
Lowell W. Livezey, ed., Public Religion and Urban Transformation: Faith in the City (New York: New York
University Press, 2000).
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membership rolls in the largest religious denominations dwindled, as did the apparent authority
of those denominations. These changes were quickened by many of the period’s most significant
controversies: the civil rights and later Black Power movements; student activism and the rise of
the New Left; challenges to America’s involvement in Vietnam; and the emergence of a broad
counterculture. A new willingness to question traditional structures of authority and cultural
norms made established religious institutions appear outdated and ineffective to some, while
others saw clergymen and denominational leadership as too outspoken in the period’s political
upheavals or disagreed with their religious leadership’s stance on key issues. Finally, these
challenges furthered long-developing trends in American religious life toward what Robert
Wuthnow called “special purpose” organizations and affiliations, especially political groups and
identities that transcended and displaced traditional denominational structures. Through these
and other processes, the American religious landscape was transformed over the course of the
long 1960s. 8
Despite the centrality granted to the many controversies and changes of the period, the
place of religion in the lives of activists and participants in countercultural activities has been
barely addressed by scholars of religion and American religious history. Nor is this gap
substantially addressed in the historiography that focuses on Sixties’ political and cultural
8

Scholarship on the transformation of religion in the mid-twentieth century is vast. Some key works that inform this
synthesis, and this dissertation in general, include: Robert Wuthnow, The Restructuring of American Religion:
Society and Faith Since World War II (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1988); Robert Wuthnow, After
Heaven: Spirituality in America Since the 1950s (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998); Amanda
Porterfield, The Transformation of American Religion: The Story of a Late-Twentieth Century Awakening (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2001); David Hollinger, After Cloven Tongues of Fire: Protestant Liberalism in Modern
American History (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2013); Wade Clark Roof, Spiritual Marketplace: Baby
Boomers and the Remaking of American Religion (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999); Wade Clark Roof,
A Generation of Seekers: The Spiritual Journeys of the Baby Boom Generation (San Francisco: Harper San
Francisco, 1993); Robert Ellwood, The Sixties: Spiritual Awakening (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press,
1994); Robert Ellwood, The Fifties Spiritual Marketplace: American Religion in a Decade of Conflict (New
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1997); Ronald Flowers, Religion in Strange Times: The 1960s and 1970s
(Macon: Mercer University Press, 1984); James Hudnut-Beumler, Looking for God in the Suburbs: The Religion of
the American Dream and Its Critics, 1945-1965 (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1994).
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movements - “the Movement,” to use a term from the time that has been recently resurrected by
scholars 9 - most of which overwhelmingly represent movement groups and participants as
essentially secular or indifferent to religion. This is especially true of scholarship on student
activism and the new left. In early movement scholarship, religion was often not commented
upon at all, or was presented as an incidental part of an activist’s biography, as a passing matter
of affiliation or church membership. Some studies, such as David Westby’s The Clouded Vision,
went so far as to posit a correlation between low levels of religious engagement in one’s social
and familial upbringing, and a likelihood to participate in student or New Left activism. The
student movement and the New Left were assumed to be essentially secular and its participants
were assumed to be uninterested in traditional religious structures and thought. 10
This treatment of religion in the movement stemmed in part from the nature of early
scholarship on the Sixties, much of which was written by participant-observers of the 60s and
focused overwhelmingly on a political narrative that conflated the birth of the New Left and/or
9

Terry Anderson, The Movement and the Sixties (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), has helped to
resurrect “the Movement” as a subject of study. Anderson viewed the Movement as the larger impulse toward social
activism in the 1960s, manifested in a “loose coalition” of alliances that could include “students, clergy, and
intellectuals” as well as a continually changing roster of other participants from a wide range of perspectives,
institutions, and locations. Ultimately, for Anderson, what bound the Movement together were its activism, its sense
of community, and its interest in directly challenging the injustices that were perceived to arise from the “status
quo.” See the Preface to Anderson’s work. I have chosen the term for its breadth, as well as for how it suggests a
larger coherence to the period’s activism than is often supposed. Leadership and membership between groups and
issues frequently overlapped. In particular, the transition from a focus on civil rights to a focus on Vietnam among
student activists in the early- and mid-1960s demonstrates the extent to which seemingly disparate issues could be
brought together. SNCC, for instance, co-sponsored a substantial amount of early antiwar action at and around the
University of Chicago and Hyde Park area.
10
Some of the texts that treat religion in this manner include but are not limited to: Kirkpatrick Sales, SDS (New
York: Random House, 1973); Allen J. Matusow, The Unraveling of America: A History of Liberalism in the 1960s
(New York: Harper & Row, 1984); Wini Breines, Community and Organization in the New Left, 1962-1968: The
Great Refusal (New Brunswick, Rutgers University Press, 1989); James Miller, “Democracy is in the Streets”:From
Port Huron to the Siege of Chicago (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1987; Todd Gitlin, The Sixties: Years of Hope,
Days of Rage (New York: Bantam Books, 1993). For Westby’s suggestion, see David L. Westby, The Clouded
Vision: The Student Movement in the United States in the 1960s (Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 1976), 5052. Westby is representative of a larger trend. Numerous sociological studies appeared from a very early date that
attempted to understand the demographic composition of the New Left, the student movement, and the period’s
interest in political activism more generally. Religion was often included in such studies but was rarely the focus,
and observers frequently interpreted activists’ religiosity by measuring either their attendance at religious services or
their parents’ religious affiliations and activities.
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activist politics with the birth of Students for a Democratic Society in the early 1960s, and
connected the period’s conclusion to the splintering and demise of SDS in 1969 or 1970.
Whether they focused on SDS explicitly, or used SDS as a symbol for the Movement more
generally, scholars such as Kirkpatrick Sales and Allen Matusow in the 1970s, and even Todd
Gitlin and Jim Miller in the 1980s and early ‘90s, relied on a similar timeline and the following
basic narrative: a burst of youthful idealism in the early 1960s laid the foundation for a unified
movement on behalf of a more democratic politics and authentic ways of living, which found
political expression in the fight for civil rights, free speech on college campuses, community
organization, and anti-war activism. That idealism was soon marred by internal conflicts,
external pressures, and differences concerning strategy and ideology, especially in relation to
movement goals and the place of force and violence in pursuit of those goals. The pacifism of the
movement gave way to militancy and aggression, even as internal differences over what would
later become known as identity politics endangered the unity of the movement itself. By the end
of the 1960s, the movement had not only fractured but had largely collapsed. 11
Scholars working in the 1990s began to challenge this narrative and its assumptions on
virtually every count. SDS has now been displaced as the absolute leader and symbol of 1960s
protest, as historians have highlighted other organizations, national and local, that demonstrate
the diversity of the period’s movements, their participants, their methods, and their aims. Earlier
11

Andrew Hunt, “When Did the Sixties Happen?” Journal of Social History 33 (September 1999): 147-161. This
section’s historiographical comments are informed by Hunt’s discussion, as well as by the following
historiographical articles that speak to many of the same issues raised by Hunt: Wini Breines, “Whose New Left?”
Journal of American History 75 (September 1988): 528-545; David Farber, “The Sixties: Myth and Reality”
Chronicle of Higher Ed (December 7, 1994); David Farber, “New Wave Sixties Historiography” Reviews in
American History 27 (1999): 298-305; Rick Perlstein, “Who Owns the Sixties?” Lingua Franca (May-June 1996):
30-37; Bruce Schulman, “Out of the Streets and Into the Classroom? The New Left and the Counterculture in United
States History Textbooks” Journal of American History 85 (March 1999): 1527-1535. Several of these pieces note
the relative absence of discussions of religion in the literature to that point, with Farber, “New Wave…” discussing
the matter most extensively. One of the most substantial critiques of the lack of interest in religion/religious history
throughout Sixties historiography can be found in Mark Hulsether, Building a Protestant Left: Christianity and
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foundations for Movement ideologies and strategies have been identified in 1950s art and
culture, criticism, and protest, thus belying the idea that the ‘60s crafted a counterculture largely
from scratch (or borrowed primarily from Old Left resources), and a number of texts highlight
the formative influence of the civil rights movement on early Movement participants. The
persistence and growth of anti-war activism beyond the decline of SDS, as well as connections
from earlier activist networks to the feminist, gay, Native American, Chicano, and environmental
movements of the 1970s, challenged the myth of protest’s absolute decline or destruction in ‘68,
‘69, or 1970. Even new attention to the period’s emerging conservatism has helped to reframe
assumptions that protest movements and the young people who mounted them were wholly
left/liberal/progressive in their politics and cultural perspectives. Finally, the new historiography
has also questioned the divisions between various components of the period’s movements especially between political and cultural forms of protest, often delineated via a New Left and
“counterculture” dichotomy - which are now considered far too simplistic and absolute. Today’s
understanding of 1960s movements emphasizes organizational, ideological, and strategic
diversity, while simultaneously suggesting that groups once presumed to be distinct, such as
“hippies” and political activists, were far less separate or distinguishable than once supposed. 12
These shifts have helped to open the sixties up to renewed consideration in matters of
religion. Scholars have begun to question characterizations of the movement as wholly secular
by pointing to religious thought and organizations as important influences on Sixties grassroots
politics. Yet the existing literature is often fragmentary and cursory in its assessments. In The
Politics of Authenticity, for instance, Doug Rossinow highlights the important role of Christian
Existentialist thought, as well as various Protestant organizations, in politicizing young people in
the late 1950s and early 1960s, especially around issues of race and civil rights. James Farrell’s
12
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The Spirit of the Sixties performs a similar function by arguing that a philosophy of personalism,
initially grounded in largely Christian (especially Catholic) sources, influenced many of the
significant cultural and political movements of the period including “ban-the-bomb” pacifism,
the Beats, civil rights work, the student movement, the New Left, anti-Vietnam protest, and even
the counterculture. Another notable text in this vein is Sara Evans’s Journeys that Opened up the
World, which recovers the experience of women in the Student Christian Movement and
demonstrates how their experience prepared them for lives of activism and leadership. 13
All of these texts are valuable scholarly contributions to the subjects at hand, but for our
purposes a number of gaps may be deduced. First, Rossinow’s narrative virtually ignores religion
after ’61 or ’62, around the time that a nascent but more coherent national student movement
begins to take shape. He highlights the influence of Christian existentialist thought and
institutions in the early biographies of New Left activists, but never explains what happens to
those influences: do they disappear? Are they rebelled against? Transmuted? Farrell’s text is
suggestive of a more persistent influence throughout the period, but what he charts is far more
indirect than anything Rossinow or Evans points to. And Evans’s text, though unquestionably
valuable, is more a collection of first-hand retrospective memoirs than a critical history. Like
Rossinow, the work suggests that various articulations of the Student Christian Movement
helped to politicize and inspire young women toward varieties of activism, but these accounts are
presented with little context or analysis.
A second group of texts has attempted to explain the apparently sudden interest in, and
success of, a range of new religious movements in the early 1970s, and to specifically explain
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what relationship, if any, existed between the success of these groups and the activism of the
preceding decade. Much of this literature has come not from historians but from sociologists yet
has proven influential on some recent histories of ‘60s and ‘70s. Stephen Kent’s From Slogans to
Mantras, for instance, identifies a pattern of conversions from political activism to new spiritual
and religious movements. He correlates that pattern to increasing disillusionment with belief that
political protest could affect real change, especially as pertained to the war in Vietnam, and
argues that a “crisis of means” – anxiety over politics as the answer to the problems of the time –
led many protesters to explore religion as a different revolutionary force in the world. Kent is
responding to others, especially Robert Bellah and Steven Tipton, who have posited a “crisis of
meaning” as the primary cause of interest in religious movements in the 1970s, where
conversions were “attempts to resolve individual moral crises that reflected widespread cultural
trials and malaise.” 14 While other variations on this debate exist, the “meaning vs means” debate
fairly reflects how the literature has treated religion at the end of the Sixties and into the 1970s. 15
Kent’s text is persuasive in many respects, but it relies on an assumption that is shared by
many similar works: a lack of interest, on the part of political activists, in religion throughout the
‘60s. Kent argues that a rather firm divide existed between the developing counterculture of the
period and the political aspects of the Movement, and that religion and spirituality was relegated
- by activists - to the counterculture’s apparent interest in the self and the soul. Religion,
according to many, was a distraction from the hard work of political organization and protest. To
his credit, Kent realizes that, in practice, this division was far from absolute, and that varieties of
“religious” activism existed throughout the ‘60s alongside its more prominent secular allies. But
he nevertheless insists that “in most cases … proponents of action were little concerned with
14
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religion,” and “religious or spiritual undertakings either were valorized when they contributed
directly to politics … or were thought to be “Another Road” altogether.” 16
With these texts in mind, we can begin to see a clear gap within the literature on the
Movement regarding religion. On the one hand, we have evidence of the influence of religious
institutions and ideas on the politicization of at least some New Left activists, especially at the
origins of the Movement. At the other end of the period, in the early ‘70s, we have a growing
interest in alternative religious groups that at least some scholars attribute, in different ways, to
effects of the Sixties’ many controversies and varieties of activism. What we have for the interim
period, however, is an assumption of indifference or hostility toward religion among political
activists, perhaps grounded in a contemporary distinction between activism and the
counterculture, an assumption that has persisted without significant evidence to support it.
The field of religious history has helped to address some of this gap but has done so
within what has long been assumed to be the proper scope of American religious history namely, the doctrine and activities of religious institutions and traditions. As noted above and
discussed more fully below, the tumult of the Sixties has been linked to narratives of declension
or fragmentation in America’s “religious center.” Numerous studies have considered how these
issues fractured key religious institutions and denominations from within. Studies of the National
Council of Churches’ responses to civil rights and the Vietnam War, for instance, have charted
how efforts by the NCC to act on such issues not only drew support and criticism from all sides,
but also challenged the ideal form and function of ecumenism, an ideal that had long been central
to the mainline Protestant project. Challenges from newly empowered groups within the
mainline establishment, articulated through theologies of liberation and feminism, seemed
16
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innumerable. And as the NCC gradually embraced opposition to the Vietnam War, it also lost
much of its clout within the hallowed circles of mainstream mid-century liberalism and its
politics. In this sense, the declension narrative of mainstream religion closely parallels the
declension and fracture narrative of mid-century liberal or liberal-left politics more generally. 17
But methodological and thematic tendencies among American religious historians have
left their treatment of religion and various aspects of the Movement lacking in a number of
respects. As already noted, scholars of religion have largely ignored many varieties of activism
from the period, especially the student movement, the New Left, and community organizations,
and have instead concentrated on religious engagement with matters of civil rights and Vietnam.
These studies concentrate on the actions of umbrella organizations such as the National Council
of Churches, on denominational institutions,18 on significant publications (such as Christianity
and Crisis), 19 on the activities of clergy and the writings of religious intellectuals, 20 or of specialinterest religious organizations. 21 In doing so, they take a top-down approach to their analysis,
emphasizing the stories of institutional leaders and administrative panels as opposed to groundlevel activists or local-level groups. These histories might be deemed internal, insofar as they
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usually consider the debates and activism of a specific set of people who are presumed to be
“religious” or representing a religious tradition. The extent to which these histories are integrated
with larger narratives of activism or of the Movement varies but is often minimal.
These tendencies also mean that there has been little effort to examine the work or
worldviews of younger men and women - students, seminarians, and younger clergy - who often
pushed institutions to take a more aggressive role in such issues, or who drew from and
responded to the conversations of theologians, religious leaders, and intellectuals of the time.
Similarly, there has been minimal investigation of the alliances, exchanges, or overlap that took
place between religious groups and secular aspects of the movement, to consider how either
“side” affected or viewed the other, or to try and assess what made religious contributions to the
movement unique. Finally, there has been little effort to understand how everyday activists,
“religious” or not, thought about and engaged religious institutions in either their daily lives or
their cultural/political activism.
Another way to describe this general historiographical gap is to note that most of the
above literature approaches religion as a discrete, self-contained thing that acts in the world.
Whether it is understood in terms of theology, ideology, institutional authority, or personal
belief, the question that is generally asked is: what role did religion, as represented by this
current of belief or by that institution, play in the civil rights movement or anti-war activism?
While this may be a fine and even important question to ask, it assumes a linear effect and tells a
story that might be termed internal to something called American religion. It describes how
religious people, beliefs, or institutions were involved in this or that movement or organization
but does little to gauge the actual impact of that work, or to contextualize it alongside the many
other ideologies and organizations that were also at play. Finally, in assuming that religion
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functions as a more or less self-contained entity, these studies often suggest, if only indirectly,
that religious influence and effect can be easily parsed from that which is not religious.
In order to best address this gap, this dissertation focuses less on religious affiliations or
participation than on the place and function of religion within the movement more generally. In
approaching archival research for this project, I intentionally began in the records of movement
organizations themselves – especially those that had no explicit religious affiliations – and
considered where religion appeared and what role, if any, it played in movement work. In
addressing student activism, specifically, I also focused on student publications, such as the
University of Chicago’s student newspaper, the Chicago Maroon, to gauge where religion fit
within larger representations of the movement at the time. And where I examined explicitly
religious organizations, my research focused on placing those groups within the currents of
movement ideas, within their organizational networks, and their activities.
This dissertation does not argue that religious leaders or institutions provided critical
leadership or resources in movement activism. Echoing some of the scholarship to date, in fact, it
suggests that religious participation was often sparse and frequently behind-the-scenes in nature.
But in recovering the material and ideological functions of religion within the movement, this
dissertation demonstrates that religion nevertheless had a place in the movement as imagined by
activists of all kinds. Activists frequently cultivated religious relationships within the movement,
and they often celebrated religious participation in their work. At the same time, activists rarely
subjected religious institutions to the same critiques that they wielded against politicians, school
boards, or businesses. The sort of public critique of religious involvement represented by Clark
Kissinger’s article at the beginning of this introduction was, in fact, rare. And when religious
institutions did come under fire from activists, those activists often held substantial ties to
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religious organizations themselves: they were clergy or seminarians who felt that the religious
institutions could do more to address matters of racial justice or the Vietnam war, and that a
failure to do so reflected a failure to live up to the proper role religion could play in creating a
more just and equitable world for all. To recognize that most student activists, for instance,
presented no obvious religious identity in their public work is important, but it does not mean
that religion had no place in their worldviews or their understanding of what a social movement
should look like. For if explicit religious affiliations were few, signs of the presence of religion
in movement work were numerous, and this dissertation argues that they were, in fact, often
meaningful.
A few final notes concerning terminology, methodology, and scope are required. First, to
use the term “religion” as a description of an object of scholarly study requires some
clarification. This project is informed by a theoretical framework that understands religion as a
historically-constructed category, one that is fluid and always changing. Historians of American
religion have proven reluctant to engage the work of their peers in religious studies and other
fields, such as anthropology and sociology, where the history of religion as a category has been
aired and debated for some time. At stake in that debate is not only the definition of religion
itself, but also the question as to whether there is an observable phenomenon called religion to
study and define. Following from this, many scholars have weighed how we ought to study a
category whose meaning is nebulous and whose experiential content - that is, religious
experience - is ostensibly beyond empirical analysis. A number of theorists have further argued
for a thoroughly constructivist understanding of religion, where the category ought to be treated
as being historically-produced by a number of intersecting discourses, and where its terms are to
be understood as strategic markers of identity or cultural authority, to attain a variety of ends in
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the public square. 22 According to these thinkers, scholars should stop treating religion as a sui
generis category, as a term that describes a thing that is out there doing work in the world, and
instead work to understand how, where, and why the category of religion has been produced and
(re)defined. In a recent collection of essays, several scholars argue that the unwillingness of
historians of religion to engage these debates - and thus to more thoroughly critique or theorize
their subject - amounts to an evasion of a critical responsibility. The result of that evasion, some
charge, made historians complicit in the reification of uncritical understandings of religion,
belief, practice, and religious experience. 23
This dissertation is shaped by the above discussion in many ways. First and foremost, it
recognizes that the lines between the religious and the non-religious are historically produced
and culturally contingent. It is in light of this that I have tried to ground my project in the work
of movement organizations more generally, rather than in the perspectives and actions of specific
religious institutions or leaders, and to focus on the ways that religious ideas and affiliations
appear in relationships rather than participant biographies. And although I do not always draw
out these implications explicitly, I have tried in each chapter to hint at how religion was
conceptualized by the activists and activist organizations in question. In doing so, I hope to
challenge easy narratives of secularization or religious fragmentation, and to view movement
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relationships as places where the normative lines of the religious and secular at least had the
potential to be redrawn.
At the same time, however, when the word “religion” or “religious” is used in this
dissertation, it is typically referring to persons, institutions, or ideas affiliated with Protestantism,
Catholicism, or Judaism. This is because it was these traditions, their organizations and their
general ideological content, that was clearly understood as “religious” for most of the period in
question. And while many observers at the time and many scholars since have wondered if there
was something more broadly “religious” about the movement, that question was only
occasionally entertained by participants themselves. Instead, when they talked of religion, they
were either referring to the traditions listed above, or occasionally to a more general humanistic
framework within which religious figures such as Jesus or the Buddha sat alongside intellectuals
or philosophers such as Tolstoy, as well as along social pioneers that were seen as the
movement’s predecessors, such as Gandhi. While at times I try to tease out more definitively
what was understood as “religious” in a given setting, as well as what that might tell us about the
category of religion in the work of the movement more generally, the thrust of the term is
intended in conventional terms.
Finally, a note on this dissertation’s scope. This dissertation is not intended as an
exhaustive study of either movement activism or religious history in 1960s Chicago. Its scope, in
fact, is in some ways rather narrow. In terms of religion, it overwhelmingly focuses on Protestant
and Catholic relationships to the movement. In chronology, it ends at the very end of the decade,
even though anti-Vietnam activism, forms of racial justice work, and new movements arguably
carry the energy of the movement well into the 1970s. And in the varieties of activism studied, it
is primarily concerned with civil rights, peace work, and community organizing, with
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discussions of the new left and varieties of activism at the time being occasional rather than
thorough. Despite these limitations, this dissertation should serve as a persuasive point of
departure for reconsidering the place of religion in the movement, and the relationship between
movement activism and various developments in American religion more generally.
It begins in 1960, when the lunch counter sit-ins of the south provoked a supportive
response from students throughout the north and sparked a new period of civil rights activism
and social concern across college campuses and northern urban areas. Chapter One examines
early civil rights activism among students at the University of Chicago, as well as the work of the
Student Peace Union, a national peace organization founded and substantially led by students at
UC. In both civil rights and peace work, early student activists were interested in cultivating
more of a religious presence in their work, and both groups relied on the material support, and
sometimes the authority or endorsement, of religious leaders and institutions. In the work of the
Student Peace Union, in particular, student leaders imagined that religion might provide a type of
moral grounding for a movement that sometimes seemed ambiguous or overly intellectual in
content. Yet in many respects, practical contributions to the movement from religious
organizations were sparse and often occurred behind-the-scenes.
Chapters Two and Three consider religion in the work of two specific organizations. In
Chapter Two we consider the founding and early work of The Woodlawn Organization (TWO),
a community organization with roots in Saul Alinsky’s Industrial Arts Foundation that, although
not a religious organization, was founded in large part through the efforts of clergy based in the
Hyde Park and Woodlawn areas of Chicago. This chapter examines the place of religion in the
sociopolitical theory and organizing strategies of Saul Alinsky, and then considers the extent to
which the founding of TWO reflected Alinsky’s understanding of religion. It demonstrates that
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although religious organizations and leaders were seen as critical components of any successfully
community organizing effort, clergy themselves often faced complicated decisions and even
pushback from congregations, colleagues, and denominational superiors when they attempted to
engage in community social issues and civil rights.
Chapter Three examines the work of the Chicago Conference on Religion and Race
(CCRR), an interreligious organization focused on matters of civil rights and racial justice.
Founded in 1963, CCRR was co-sponsored by Chicago’s largest religious institutions and was
perceived as the official voice of Chicago’s religious landscape on matters pertaining to race in
the city. Yet despite this mandate, they struggled to strongly define their mission or to
understand where they fit in within the organizations that made up Chicago’s civil rights
movement. Through the example of CCRR and other religious organizations, this chapter argues
that the idea that religion ought to be a force for social change did not easily translate to
meaningful action on the part of a religious group. It considers how and why CCRR managed to
isolate itself from the city’s movement organizations and paralyze itself through cycles of debate
and indecision.
Chapter Four returns to student activists at UC during the mid-1960s through the end of
the decade. It considers the place of religion among Vietnam-related activism and new left
organizing among student activists. Much like Chapter One, religious leadership in these
movements, especially in new left organizing, might be deemed infrequent or incidental. But this
chapter demonstrates that religion did provide substantial material resources to the movement,
and in analyzing these contributions argues that religion provided a particular function for these
student activists: religion was presumed to represent, and to some extent provide, a form of
recognizable moral authority and ideological content to social activism. This is especially true in
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draft resistance during this period, the form of antiwar activism that evinced the most visible
presence of clergy and divinity students, as well as religious rhetoric and ideas.
Chapter Five examines the work of Seminarians Organized for Racial Justice (SORJ), a
group of divinity and ministerial students that formed in the immediate wake of the assassination
of Martin Luther King, Jr, in 1968. SORJ provides an interesting example of how religious
organizations did, in fact, sometimes come under attack in the very last years of the 1960s, and
how those charges were often led by religious students and leaders themselves. SORJ led a
provocative and very public critique of Chicago’s primary religious institutions, including
CCRR, around racial justice issues. This chapter demonstrates that although SORJ was
comprised of religious students, it was substantially influenced by an understanding of the nature
of the racial justice in the late 1960s. It was shaped in large part by its members’ recognition of
their own whiteness and by their understanding of their chosen vocation.
Taken together, these examples offer considerable evidence toward the idea that religion,
as a nebulous category, offered substantial material and ideological resources to the movement,
whether those resources were ever actualized or whether they were only imagined by activists in
the course of their work. In the Conclusion, I briefly take up the question of whether or not there
was something religious about the movement regardless of the presence or absence of traditional
religious affiliations, a question occasionally considered by participants, contemporary
observers, and even recent historians. Rather than offer any decisive arguments for or against the
proposition, however, I suggest that some of the findings of this dissertation may help to clarify
the nature of the question itself.
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CHAPTER 1. “GIVING THE MOVEMENT A MORAL TONE”:
RELIGION AND EARLY STUDENT ACTIVISM, 1959-1964

Introduction
When four brave African American students sat down at the lunch counter of a
Woolworth drugstore in Greensboro, North Carolina on February 1, 1960, they caught the
attention and sympathies of many students in the North. And as the “sit-ins” sparked by the
Greensboro Four caught fire and spread across the South, students in the North soon did more
than watch. On campuses across the country, northern students wrote and circulated petitions of
sympathy, raised funds to help defray legal and medical costs for their courageous southern
peers, and somewhere between five and ten thousand students even coordinated and participated
in “sympathy pickets” of northern branches of chain department and drugstores like Woolworth.
The protest activity inspired by the sit-ins, in the words of one scholar, “broke the ice” and “set a
pattern” for other emerging strains of activism on a variety of issues, from matters of war and
peace related to the Cold War, to issues of academic freedom and student independence.
Northern student activism on civil rights represented “the first real break from the political
indifference that had so numbed” American college students throughout the 1950s, and laid
critical pieces of the foundation for student activism and the New Left throughout the long
1960s. 1
This was certainly the case at the University of Chicago (UC), one of the more lively
sites of student activism in the early 1960s. By 1959, a small but persistent group of students—
many involved in student government, the National Student Association, and the student
newspaper—had begun to urge student engagement with the issues of the period. It did not take
long for these UC activists to respond to the sit-ins with petitions, fundraising drives, and
recruitment for demonstrations and sympathy pickets of chain stores in Chicago. In the coming
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years, students led one of the earliest examples of occupying a university building when their
chapter of the Congress of Racial Equality charged UC’s administration with discriminatory
practices in student housing, even as they participated in civil rights activism off campus. UC
students were active on other issues as well. In 1959, students at UC helped to found the Student
Peace Union, a national organization focused on issues of disarmament and diplomacy that
would quickly become one of the largest and most visible student groups of the period.
Controversies surrounding the House Un-American Activities Committee and the loyalty oath
clauses of the National Defense Education Act also attracted student attention and energy.
At least some students detected a critical difference between civil rights activism in the
North and the sit-ins from whence they took their inspiration. Where the non-violent ethos of the
southern movement seemed substantially rooted in religious language and communities, the
place of religion in the northern student movement, and the relationship of religion to northern
students’ activism, was far less clear. Writing in the UC student newspaper, one student, who
called himself “Jerome,” saw this distinction as a potential liability. While the author admired his
fellow students for their physical and financial support of the sit-ins, he worried that his peers
were likely to “become frustrated and angry” when met with “widespread public apathy” and
“indifference” from others. Religiously-inspired commitment to nonviolence, he suggested,
provided a foundation for the level of dedication necessary to sustain student activism
individually and collectively. “I have seen people who lacked such a commitment become
quickly frustrated, and thus desperate, in their tactics,” he wrote, and such desperation could lead
well-intentioned students to “communicate their own frustrations and hostilities to the public and
thus project a false image of the spirit and purpose of the movement,” to “unwittingly betray the
genius” of the movement. Strategies of non-violence - “the only programs acceptable to the
deeply religious” - led activists to “respect the human quality in those who seek to maintain the
status quo,” and to recognize those who may agree in principle but differ in strategy, and thus to
negotiate disagreements and obstacles toward constructive ends. 2
Yet not all students saw the budding movement as bereft of religious participation. In an
editorial in UC’s student paper in November 1960, Philip Altbach, a chairman of the Chicagobased Student Peace Union, described the new student activism around issues of civil rights and
peace as evidence of a “new, dynamic, and concerned student … rising from a decade of
2
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cynicism and apathy.” And in assessing the reasons for the appearance of the new engaged
student, especially in relation to student peace activism, Altbach pointed to “a basically Christian
concern” as one critical component of the emerging student movement, alongside “a more or less
secular movement” in development. These two groups, the religious and the secular, were not at
odds with each other, but instead were working together in “close cooperation.” As an example,
he pointed to the Student Peace Union, where both sides could be found in collaboration with
each other. 3
The apparent contradiction between “Jerome” and Altbach’s perspectives is suggestive of
the difficulty that contemporary observers and participants faced in determining the place of
religion in the culture of student activism that first emerged in the early 1960s. By the mid1960s, a handful of psychological and sociological studies had suggested that the student
movement was, in fact, essentially secular and sometimes hostile to religion. 4 Speaking to an
audience at Brandeis University in 1967, Nathan Glazer drew on one such study to offer an
interpretation of religion and the student movement that many likely shared: apart from the
southern student sit-in movement, there was “no question” that the student activism to date,
especially in the North, was “not religious,” and that those who had “done much to transform the
temper of the American campus, the political and social activists, are not, in any formal terms,
the religious students.” Yet those same studies recognized a “humanistic approach” in the
thought of student activists that could be interpreted as serving the same purpose as more
traditional cultural or political ideologies, while Glazer spent much of that same speech
considering whether there was nevertheless something effectively religious at work in student
social action. 5
Despite a number of important works that have strongly suggested the importance of a
greater religious presence in student activism than is often assumed, contemporary scholarship
3
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often reflects an assumption close to that of Glazer’s. 6 But this assumption of the student
movement’s essential secularity has gone unexamined, as have more complicated questions that
arise when we do begin to note religious participation in the student activism of the Sixties.
“Jerome” and Altbach’s comments suggest a different tack for scholars interested in the
intersection of religion and activism in the Sixties. Rather than focus solely on the religious
affiliations of student activists, or evidence of religious participation, we might instead ask: What
did student activists think about the place of religion in the emerging student movement?
This chapter surveys the presence of religious students and groups in early student
activism and examines student activists’ attitudes toward religion and religious participation in
the emerging movements of the period. Focusing primarily though not exclusively on civil rights
and peace activism based at the University of Chicago, it argues that some activists in both
circles expressed a keen interest in encouraging participation by religious students and leaders,
and in cultivating relationships with various religious groups in order to further their own work.
This interest was rooted in a number of different factors: from a sense that something was
missing in their own work, especially when compared with student activism in the South; from
exposure to the historic and ongoing contributions of religious groups to civil rights and peace
activism; and even from the direct encouragement of their accomplished adult mentors. In their
effort to develop more religious participation, student activists solicited support from religious
leaders and groups, and sometimes organized programs that dealt with specifically religious
concerns in relation to the questions raised by activist endeavors.
6
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Regardless of such efforts, however, formal relationships between religious groups and
early student activists remained limited. And although some student activists were no doubt
motivated by their religious backgrounds and interests, attempts to find correlations between
activist and religious group membership rosters suggest that the participation of student activists
with strong religious identities was never particularly substantial, or at least not especially visible
in the archival record. This gap between student interest in cultivating religious participation, and
the relative paucity of formal religious contributions and support, manifested itself in an uneasy
distance between religious groups and student activists, a gap that persisted throughout the
tumult of the long 1960s.

Religion and Civil Rights on Campus
Jerome’s comments on religion and northern civil rights activism in the UC student
newspaper The Maroon did not appear out of the blue. In March 1960, UC’s student government
had collaborated with other student organizations on campus, including the UC chapter of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), in a fundraising drive
to support student activists in Montgomery, Alabama. 7 On April 6, two activist leaders from
Alabama State University, Bernard Lee and Marzette Watts, visited UC to thank its student body
for their financial assistance and to express the need for continued support. During their talk,
they described the evolution of the sit-in movement in Montgomery, Alabama, and the violence
and formal punishments, including expulsion, faced by student participants.
Lee, who later went on to work closely with Martin Luther King, Jr., in the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), spoke to the religious character of the movement in
striking terms. “We do not look upon this movement as a political one but rather as a religious
movement using economic pressure to aid the fight,” Lee said. It was “the two weapons of
religion and education” that had enabled the “new Negro in the South” to develop non-violent
protest as a means of active resistance. “Some political action may come out of this and others
may think we are political but we feel we are a religious movement.” The headline on the second
page of the Maroon’s two-page profile of the event highlighted Lee’s references to religion: “We
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are a religious, not political movement,” it read, and a section heading (“Not political but
religious movement”) reiterated the claim. 8
In light of such a decisive statement from a leader of the southern movement, most UC
students surveying the development of activism on campus would likely have come to a similar
conclusion as Jerome had in his editorial: the budding student movement in the north appeared,
at least on the surface, to lack the religious characteristics that seemed so apparent in the
southern civil rights struggle. At a most basic level, the many student organizations that helped
to drive student activism were explicitly non-sectarian. So, too, was its rhetoric.
The first sign of UC student engagement with the sit-ins came in late February, when the
UC Student Government (UCSG) approved a resolution supporting the southern sit-ins, pledged
to avoid shopping at Woolworth and Kress stores in Chicago until discriminatory practices in
those stores’ southern facilities had ceased, and began circulating a petition of similar language
among UC students. 9 Just over a week later, UCSG responded to a request for support from the
National Student Association (NSA) by voting to send 160 dollars to help pay the fines levied
upon student activists in Nashville, as well as by sending letters of concern to Nashville
politicians and academic leaders. 10 UC students also helped to coordinate an early demonstration
in front of a downtown Woolworth in late February, which saw approximately fifty UC
participants, as well as a number of later demonstrations in subsequent weeks and months. 11
Following the fundraising effort for Alabama students in early April, a number of students, many
already members of SG, formed the campus’s first independent student organization dedicated to
cultivating support for the southern sit-ins, the UC Committee to Support the Southern Student
Protests. 12
As this survey of the first burst of student civil rights activism suggests, the most
significant driving force of early student activism was UC’s Student Government, and that in
turn was encouraged by UCSG’s involvement in the National Student Association. Founded in
the late 1940s, the NSA was a federated representative body where student representatives from
higher education institutions across the country debated and acted on issues deemed pertinent to
8
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American college students. Throughout the ‘40s and much of the ‘50s, the NSA had defined the
scope of what qualified as “pertinent” to students rather narrowly. In the late ‘50s and early ‘60s,
however, the NSA became increasingly politically engaged. Its regional and national conferences
passed resolutions on everything from civil rights and foreign policy to academic freedom issues,
a shift that sparked a great deal of controversy on many campuses and led some schools to
withdraw from the organization.13
In the late ‘50s and early ‘60s, UCSG maintained a strong relationship with the NSA.
When the NSA led the charge in cultivating northern student support for the southern sit-in
movement, including the coordination of demonstrations in northern urban cities, UCSG
responded positively. Its support of students in Alabama and Tennessee, and its assistance in
coordinating Chicago demonstrations in March and April of 1960, were all undertaken at least in
part due to the NSA’s call to action. Furthermore, significant overlap between UCSG, its NSA
representation, and the editorial staff of the Chicago Maroon at the time of the sit-ins meant that
the Maroon dedicated far more space to civil rights and other controversial issues, such as the
NDEA loyalty oath and the simultaneously-emerging student peace movement, than many other
student newspapers.
Many other student organizations also contributed to the development of civil rights
activism on the UC campus. The UC chapter of the NAACP regularly assisted with various
events, and the campus Folklore society helped to plan fundraising events on behalf of southern
students. 14 Interested students might also have noted increasing mention of the Chicago chapter
of the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), which led an early Woolworth picket that included
UC student participation. Chicago CORE and the city’s NAACP collaborated with a number of
organizations including the Committee to Defend Martin Luther King, Jr., to take part in a
national day of protest in support of the sit-ins on May 17, 1960, an event supported by the NSA
and by UC’s Committee to Support the Southern Student Protests. 15 And it was not long before
the Chicago-area Friends of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (Chicago SNCC)
became another critical organization in the city’s civil rights milieu, as did a short-lived but
13
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important group called the Chicago Youth Committee for Civil Rights, which helped to lead a
variety of weekly sit-in, wade-in, roll-in, and ride-in demonstrations in the fall. 16 For UC
students examining student activism on and close to campus, then, UCSG and the NSA, along
with the campus chapter of the NAACP, would have seemed the dominant organizational forces;
if they cast their eyes beyond campus to non-student organizational support of the northern
movement, groups like the NAACP, CORE, and SNCC might have initially seemed prominent.
For the student gauging religious participation in the growing movement, the absence of
campus religious organizations, or from religious organizations in the city, might have seemed
conspicuous. Indeed, campus religious organizations did not formally sponsor or contribute to
students’ early civil rights activism, at least not in any prominent or publicized way. When other
organizations collaborated to plan demonstrations or bring speakers like Bernard Lee and
Marzette Watts to campus, religious organizations were not mentioned in press coverage. From
an organizational perspective, such an absence of religious participation would have appeared
striking.
Nor did the rhetoric of this early period of activism bear any obvious religious references.
The original resolution of support approved by UCSG was framed in practical terms: southern
students were protesting “the practice of racial discrimination” at Woolworth and Kress stores in
the South, and the pledge to avoid doing business with those stores was an extension of that
protest, to continue “until such discriminatory practice is ended.” 17 Early efforts to raise funds
for students in Nashville and Montgomery were framed in similar terms, with the added note that
such efforts were partly a response to appeals from the NSA. A letter to the editor co-signed by
eight individuals, many of them leading the cultivation of civil rights activism on campus,
expanded its language in discussing the need for greater support of southern students, peppering
its appeal with references to “injustice” and the students’ efforts “to break out of second-class
citizenship.” 18 Compared with the religious rhetoric of a figure like King and the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference, or even the references to nonviolence as a “philosophical or
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religious ideal” and an outgrowth of “Judaic-Christian traditions” in SNCC’s original statement
of purpose, the public rhetoric of emerging student activists appears distinctly secular. 19
In the coming months and years, UC students continued to participate in civil rights
activism, contributing to efforts to attain racial justice in the South while also growing more
conscious of issues of segregation in housing and education in Chicago. Students joined in the
long campaign to support black sharecroppers in Fayette County, Tennessee, where whites
reacted to successful black voting initiatives by revoking access to credit and evicting tenants
from their homes and fields, by raising money and collecting and delivering food to the area. 20 In
addition to raising funds to support the Freedom Rides in 1961, a number of UC students and
alumni became Freedom Riders themselves; several were imprisoned in Jackson, Mississippi. 21
That same year, ambitious plans to raise ten thousand dollars in support of SNCC’s southern
voter registration drive led to the creation of a new All Campus Committee for Civil Rights as a
central vehicle for channeling the energy and resources of student groups on campus toward civil
rights initiatives. 22 Throughout the early 1960s, a number of UC students traveled south to
participate directly in such drives, including in the famous Freedom Summer of 1964. Closer to
home, some students participated in the Chicago school boycotts of 1963 and 1964. 23
Campus religious groups and leaders played little formal role in such activities, but this
does not mean that they were entirely absent. One way in which such groups contributed to
student civil rights activism was through education and discussion. Rather than direct
participation in movement activities, campus religious groups sometimes hosted forums and
seminars that spoke to student interests in two ways. First and most directly, some groups
organized events or brought guest speakers to campus that explicitly dealt with issues of race and
integration. Secondly, many groups offered programs that encouraged investigation of a
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religiously-inclined existentialism, carrying forward work that had developed among
denominational campus initiatives in the early- to mid-1950s. Although gauging the impact of
such programs remains difficult, both strains of education were evident on the campuses of UC
and other Chicagoland universities.
Throughout the late ‘50s and early ‘60s, many of the most significant religious groups on
campus regularly organized lectures and seminars that discussed problems related to civil rights.
The campus Lutheran community, for instance, organized a Koinonia student group that brought
students together for food and fellowship, after which they would hear a speaker address a given
issue or theme. In the fall of 1961, attending students would have heard and discussed a lecture
on problems in the nearby Woodlawn neighborhood – a particularly timely conversation that
likely touched on issues of poverty, education, housing, and urban renewal – as well as more
general addresses on “The Church’s Responsibility in Urban Renewal” and “Race Relations.”
The campus Episcopalian community worked with the Episcopal Society for Cultural and Racial
Unity to bring speakers to campus for similar discussions, and as civil rights and peace work
moved toward the center of campus life in the coming years, such events grew only more
common.
At least a few student leaders who were involved in civil rights work had strong religious
identities themselves. One such student was George “Ed” Riddick, a UC divinity student. It was
Riddick who, as the newly-elected chairman of the UC Student Government’s Community
Relations Committee, penned and introduced a resolution of support for southern sit-in
demonstrations at a SG meeting in late February 1960, which was the first effective sign of
activism related to the sit-ins on UC’s campus. In the coming months, Riddick helped to found
and lead a number of related initiatives including the formation of the UC Committee to Support
the Southern Student Protests, even as he continued his work as an active member and leader of
UC’s NAACP chapter. Riddick was well-poised to take a leading role in early student activism
and later civil rights work, a position gained in part through religious networks. Through his
connections with divinity school faculty member Alvin Pitcher and others, he took a staff
position with the Church Federation of Greater Chicago in the early 1960s, where he focused on
community and social relations issues. It was the beginning of a lifetime of activism in Chicago
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that led Riddick into integral roles with, among other groups, Chicago’s SNCC and CORE
groups, SCLC’s Operation Breadbasket, and Jesse Jackson’s Operation P.U.S.H. 24
But while at UC, it was likely his participation in a local interracial Mennonite
congregation and his affiliation with the broader Mennonite community that helped nurture his
interest in civil rights. Riddick attended the Woodlawn Mennonite Church, a congregation copastored by Vincent Harding, who would soon become a prominent African American
theologian, historian, and civil rights activist in his own right, and Delton Franz, a white
Mennonite with a special interest in race relations and civil rights. Throughout the late ‘50s and
early ‘60s, a cadre of Woodlawn Mennonite congregants, some of them UC graduate students,
grew increasingly active in Chicago civil rights work, and the church itself became recognized
within Mennonite communities as a site of support for movement activity. In 1958, Riddick
joined Harding, Franzen, and two others on a tour of the South, during which they met Martin
Luther King, Jr., who encouraged Harding and Riddick, as African American Mennonites, to get
involved in civil rights work. 25
Riddick’s dual involvement in civil rights activity at UC and the Woodlawn Mennonite
congregation hints at the balancing act that some religious students likely played as they sought
to translate religious convictions into protest. For although the attention drawn by Woodlawn
Mennonite’s integrated pastorate was often positive, the church’s civil rights work was also
controversial, as was the relationship between Mennonites and the civil rights movement more
generally. The controversy pivoted on American Mennonites’ continued commitment to the
doctrine of nonresistance, as well as to its related doctrine of nonconformity. In the midtwentieth century, nonresistance not only entailed the rejection of violent action on the part of
any church member or body, with which it is most commonly associated today, but also a
rejection of all physical and non-physical forms of coercion; nonconformity implied separation
from the world, including involvement in secular political affairs.
Both doctrines had less to do with achieving any tangible social end in worldly society
than with obedience to the model of life set out and commanded by Jesus. As historian Tobin
Miller Shearer demonstrates, these two principles often existed in an uneasy tension with
24
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Mennonite commitments to racial egalitarianism. Throughout the ‘50s and ‘60s, although
Mennonites sought to explore and live out their egalitarian commitments through forms of
engaged interracialism in their homes and sanctuaries, many voiced disapproval of direct-action
protests and the civil rights movement’s ethos of nonviolent resistance as forms of coercion and
undue involvement in the politics of the world. 26 It was a tension that Riddick no doubt felt
himself, and one that he attempted to address in his work with the Mennonite community.
Riddick wrote numerous articles addressed to the Mennonite community, and to religious
persons more generally, in the early 1960s. In these articles, Riddick worked through some of the
theological questions involved in civil rights demonstrations and urged his own religious
communities to become more openly supportive of demonstrations and civil disobedience in the
civil rights movement. He would later play a similar role in Chicago’s general religious
community, where he would pen arguments in favor of religious involvement in community
organizing. 27
On the UC campus, there is little evidence that Riddick’s religious identity was
particularly visible in his civil rights work. The general public language of the Committee to
Support Southern Student Protests, for instance, never included explicit religious references.
Behind the scenes, however, it is clear that Riddick and others wanted the religious community
to act as allies in their work. One letter sent out by the committee to help raise funds and
resources for their work specifically addressed people of faith. It described the “Judaic-Christian
tradition” as “rooted in a fundamental affirmation concerning the fatherhood of God and the
universal brotherhood of man,” and went on to link the southern students’ protest and the civil
rights movement with an effort to make religion’s “creed of solidarity and concern” a reality.
The letter cited Lee’s comments on the sit-in campaigns as a “religious movement,” and
suggested that in the north, in particular, religion could be a major asset to student activism. “We
are appealing to you for assistance … primarily because the perspectives which your faith can
offer our committee can be invaluable as we carry on our activities,” it read. “All higher religion
teaches us that a threat to the rights of one segment of our population jeopardizes the hopes and
rights of all.” That the request for support was tailored to the religious community, drawing on
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religious language and ideas, suggests that Riddick and others recognized a possible relationship
between religious leaders and their work. Indeed, some faculty with strong religious affiliations,
such as Kermit Eby, endorsed the committee’s work publicly. 28
If Riddick provides an example of religious student leadership in the civil rights
movement, it is important to recognize that such an example does not appear to have been
common. 29 But the sparseness of obvious religious biographies does not take away from some of
the ways that student activists and religious groups recognized each other as valuable partners.
The character of religious engagement with early civil rights activism was perhaps best reflected
in what became UC students’ most publicly visible demonstration and one of the most notable
events of this period throughout the nation. In early January 1962, students from UCSG and
UC’s chapter of CORE charged the school’s administration with discrimination against African
Americans in some of the apartment buildings it owned in the campus area, and they presented
evidence of such discrimination, attained via test cases, to university officials. UC’s
administration, led by President George Beadle, admitted that, in some cases, the university
acquired and held “deteriorated” properties on a temporary basis in order to moderate the pace of
integration in the area, and that in such cases the racial policies of the property’s prior owners
were maintained. Ray Brown, a Vice President of the university who was also responsible for the
school’s property holdings, defended this strategy by arguing that acquiring properties and
immediately integrating them would spark concern and possibly flight among desirable residents.
Beadle and Brown argued that, like the student activists, the administration wanted full
integration, but it wanted to achieve that integration in a considered and deliberate fashion so as
to minimize neighborhood fear or panic. 30
Student activists rejected the administration’s defense of the policy, arguing that full
commitment to integration around campus could not suffer any policy of segregation, even on a
temporary basis. 31 On January 22, UC CORE, led by student Bruce Rappaport, announced that
sit-ins would commence outside of Beadle’s office the following day until the university at least
28
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agreed to negotiate toward a change of the school’s policies in such matters. Although Beadle
agreed to hold discussions with Rappaport and UCSG President Leonard Friedman, the terms of
those discussions were unsatisfactory to CORE members. On the afternoon of January 23,
twenty-nine UC students, two students from the University of Wisconsin, and two members of
the Chicago’s South Side chapter of CORE occupied the fifth floor of the Administration
Building outside of Beadle’s office. 32
Thus began nearly two chaotic weeks of demonstrations, rallies, and negotiations
between activists and administration officials. The sit-ins ended on February 5, when the
administration offered a new proposal for discussions on the issue while simultaneously
threatening the occupiers with immediate suspension. Soon after, students accused the
administration of reneging on their commitments and allowing the housing policy issue to
flounder. From the start of the controversy to its unsatisfactory ending, students, faculty
members, and other concerned parties voiced their support or disapproval of the sit-ins in the
Maroon, even as the demonstrations gained attention in the national press. Meanwhile, South
Side CORE led a series of sit-ins at local realtor offices connected to university properties,
protests that resulted in multiple arrests including several UC students. In the end, the UC CORE
sit-ins marked an unexpected turn in northern student protests, as students turned tactics
previously reserved for targets beyond campus upon school buildings and administration
officials. 33
In some respects, the sit-ins of 1962 showed more obvious signs of religious engagement
than other student civil rights activism of the period. Most notably, twelve campus clergy and
religious leaders met with a CORE representative and issued a statement that, though not
explicitly supporting the demonstrations themselves, voiced support of the students’ aims and
commended them for their social concern. The statement called for the establishment of an eightperson committee that would include, addition to faculty, administration, and student
representatives, four representatives from community organizations including the local Council
of Hyde Park and Kenwood Churches and Synagogues, the Chicago Urban League, and the
32
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Hyde Park-Kenwood Community Conference. 34 This statement counts as the most formal
expression of support from campus religious leaders for any major demonstration from Chicago
students during this period.
Student activists also had enough support to host a rally for the sit-ins at the nearby KAM
temple, a notable Reform congregation. In addition to an address from James Farmer, then the
national chairman of CORE, the list of guest speakers for the event included Rev. Samuel Gandy
of the local Kenwood-Ellis Community Church, and the temple’s own director, Henry
Schwartzchild, who had participated in the recent Freedom Rides. 35
But much like other activities of the period, the dominant organizations were essentially
secular in orientation. 36 General awareness of the university policy was raised through the joint
efforts of UC CORE and UCSG. CORE decided to launch the sit-ins, and the president of UCSG
continued to support the protests throughout the period, going so far as to solicit the NSA for
their backing and participation. The minimal evidence concerning named participants in the sitins makes gauging the participation of students involved in religious activities difficult. Even
with this caveat, the fact that only two students could be identified as having religious affiliations
is telling: one was a divinity student, the other, the aforementioned Lula White, was involved in
the campus Baptist Student Fellowship. 37
The visible place of religious entities in the sit-ins of 1962, then, can only be seen as
incidental to and supportive of the sit-ins themselves; they were not in any sense integral to the
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demonstrations. And in this they were largely commensurate with other forms of student-led
civil rights activism. Any religious contributions to CORE’s membership or to the sit-ins
themselves would have to be traced individual by individual, not through any singular religious
ideology or organization.

If obvious religious participation in the CORE sit-ins is minimal, however, the
demonstrations nevertheless offer a starting point for considering how student activists
interpreted the relationship between religion or religious entities and their work. Shortly after the
conclusion of the sit-ins, the Maroon published a letter from demonstration leader Bruce
Rappaport expressing disappointment with how the sit-ins had ended. Rappaport claimed that
protestors had been prepared to send “at least 200 students, faculty, ministers, and community
leaders” into the Administration building to oppose UC’s threat of suspension; they chose not to
do so only because President Beadle seemed ready to commence more serious discussions about
the issue. 38 Whether bluster or not, the inclusion of ministers in the list of participants of such a
potential action, though slight, speaks to a sense among activists that the presence of clergy
offered some legitimacy to their work, and that clergy themselves had an interest in the issue of
housing discrimination that CORE was bringing to the surface. And it appears that when CORE
proposed, toward the end of the sit-ins, a “joint discussion” on ending discrimination in
university-owned properties that would include various community stakeholders, the proposed
list of participants included the Hyde Park Council of Churches and Synagogues, just as the
ministers’ statement had suggested a week earlier. 39 Indeed, whether the ministers requested a
meeting with a representative of CORE or vice-versa, the fact that they met suggests a
recognition, on the part of the activists, that at the very least the opinions of campus religious
leaders should be paid attention to and could perhaps work on behalf of the activists’ work.
Although the idea that local ministers had a stake in such discussions may have come in
part from the meeting with campus religious leaders, student activists might have also been
inspired by the visible role played by community clergy in ongoing controversies over urban
renewal in the surrounding Hyde Park and Woodlawn areas. For over a year, the activities of The
Woodlawn Organization (TWO), a community organization working on issues related to
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education, housing, and urban renewal, had made headlines for their opposition to UC renewal
plans and their contributions to direct-action protests with other groups in Chicago. Local
clergymen were very involved in founding and leading TWO, a fact that, when combined with
TWO’s connection to Saul Alinsky’s Industrial Arts Foundation, caused substantial controversy.
Because TWO not only operated in UC’s backyard but specifically challenged UC’s clout in
planning renewal projects in the area, the Maroon covered TWO and related controversies
closely, giving students an opportunity to see something that they previously had not: local
clergymen and their churches taking visible, sometimes aggressive stands on issues of civil rights
and urban renewal. 40 Furthermore, just before the CORE sit-ins took shape, charges of
segregation in education had sparked direct action protests at a number of local schools, protests
that drew the open support of local clergy members.
The Maroon occasionally highlighted religious participation in civil rights events even
more explicitly. When TWO hosted a rally and fundraiser for Freedom Riders at the nearby St.
Cyril’s Catholic church, student reporter Ron Dorfman penned one of the more dramatic and
thoughtful Maroon articles of the period. With text from “We Shall Overcome” at the start of the
article – Oh Lord, deep in my heart/I will not yield/We shall overcome/Someday – Dorfman
highlighted religious support for the riders evident at the rally. “This is the song, and the prayer,
of the student non-violent movement,” he wrote, referring to “We Shall Overcome.” “It was sung
Thursday night … with an intensity of feeling and a strength of conviction which demonstrated
that the Freedom Riders … had the dedicated support of the Negro community and its most basic
institutions, the churches.” In addition to speeches from local community leaders, Dorfman noted
that “the clergy was very much in evidence throughout the meeting,” and provided substantial
quotes from their addresses. And he closed the article as the meeting itself had closed, noting that
students, some from UC, led the audience in a final refrain of “We Shall Overcome,” and printed
again its words: “Oh Lord, deep in my heart…” 41
At times, student and non-student activists encouraged their peers to draw on religious
institutions in their work. Here we can recall the comments from Jerome with which we opened
40
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this chapter. In addition to calling attention to the religious aspect of the southern movement and
encouraging northern student activists to more fully commit to the ethic and ideology of nonviolence (and not just its practical elements), Jerome encouraged students to head directly into
local communities to build support for the emerging protest movement. “I mean specifically
trying to work through churches and community centers,” he wrote. Joan Hamilton, a local civil
rights activist affiliated with the Chicago-area Friends of SNCC, wrote several letters to the
Maroon advising students on their activism. In one, she, like Jerome, voiced concern that the
new student activists were not as well-trained and thoroughly committed to the tradition of nonviolent direct action and its ethic. She suggested putting together a workshop that would draw on
both the resources of the academic community and local community groups in order to explore
different understandings of, and approaches to addressing, “social structures,” “intergroup
conflicts,” and “human relations.” Although she did not mention clergy there, she later included
ministers in a list of parties that needed to be fully involved in activism if progress was to be
made. Commenting on how to achieve consistent integration at a local beach, Hamilton included
“responsible interracial wade-iners, clergymen, and community groups” as necessary
components for future success. 42
Comments such as those of Jerome and Hamilton suggest an interest in the practical and
material benefits of religious involvement, but also in the potential ideological benefits – the
suggestion that something was missing in the emerging student movement, something that, in the
southern movement, was supplied by religious commitment. Neal Johnston, who served as the
Maroon editor and as an NSA regional officer for a time, echoed this latter sentiment, albeit
indirectly. In the fall of 1961, Johnston wrote two editorials analyzing the student movement’s
potential and its challenges. Student activism could only be effective, Johnston wrote, if it
included both a thorough awareness and understanding of social problems—“a sound and
penetrating intellectual system”—as well as a willingness to act. 43 But part of the problem facing
the northern liberal student was that his sympathy for civil rights did not necessarily stem from
the “profound and personal sense of injustice and indignity,” the “sense of urgency” that carried
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the southern student movement forward, but instead from an intellectual or theoretical
foundation. 44
One aspect of what Johnston saw in the southern movement was its “religious fervor.”
But Johnston did not urge his activists to take up religion as a motivation: students could
appreciate the religiosity of their southern counterparts, he said, but they could not “duplicate” it.
The northern student’s support for civil rights was predominantly intellectual, and this could not
be easily modified: “The difference between a religious mission and a rationalistic commitment
is more than one of pitch.” Instead, Johnston urged student activists to commit to the sit-in
movement not only through supportive telegrams or money, but “by solving the problem as it
touches us” in Chicago, by awakening a sensitivity to the injustices that existed in the city and
that related directly or indirectly to the struggle of the southern sit-ins. 45
Such examples are few considering the amount of conversation the sit-in movement and
later civil rights activity generated in the Maroon and other publications. Nevertheless, they are
suggestive of a few key points concerning religion and early student civil rights activity. First,
even as Chicago’s student action was sparked in part by the sit-ins of their southern peers,
activists nevertheless sensed a difference between their activism and that of their inspiration. The
visible manifestation of that difference was a religious sensibility present in the south but absent
in the north. At least some students saw this as a potential liability or vulnerability for northern
students, as that religiosity somehow reflected a more fundamental commitment to something
bigger than the immediate issues at hand.
These examples also suggest that students were not only open to religious participation,
but that they understood religious leaders and groups as potential stakeholders in the larger civil
rights conversation, and as important members of the communities that their activism necessarily
engaged. How often this understanding translated to actual engagement with religious
communities is less clear. But recognizing that early student civil rights activists maintained an
openness to religious involvement, as well as a sense that religion might have something to
contribute to the activism in a larger way that transcended mere practicality, complicates
characterizations of the emerging student movement as essentially secular or somehow hostile to
religion. Even if many of the students themselves held no substantial religious commitments, the
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relationship between religion and early student civil rights activists in Chicago was more
complicated than such characterizations suggest. And that complicated relationship was even
more visible in the strain of student peace activism that ran parallel to student civil rights
activity.

Religion and Peace Work on Campus
Alongside interest in civil rights activism, a wave of student activists also helped to make
peace and an interest in non-violent alternatives to the Cold War a significant arena of campus
work in the late ‘50s and early ‘60s. Peace activism throughout the country had suffered since
World War II, marginalized first by the “American Way” rhetoric of the ‘30s and ‘40s, and later
by the narrowing of the political and cultural discourse of the early Cold War and the period’s
rabid anticommunism. By the late-1950s, however, established peace groups such as the
Fellowship of Reconciliation (FOR), American Friends Service Committee (AFSC), and the War
Resisters League (WRL), and newer organizations such as the moderate National Committee for
a SANE Nuclear Policy (SANE) and the radical-pacifist Committee for Nonviolent Action
(CNVA), began to attract attention as they organized on behalf of nuclear disarmament and
greater efforts toward diplomacy. Similarly concerned about the threat of nuclear war and the
culture of Cold War brinksmanship, student activists joined the fray in a variety of ways,
sometimes by creating new local or regional organizations, such as the New England-based
Tocsin, or by working with larger national groups such as the student off-shoot of SANE
(Student SANE). 46
The Student Peace Union (SPU) was arguably the most visible and successful group
organizing student activists around a central issue, besides civil rights, in the early 1960s. It was
certainly the largest independent student organization devoted to peace work during the period.
Founded in 1959 by Ken Calkins, then a Masters student in History at the University of Chicago,
the organization quickly grew to become a national organization with a sizable membership. By
the standards of the anti-war and anti-Vietnam protests of the later 1960s, SPU was hardly a
radical organization. For much of its existence, it presented itself not as a specifically pacifist
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organization, but rather as a forum for raising and discussing alternatives to the culture of
brinksmanship and nuclear armament that then dominated American foreign policy. By late
1961, the Student Peace Union boasted dozens of chapters or affiliations on campuses across the
country, and thousands of individual members. In coordination with several other groups, it
helped to organize the Washington Action of 1962, one of the largest student demonstrations of
the early 1960s. Although relatively short-lived – it disbanded in 1964 – it drew attention and
support from many of the period’s most prominent peace organizations and leaders, including
WRL and FOR. 47
Much like its civil rights counterparts, SPU identified itself as a non-sectarian
organization, claiming no specific religious affiliation or sponsorship. And although the
participation and influence of religious individuals can be traced in both its local Chicago work
and its national leadership, much of that participation reads as incidental as the participation and
influence of religious individuals in civil rights work. Even more than in student civil rights
circles, however, a close examination of SPU’s activities and records reveals special efforts to
cultivate the interest of religious organizations and students in their work, and perhaps more
regular interactions with religious organizations in general. SPU published literature and
organized programs directed at religiously-inclined students, especially Protestants, even as they
utilized local and student religious organizations to grow as an organization, to raise funds, and
to host events and support demonstrations. All of this is suggestive of a particular interest in
what unique contributions religion and religious groups might have had to offer both peace
activism and the larger growing student movement.
Ken Calkins, the founder of SPU, earned his activist stripes by participating in a number
of direct action protests in the late 1950s, including the Cheyenne demonstration of 1958
orchestrated by the Committee for Non-Violent Action. He co-founded a student group at the
University of Chicago, Students for Non-Violence, which organized soapbox sessions and
debates at UC and other Chicago campuses to raise interest in peace activism. He also worked as
a field worker for the American Friends Service Committee, and through his activism
accumulated a substantial list of contacts in the peace movement. In 1959, he began to imagine a
47
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larger umbrella organization that could bring isolated student peace groups into contact with one
another for cooperation and action. Utilizing his network of contacts, he and other UC students
laid the groundwork for what would quickly become a national endeavor. 48
From the very beginning, SPU was enmeshed in a network of organizational alliances
that included a substantial number and variety of religiously-oriented institutions alongside other
peace organizations, whether sectarian or not. Three of the twelve campuses represented on the
founding Executive Committee were seminaries or religious schools, and in the coming years
SPU kept in regular contact with representatives from such schools across the country. 49 On nonreligious campuses, student religious organizations, such as the Methodist Student or Wesley
Foundations, often acted as valuable points of introduction to certain segments of the student
population, and sometimes helped to host events planned by local SPU chapters and other peace
groups. In Chicago, SPU worked with groups like the Fellowship of Reconciliation, AFSC, the
War Resisters League, and CNVA to present Captain Albert Bigelow of the Golden Rule to
students in 1961, and later co-sponsored Bradford Lyttle and AJ Muste’s presentation on the San
Francisco to Moscow Peace Walk in 1962. 50 These and other presentations were often hosted in
local churches and student religious facilities, such as that of the Methodist Student Foundation
at Northwestern University, the University of Chicago’s Quaker House, or the First Methodist
Church in nearby Evanston, Illinois. SPU also worked with UC’s Quaker Student Fellowship in
coordinating peace walks and other demonstrations in the early 1960s. 51
Some of this contact with religious groups likely grew out of the historic role of religious
organizations in national peace work, a history that Calkins and others witnessed as they entered
into peace circles. Calkins was raised Methodist and his own mother worked for the regional
office of the Midwest FOR; he attended Haverford College, a historic Quaker institution, for his
undergraduate work before moving to Chicago. Like Calkins, many of SPU’s core leadership
48
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were originally moved to activism through encounters with groups like AFSC or FOR, where
they no doubt came into contact with the peace movement’s relatively cosmopolitan religious
culture, as well as local religious groups devoted to social action. Philip Altbach, who chaired
SPU for much of its existence, was first introduced to activism through a chapter of the
Unitarian-Universalist youth group, Liberal Religious Youth, and their social work and attention
to civil rights in the Chicago area. 52 At the same time, he wound up within the gravitational pull
of AFSC through its high school program, which specifically introduced him to peace work.
Other biographies offer similar details. David Finke, an important Oberlin-based field
worker who also co-chaired the organization with Altbach for a period, was one of the few SPU
leaders who offered a specifically religious rationale for his pacifism – he was a Methodist and
worked with a number of different Methodist organizations -- and his activist past intersected
with many of the same groups as Altbach and Calkins, such as AFSC. 53 This is not to say that
SPU had an overwhelmingly religious base. If its membership had any particular source, the bulk
of its membership in Chicago, and substantial portions of its membership elsewhere, was drawn
from the rosters of the Young People’s Socialist League, not from any specific religious
organization. 54 But from its inception, SPU took part in the broader culture of the peace
movement and forged relationships with many of the movement’s most important organizations.
Even if it had wanted to, it could not have escaped working with religious personalities or
organizations.
But SPU was not merely happy to work with student religious groups or denominational
offices --- it took a special interest in cultivating connections with religious persons and groups.
When in correspondence with religious groups or leaders, Altbach and others regularly
commented on this special interest. In contact with Rabbi Isador Hoffman to organize a
presentation on Judaism and peace work, one SPU staffer noted his own belief that “one of the
really untapped sources of strength for building a real, meaningful, student peace movement, is
the organized Jewish student community.” 55 Altbach himself requested literature from religious
groups involved with peace work, and frequently responded to otherwise perfunctory requests
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from religious organizations for more information about SPU with a line or two about the
important contributions that religious groups could make to the peace movement. 56
More than just talk, this special interest in building religious relationships within SPU
manifested itself in a variety of ways. While chairman, Altbach wrote a number of pamphlets
concerning the relationship between Protestantism or Judaism and the peace movement, and
SPU’s literature list included pamphlets by John Bennett, president of Union Theological
Seminary, and other religious thinkers on similar topics. 57 Altbach later worked to compile a
more extensive bibliography on the relationship between Christianity and “social concern.” SPU
also developed a number of programs concerning religion and peace. One such early seminar
entitled “Religion, Agnosticism, Atheism, and the Pacifist Ethic,” held in conjunction with
Northwestern University’s Methodist Student Foundation in early 1960, sought “to investigate
and discuss both the differences and the common ideas behind the various religious and nonreligious pacifist points of view and in so doing to help build a new understand and unity in the
pacifist movement. 58 In 1962, Altbach and others organized a full-day conference on “The
Nuclear Imperative and Christian Decision” which featured, among others, the notable Dr.
Howard Schomer, then president of Chicago Theological Seminary, as a keynote speaker. 59 A
short while later, SPU workers in New York would use that conference as a template for a
similar seminar at Union Theological Seminary.
There was enough interest in cultivating religious relationships that David Finke was
more or less assigned specifically to the task. 60 And SPU’s leadership was sophisticated enough
to have different literature and speakers available for presentations to religious students,
demonstrating a sensitivity to the specific concerns of a given tradition, such as Catholicism.
When a chapter of the Catholic-based Young Christian Students requested a speaker from SPU,
they sent Karl Meyer, a Catholic Worker member affiliated with SPU. Altbach and another UC
colleague who played a leading role both on campus and within SPU’s national office, Gail
Paradise, worked together on an article regarding the relationship between Judaism and peace
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work; a similar article appeared in an early SPU’s newsletter. Altbach and Paradise had at least
some familiarity with a rabbi at UC Hillel center, as they sent him a copy of their work for his
review. 61 David Komatsu, another notable UC student and SPU staff member, urged a distant
field worker to collect articles in religious publications that might be reprinted in SPU literature,
because their inclusion could have a “good effect on the acceptability” of SPU’s work among
religious groups. 62
What drove this interest in recruiting religious students and building relationships with
religious student groups? A variety of religious groups and institutions had a proven track record
of participation and leadership in the peace movement, and SPU recognized the resources that
such groups could provide. In addition to hosting lectures for SPU or assisting with making first
contact with students on a new campus, churches and religious groups provided housing for outof-town protestors during demonstrations such as the Washington Action of 1962, shared
mailing lists with SPU staff, and provided publicity for SPU publications and activities. 63 They
could also help field workers to negotiate new and unfamiliar environments: when SPU workers
set up a new office in Washington D.C., the leader of the operation included among her earliest
tasks the construction of a file of detailed information concerning local houses of worship,
relevant religious publications in the area, and any personalities from religious communities that
already had a hand in peace activism. 64 Religious contacts occasionally helped the national office
with that most perennial of problems for activist organizations: money. Insofar as fundraising is
as much about building access to a network of interested contacts as anything else, religious
allies could help guide SPU to sources of support when money was tight (which it was usually
was). 65 In other words, religious groups could provide a variety of material resources much like
the resources provided through SPU’s alliances with FOR, AFSC, WRL, or smaller local peace
groups. Like student civil rights activists, SPU’s interest in religious support and participation
often had a practical edge.
Some students with strong religious identities had their own special interest in connecting
with students of their traditions, an interest that was more overtly ideological. Although much of
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SPU’s religious outreach reflected a Protestant focus, Stephen Spiro, a Catholic SPU fieldworker
who had been active in SPU at UC and then worked to establish a chapter at Loyola University,
spent much of his time building connections with Catholic organizations and recruiting Catholic
students to the organization. Through Spiro, SPU made at least some contact with various Young
Christian Students chapters, Catholic-founded Newman Clubs on non-Catholic campuses, and
with the National Federation of Catholic College Students (NFCCS), and even managed to
organize speaking engagements for himself on a number of Midwest Catholic campuses. In early
1963, the executive secretary of NFCCS asked Spiro if he would write a piece on pacifism and
the Church for their newsletter, the Forum, which led to several pieces by Spiro being published
there. 66 Jim Kennedy, another Chicago-based Catholic SPU worker affiliated with Young
Christian Students, also worked to build connections between Catholic organizations and the
peace or student movement. 67 Like Spiro, Kennedy occasionally wrote about Catholicism and
issues of peace; one text submitted as a possible pamphlet for SPU specifically sought to provide
quotes from, and references to, Catholic perspectives on the just war doctrine, war and peace
more generally, and nuclear warfare. 68
The writings of Spiro and Kennedy demonstrate the often complicated position that
students of a given tradition found themselves in as they sought to reach out to their religious
peers. Just as Riddick gently challenged Mennonite doctrine to encourage more direct
involvement on behalf of civil rights, Spiro and Kennedy saw their work as challenging popular
Catholic conceptions regarding war and peace. Both students were disappointed with how they
saw Catholic doctrine being applied to such issues within Catholic communities, and hoped to
persuade their peers that the church’s anti-Communism did not necessarily translate to
unquestioning support of American foreign policy.
But also like many civil rights activists, some SPU leaders understood religion as an
ideological and ethical resource for their work, as offering something unique to the work itself.
This is best seen in some of the writings of Philip Altbach. In addition to pamphlets concerning
the relationship between specific traditions and pacifism, Altbach wrote several articles on
religion and the emerging student and peace movements more generally. Writing in the
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Methodist student magazine motive in 1961, Altbach highlighted the contributions of religious
organizations and denominational student groups to the budding student peace movement, and
emphasized “Christian concern” and the social gospel as prime motivations for at least some
students’ involvement. Both a description of the present movement and an appeal for more
religious involvement, the article affirmed that religious students could play an important role in
the student movement. 69
Only a year later, however, Altbach proved more circumspect about the actual presence
of religion in the movement, and he now argued that obvious religious commitment in northern
student activism was actually rather scarce. Contrasting the northern movement with the
southern sit-in movement, where religion seemed to play a more vital role, Altbach suggested
that religious students often shed their visible commitments when entering student activism, and
that many students showed no interest in religion at all. The nation’s religious institutions were
perceived as too complacent and too hypocritical to provide substantial guidance or material
resources on behalf of the student movement. Until religion again provided “a challenge” to
American youth, they would “seek challenge and vision elsewhere” --- in other words, in a
distinctly secular politics. 70
For Altbach, this was unfortunate. He believed that “religious commitment” could
provide broader moral coherence and a firmer source of motivation for activists, and thus counter
the tendency to get involved on a single issue only to quickly lose interest. Religious
commitment grounded students in a moral ideology that transcended immediate political
concerns—a far cry, he suggested, from those students motivated by “vague emotional feelings
or ‘enlightened self-interest’ rather than a desire for service or responsibility to a higher force.” 71
Elsewhere Altbach expressed a concern that many of the students involved in the emerging
student movement, from civil rights to peace to civil liberties, were “obviously uninterested in
both the broader implications of their actions as well as the basic issues and fundamental
problems facing society,” that they were “unwilling … to commit themselves to any
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encompassing set of beliefs and are seldom totally committed to anything.” 72 This was a basic
obstacle that the movement would have to overcome if it were to sustain itself and grow; the
student movement needed stronger ideological anchors that could serve to build a deeper and
broader commitment among students. Religion could provide one of those anchors.
This was not to say that only traditional forms of religion could provide that moral
foundation. Although in this article Altbach tied this vision of religious commitment to
recognizable structures of religion—to churches, to the Buddha and Jesus, and to religious
organizations—elsewhere, in a pamphlet entitled “The Pacific Ethic and Humanism,” he
suggested that even atheistic humanists could be “just as religious as the pacifist or humanitarian
who bases his philosophy on the teachings of Jesus.” Theistic and non-theistic humanists shared
a concern for “the spiritual essence of man,” which the former called the soul and the latter
identified in various ways (i.e. as reason, “the power of love”). Regardless of their differences,
both shared a belief in the basic dignity and inherent value of man, and Altbach identified such
commitment to a higher moral principle as essentially “religious.” 73
For Altbach, then, the value of “religious commitment” had less to do with a specific set
of traditions than with a profound moral concern for humanity, and that moral dimension was
needed in peace work and other forms of social activism. Indeed, when he submitted his first
article to motive, he openly expressed to the editor an interest “in bringing a greater participation
on the part of Christian youth in the peace movement.” He explained that this was important in
“giving the movement stability and giving it a moral tone, which, I am afraid, most intellectuals
are incapable of.” 74 The time that Altbach spent thinking about religion’s relationship to the
student movement, and corresponding with men like Rabbi Hoffman in order to better
understand religious motivations for peace work, is suggestive of how important he felt this
quality of moral concern was to sustainable activism.
Altbach’s work also sheds light on the influences that led some leaders of SPU to focus
on cultivating religious relationships. The broad and inclusive interpretations of both religion and
humanism that Altbach articulated in “The Pacifist Ethic and Humanism” are suggestive of the
influence of mid-century liberal religious discourse on his thought. The goal of the pamphlet was
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to explain that although pacifism was frequently thought of as “a purely Christian doctrine,” it
also had a secular lineage, one that was not at odds with religion per se but could be taken up
alongside its religious variants. 75
In making his argument, Altbach focused on the shared interests of the religious person
and the humanist, and how those shared interests converged in pacifism. The pacifist “basically
affirms man” in his opposition to “the worship of state, nation or class” and to “the all-pervasive
materialism in Western culture” as obstacles to peace and human dignity. “This affirmation of
man and belief in the creative aspect of peace are basic to both the Judeo-Christian and humanist
traditions,” Altbach wrote. Despite the “Judeo-Christian” descriptor, Altbach’s understanding of
the religious lineage of pacifism was broad and here included Gandhi, Buddha, the Quaker
George Fox, and A.J. Muste. Similarly, his understanding of “humanism” included those who
enlarged the concept of “God” to something more universalistic (i.e. “the Good in every man”)
or those who had “[preferred] to dispense with the term altogether”; more generally, humanists
rejected “supernaturalism” in favor of “science,” but did not necessarily dismiss “the world’s
religious traditions” altogether. Both religion and humanism converged at their concern for “the
spiritual essence within man,” and this common concern in turn made each tradition amenable to
pacifism. 76
The critical points of Altbach’s discussion of the relationship between religion,
humanism, and pacifism demonstrate a particular debt to the discourse of religious liberalism.
His easy discursive movements between the “Judeo-Christian” tradition and an understanding of
religion that included Buddhism and the religious content of Gandhi speak to a critical
component of religious liberalism: its tendency toward an embrace of religious pluralism and
interreligious or ecumenical models of exchange between traditions. In suggesting that a shared
concern for the essence of man placed religion and humanism on common ground, Altbach was
also drawing on the long historical conversation and exchange between secular and religious
liberalism, a relationship one historian has called “dynamic and mutually constitutive.” Indeed,
in his recognition of the varieties of humanistic approaches to theism, and that one type of
humanism might shear away the supernaturalism of traditional religion while retaining its
philosophical or ethical content, Altbach virtually described one manifestation of religious
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liberalism itself as seen from Shailer Mathews and Harry Emerson Fosdick through Paul Tillich
and Reinhold Niebuhr. 77
There are additional reasons to connect Altbach’s comments, and his larger interest in
religious activism, to the ferment of religious liberalism. His participation in the Unitarianaffiliated Student Religious Liberals is perhaps the most obvious connection. But he also was
both familiar with and interested in the tenets of theological liberalism, as he at one point
interviewed Paul Tillich for the Maroon. He was also clearly familiar with other key thinkers and
leaders in the mainline Protestant world. When he penned a resource guide for “students with a
Christian orientation to world affairs who feel motivated to work for peace through Christian
responsibility,” he included works by John Bennett and Reinhold Niebuhr, alongside pamphlets
and articles published by AFSC, the Fellowship of Reconciliation, and the Quaker-affiliated
Pendle Hill center. 78 Altbach’s own biography included in the “Pacifist Ethic…” pamphlet noted
that he held memberships with the Jewish Peace Fellowship, the National Council of Liberal
Religious Youth, and the American Humanist Association.
If the personal biographies and interests of leaders like Altbach help explain SPU’s
interest in cultivating religious interest in peace work, some of that interest also was encouraged
by mentors and elder activists. SPU found a great deal of guidance and assistance in Dave
McReynolds, who during SPU’s existence held important positions at Liberation magazine and
with the War Resisters’ League. As SPU quickly grew into a truly national student organization,
McReynolds encouraged its leaders to be thoughtful and strategic in its efforts to build a
sustainable organization. In this respect, McReynolds specifically suggested that SPU leaders
pay attention to student religious groups. McReynolds believed that student religious
organizations provided an untapped resource for recruitment and cultivation. He encouraged
SPU to organize a conference on Religion and Social Responsibility “aimed at striking into the
seminaries and Protestant and Jewish youth groups.” 79 Indeed, from an early date McReynolds
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suggested that religious students seemed at the “cutting edge” of student activism, and he
regularly suggested that their participation would be crucial in building a broader and more
capacious student movement. 80
Similarly, it appears that Kermit Eby, a professor of Social Sciences at the University of
Chicago and a mentor to many UC activists, may have encouraged Altbach to submit some of his
work on peace and activism to motive. Eby himself was a minister of the Church of the Brethren
and a prolific writer and worker on matters of labor, race and civil rights, education, and peace. 81
Among the many publications that printed his work were both the Christian Century and the
humanist-inclined The New Outlook. And when Altbach voiced disappointment in the level of
religious participation in the emerging student movement, two of his most notable
correspondents, sociologist David Riesman and Rabbi Isador Hoffman of the Jewish Peace
Fellowship, suggested that the picture painted by Altbach overlooked the many contributions
made by religious groups and students to the movement’s many fields. 82 Combined with the
models proffered by SPU’s natural relationships with groups like FOR, AFSC, SANE, examples
such as these show that the organization’s officers would not need to look far to find evidence of
religious groups’ potential contribution to their activism.
In pure numbers, SPU’s efforts to bring more religious participation into their work
showed few obvious gains in religious membership or affiliations. But the evidence of interest in
building relationships with religious groups is clear and arguably important. It demonstrates
recognition, on the part of student activists, of the potentially unique contributions that such
groups could make to their work, and openness to those contributions. One aspect of that
potential contribution was practical and material: religious groups acted as important nodes of
support in the constellation of organizations and activists that made up the peace movement,
providing sources of funding, places to host events, and even churches to host tired protestors in
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need of a place to sleep. But for some students religion seemed poised to offer something even
more basic to peace work: an ideological anchor and provider of a more encompassing
worldview that could cultivate a deeper level of commitment to work that frequently left activists
feeling burnt out or defeated, and that might encourage students to develop a level of
engagement that transcended single-issue activism. Religion was not necessarily the only source
of such an anchor but it was a meaningful one, and some students, like Altbach, sought to bring
religion more forcefully into the larger conversation of student activists in peace work and
beyond.

Conclusion
In the spring of 1962, just a few months after SPU and other student organizations across
the country mounted the Washington Action demonstration that brought thousands of new
student activists to Washington D.C. on behalf of peace and nuclear disarmament, some fiftynine students gathered in Port Huron for the event that is often associated with the birth of the
New Left: the Port Huron Conference of the then fledgling Students for a Democratic Society,
where the classic Port Huron Statement was authored.
In many respects it was a secular affair. The bulk of its participants and observers,
whether individually religiously-affiliated or not, represented groups like the National Student
Association, the Young Democrats, SNCC, and student newspaper editors or student government
leaders from a scattering of college campuses. In his account of the intellectual influences on his
writing of the Statement, Tom Hayden particularly highlights Albert Camus’s existentialist
defense of “individual moral action against hopeless and ‘absurd’ odds,” and C. Wright Mills’s
analysis of power relationships and social malaise. 83 The sectarian divisions that threatened the
Conference were rooted in Old Left politics and concerns: the statement’s treatment of the Soviet
Union and its critique of the labor movement sparked heated arguments from Michael
Harrington and Donald Slaiman, arguments that represented deep divisions between the concerns
of an older generation of leftist activists and the emerging left of the Sixties. In every respect,
this critical moment in the story of the New Left appears essentially secular.
Essentially secular, perhaps, but not exclusively secular. In accounts of the Port Huron
Conference, religion is never the star but neither is it entirely absent. Among the student groups
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present at the conference was the National Christian Student Federation (NCSF). 84 An
interdenominational organization founded in 1959, NCSF represented the increasing focus of
denominational youth work on varieties of social activism, including the civil rights movement. 85
Accounts of the conference regularly recognize that at least some of the conference’s participants
“had turned to political activism out of religious conviction.” 86 This handful of students affected
the conference in both direct and indirect ways. Casey Hayden, whose path to activism was
heavily shaped by her time at the University of Texas – Austin’s Methodist-based Faith and Life
Center and Christian existentialism, was alone responsible for putting Camus’s work into the
hands of Tom Hayden, and her understanding of existentialism likely influenced Tom’s
understanding of Camus and his thought. 87 Original plans for the conference included discussion
of “the intellectual foundations of the left,” with “radical Christianity” being included as one of
those foundations. 88 Perhaps the most direct contribution came from Maria Varela, a Catholic
college student who, while attending high school in Chicago, had begun working with the
Catholic youth group, Young Christian Students. Although accounts vary, Varela was at least
partially responsible for tempering the statement’s description of humanity’s character from
“infinitely perfectible” with “unlimited” capacities for good, to the final form found in the
Introduction of the statement: “We regard men as infinitely precious and possessed of unfulfilled
capacities for reason, freedom, and love.” Varela’s suggestions were inspired by the thought of
Catholic theologian Hans Küng. 89
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It is tempting to dismiss such contributions as minimal compared to the more overtly
secular influences that were present. As incidental as they were, however, these anecdotes and
the presence of a small religiously-inclined contingent ask us to consider why these students
were there in the first place, and how they fit in to the larger landscape of the emerging student
left. Varela remembers being invited to the conference by Al Haber and Tom Hayden because
they “wanted to involve progressives and liberal religious groups” in the penning of the
Statement. To some extent, her religious affiliation marked her as different from much of the
group. She found much of the intellectual aspect of the conference unfamiliar to her, as she and
her YCS peers had been reading the likes of Dorothy Day and Peter Maurin of the Catholic
Worker Movement, and the theological writings of Kung and Emanuel Mounier. But she also
recalls conversations concerning the place of religious influences in the movement. Writing to a
colleague at the time, Varela described such discussions: “(Another) problem is articulated
thusly: ‘If we accept…if we encourage the Christian or religious based liberal, will we lose the
respect of the secular liberal. Will we have to re-define the left?’” Trying to muster the courage
to critique the “the left’s (over) reaction…to religious based ideas, groups, and people,” she also
struggled to find the language that would bridge her world with theirs. But in discussions about
participatory democracy, as well as the nature of humanity and human relationships, she found
herself more at home and able to bring the two camps, the religious and the secular, together.
Thus in her final estimation, “The discussions leading to the Port Huron Statement brought the
secular and faith-based together, helping us feel that perhaps we belonged together in this place,
at this historic event.” 90
From a certain angle, then, the place of religion at the Port Huron Conference mirrored
the place of religion in the early student civil rights and peace movements, and of the emerging
student movement in the Chicago area. For on the one hand, religious participation in such
activism, and even the visible impact of religious groups or thought on civil rights and peace
work, seems minimal and often incidental, coming from no particular religious group and having
no substantial effect on the work or rhetoric of student groups. Religious influences may be
traced in the biographies of student activists, such as Ed Riddick, or in the educational endeavors
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of religious student groups, but rarely did those influences translate into some visible effect on
the rhetoric or strategies of the more visible organizations that drove student activism throughout
the period. If anything, students’ religious affiliations were rendered invisible, or perhaps even
blunted, by the non-sectarian shells of the organizations they joined, as Altbach suggested. The
movers and shakers of early student activism often spoke in pragmatic terms, or in abstract and
secular intellectual terms, rather than an obvious language of morality or ethics.
But just as SDS’s leadership sought to incorporate religious voices in their early work—
even if they were not sure how to do it—so, too, did Chicago’s student activists sense that there
was something valuable in the religious commitments of their southern peers, something that was
potentially missing from their own communities. What that “something” was proved difficult to
define, but the occasional comments of both civil rights and peace activists suggest the idea that
the content of religion provided something that pure politics could not, an ideological and ethical
content that might go beyond the specific examples of discrimination or injustice to which
activists were responding. When Neal Johnston, surveying the needs of the student movement,
suggested that students could not “duplicate” the religiosity of southern student activists, he
implied a certain lack among northern student activists, a lack that correlated to the southern
movement’s vitality and urgency.
But Maria Varela’s comments also highlight a particular obstacle faced by religious and
non-religious activists alike: the apparent disconnect between the language and concerns of each
side. Any effort to incorporate more religious participation into student activism would have
found it difficult to negotiate that gap. This helps to explain why the most explicit use of
religious rhetoric in early UC civil rights work was to be found in a letter meant to solicit support
from campus religious leaders, as well as why Riddick relied heavily on religious references and
ideology to communicate civil rights issues to others in the Mennonite community but left much
of those peculiarities behind when penning resolutions for UCSG or writing letters to the
Maroon. Similarly, it helps elucidate why Catholics affiliated with SPU, such as Steve Spiro and
Jim Kennedy, took it upon themselves to direct their efforts toward fellow Catholics. Beyond a
desire to challenge the normative Catholic responses to the Cold War and nuclear weapons that
their fellow Catholics were most often exposed to, they also likely found a place to utilize the
language and ideas that helped lead them toward peace work in the first place. In her account of
the Port Huron Conference, Varela referred to the religious and non-religious participants as
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residing within their own separate contextual “ghettos.” To put religious students or groups to
work communicating specifically to other religious students and groups was arguably a natural
and thoughtful strategy on the part of SPU leaders, but it also reflected the stubborn persistence
of Varela’s “ghetto” walls. For some, the place of religion in activism was first and foremost
among the religious.
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CHAPTER 2. “THE MORAL BASIS FOR COMMON ACTION”:
RELIGION, COMMUNITY ORGANIZING, AND THE WOODLAWN
ORGANIZATION, 1959-1964

Introduction
On January 7, 1966, Martin Luther King, Jr. and the SCLC announced “The Chicago
Plan,” King’s first effort to launch a sustained civil rights campaign in the North. The campaign
soon became known as the Chicago Freedom Movement (CFM), the stated objective of which
was “to bring about the unconditional surrender of forces dedicated to the creation and
maintenance of slums” through a combination of educational and direct action, non-violent
tactics that would “make slums a moral and financial liability upon the whole community.” At
the time of the announcement, the plan drew primarily on the resources of SCLC and Chicago’s
local Coordinating Council of Community Organizations (CCCO), an umbrella organization that
represented a variety of civil rights and community groups, as well as labor and religious
organizations in the city. According to the Chicago Plan, those resources were to be
“supplemented” by “additional power factors which will help us organize and raise issues before
the entire Chicago community.” “Foremost among these power factors,” the announcement read,
“is the church.” 1
The church was “a ready ally for a nonviolent movement” because the issues at stake
were “questions of human rights for those who are numbered among the children of god[.]”
These ideological sympathies, however, had to be translated into practical action. The first phase
of the program was thus primarily educational: meetings with “every minister in the city”
through conferences and other formats would share information about the ongoing plans for
organization in Chicago, and about SCLC’s Operation Breadbasket initiative, which utilized
ministers and community leaders to pressure local employers to hire and promote across the
color line. Following this early initiative toward education, however, the church’s role was left
unclear. Other groups received more attention in practical terms: establishing neighborhood
unions would serve immediate and long-term political and economic ends by creating “a network
of protection against injustice” in housing and employment; college and high school students
1
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would be cultivated as forces that could be “mobilized” for supporting actions, as would the
city’s black unemployed. The only other mention of churches was in reference to the
movement’s effort to create “the kind of democratic structures,” at the local level, that would
help citizens tackle “the problems of slum life.” Among those democratic structures were
“religious institutions … prepared to minister to persons in urban society as well as to the
structures of that society.” The place of the church in the larger movement was thus left rather
unclear. The church’s participation was deemed important, but what role it was to perform
beyond early educational endeavors was undefined. 2
While the idea that the church or other religious institutions had a role to play in Chicago
civil rights activity would have found a sympathetic and even willing ear among many in
Chicago, it might also have been met with some defensiveness. King’s arrival and the launch of
the Chicago Freedom Movement was not the start of civil rights activity in Chicago but rather a
culmination of years and even decades of activism that had sought to expose and rectify
inequality in housing, education, and employment between Chicago’s white and black citizens.
And throughout all varieties of that activity, religious leadership and institutions had already
played a substantial role. Wherever one looks at civil rights activism in the early 1960s, one finds
religious groups taking on a variety of roles both visible and behind-the-scenes: in longstanding
groups such as the NAACP and the Chicago Urban League; in city chapters of newer civil rights
organizations such as Friends of SNCC and CORE; in support for the work of labor groups such
as the Chicago chapter of the Negro American Labor Council (NALC), who engaged a variety of
tactics to directly challenge employers’ hiring practices; and as will be discussed in a later
chapter, in the CCCO itself. The combined effect of new and renewed civil rights activism at the
start of the decade not only succeeded in bringing these previously ignored issues closer to the
center of Chicago’s public discourse throughout the Sixties, but also laid the foundation for
Chicago’s own unique strain of the civil rights movement that would shape much of the city’s
life throughout the decade. At every step, religious leaders and institutions were not only
involved in often foundational ways, but were also actively sought out by activist leaders,
whether they themselves were religious or not. 3
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One such group was The Woodlawn Organization, a community organization on
Chicago’s south side founded with the help of Saul Alinsky’s Industrial Areas Foundation. TWO
was among the first groups to mount a sustained campaign against the threat of urban renewal
and against longstanding persistent racial inequality in housing, education, and other public
services. As a prominent grassroots group modeled on Saul Alinsky’s understanding of how a
true community organization ought to be structured and how it ought to act, TWO stood as a
model of what civil rights-oriented community organization might look like for other activists in
Chicago, whether that model was embraced or rejected. In many respects, TWO was at the
forefront of the emerging wave of civil rights activism of Chicago’s 1960s, one that often
worked outside the traditional venues of mainstream politics or established istitutions such as the
NAACP.
This chapter examines the place of religious leaders and groups within TWO, from its
founding moments in the late 1950s through its activities in the mid-1960s, as well as the place
of religion in the thought of Saul Alinsky and his community organization model more generally.
Although TWO’s story is often included in studies of Chicago and civil rights, as well as in
broader studies of community organization efforts in the 1960s, few scholars have examined the
critical role that religious institutions and leaders played in founding the organization and their
continued role in the organization’s work throughout the period. Yet close consideration of
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religion’s place in TWO suggests that, in many ways, both Alinsky himself and the early
religious leaders who were involved in TWO shared specific and often overlapping
understandings of the role of religion and religious leaders in the work and structures of
community organizations. 4
Because of the traditional roles that churches and religious leaders played in their
communities, Alinsky understood clergy and their congregations as a necessary asset for any
successful community organization. Churches and their leadership could not only effectively
represent the local community within an organization, but also serve as a voice of authority and
credibility in that organization’s activities. For religious leaders looking to engage issues of civil
rights or address problems of the inner cities, community organizations offered a means to gain
strength in numbers by joining with other community groups, while also bolstering their standing
in their communities as meaningful and relevant institutions. In many respects, these and other
rationales for religious involvement proved fruitful in TWO’s work as well as in the work of
other community organizations of the period. Considering the place of religion in the history of
TWO, as well as in the thought of Alinsky, encourages stronger recognition of how both sides –
ostensibly secular activists and explicitly religiously-affiliated participants alike – envisioned a
place for religion in the work of community organization and its particular form of civil rights
engagement.

Religion and the Alinsky Model of Community Organizing
By the early 1960s, civil rights activism had a long history in Chicago, particularly
concerning issues of education and housing. Throughout the 1940s and ‘50s, activists
persistently documented racial inequalities in education and housing, but their efforts were often
4
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stymied by Chicago’s entrenched political machine, and they struggled to gain the attention or
sympathy of the city’s politicians or its public. Foreshadowing official responses to activism in
the ‘60s, Chicago’s public and political discourse generally treated racial tensions and
discrimination as something that occurred in the South – not in Chicago. When the federal
Commission on Civil Rights called Chicago “the most residentially segregated city in America”
in the fall of 1959, the Tribune buried the story. 5 As Richard Daley later stated at an NAACP
meeting in 1963, Chicago was not a perfect city in matters of race but it was “as good as any” —
or more to the point, “there are no ghettoes in Chicago.” 6
In the same spirit, the Tribune’s early coverage of urban renewal plans for the south side
Hyde Park and Woodlawn neighborhoods largely sidestepped the story’s obvious implications
for the area’s citizens. In the span of a mere decade, the racial demographics of Woodlawn had
been completely transformed from a working-class white neighborhood in the 1950s, to a
predominantly black, overcrowded, and underserved community by the decade’s end. Woodlawn
was much like many other neighborhoods at the edges of Chicago’s bursting “Black Belt” in the
post-war period, where the overwhelming majority of the city’s increasing African American
population were forced to live— forced by racialized and exploitative real estate practices, by the
threat of violent white opposition, and by the city’s refusal to encourage peaceful or strategized
integration in any meaningful way.
Throughout the 1950s, the overcrowded Black Belt pushed further and further beyond its
borders. As whites fled in response, neighborhoods quickly turned, block by block, from white to
black. This gradual yielding did little to solve problems of overcrowding, however, and often
occurred in neighborhoods that were already deficient in quality of housing, schools, and public
services. As Woodlawn sat in the immediate southern shadow of the prestigious University of
Chicago, the area became a ripe target for a range of renewal or revitalization projects and
policies by both the university and the city. In the early postwar period, the former aimed to
“buy, control, and rebuild our neighborhood.” By the early ‘50s, the university and the city were
working together on full-scale urban renewal plans that would expand the university’s campus
through the clearing or renovation of enormous swaths of property, with only superficial
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participation in the process of local community councils and block groups. 7
The Woodlawn Organization (TWO) was the earliest harbinger of a new wave of
activism that would disrupt the complacency and double-talk concerning race and civil rights in
Chicago. Founded with the help of Saul Alinsky’s Industrial Arts Foundation, TWO aimed to be
a vehicle through which the citizens of Woodlawn could represent themselves. It advocated for
community participation in city planners’ urban renewal plans for the area and challenged the
city to rectify racial discrepancies in Chicago’s public schools by regularly making its presence
known at city meetings, whether by bussing residents to attend hearings or to demonstrate
outside proceedings. It planned rent strikes and other actions to dramatize the exploitation and
negligence of slumlords, and publicly called out merchants whose practices were deemed
parasitic or unscrupulous. TWO also spearheaded a range of local programs to provide
employment and assistance to the residents of Woodlawn and surrounding areas. Although it was
a distinctly local community organization, in these and other activities TWO transcended its
local scope by placing a range of civil rights and urban issues on the radar of not just Chicago,
but of the nation.
Religious leaders and institutions played a critical role in TWO from its very inception.
Although it was not inaugurated as a permanent independent organization until 1961, its origins
reached back to 1958, when local Protestant and Catholic clergymen began to meet to try to
develop solutions to growing problems in Woodlawn. They had watched the neighborhood’s
transformation and felt that existing community groups had proven ineffective in halting the
deterioration of the Woodlawn area. They were displeased with the responses of city leaders and
the University of Chicago and were concerned that UC would ultimately use the area’s instability
as a warrant for large-scale urban renewal and force residents from their homes. In this they were
correct: UC had indeed created the South East Chicago Commission “in order to combat the
forces of uncertainty, and deterioration at work in the neighborhood,” which in turn led efforts by
UC to gain city approval and federal funds for an expansion of its campus into the Woodlawn
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neighborhood. 8 These circumstances prodded Woodlawn’s clergymen toward a more formal
organizational effort, and they turned to Saul Alinsky and the Industrial Arts Foundation for
help. 9
Born to a family of Russian Jewish immigrants in 1909, Saul Alinsky grew up among the
Jewish community of the Maxwell Street neighborhood in Chicago and went on to study
sociology at the University of Chicago. Through his studies and his early work in labor and
community organizing in Chicago’s Back of the Yards neighborhood, Alinsky developed a
unique understanding of community conditions that interpreted community disempowerment and
disorganization as critical factors in the creation and perpetuation of poverty and economic
exploitation, crime, and other problems. Recognizing the deep interconnectedness of a
community’s ills, Alinsky argued for pragmatic place-based organizing strategies that directly
reflected the needs and interests of a community’s residents as opposed to single-issue or
ideologically-oriented strategies such as those represented by the labor movement or
Communism. After testing his ideas in the Back of the Yards neighborhood in the 1930s, Alinsky
founded, with the financial assistance of several notable Chicagoans including Catholic Auxiliary
Archbishop Bernard Sheil, the Industrial Areas Foundation in 1940. 10
Alinsky’s model of organization centered on the idea of a “People’s Organization”: a
community organization comprised of a given community’s local organizations and supported by
its residents, whose operations combined direct action community projects with native
leadership. The purpose of the People’s Organization was to be a vehicle that effectively
combined the many interests and loyalties of the community into a unified organization. Such an
organization could better counter larger economic and political entities that operated against a
community’s interests, and it could represent the community in efforts to tackle complicated
interrelated issues such as crime, unemployment, and poverty. Alinsky described the aims of The
People’s Organization in unabashedly pragmatic terms: it was to be a “conflict organization,”
one that sought to dramatize and then wrest power away from exploitative interests and to wield
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power on behalf of community self-determination. The tactics of the community organization
were to be driven by realistic analyses of community power structures and an emphasis on ends
over means. The ultimate goal of such work was to bring to fruition values of equality and
justice, to foster the possibilities of equal opportunity, and to build stronger communities by
reinvigorating the promise and sustainability of the common good. 11
Although direct community participation was described as a critical component of the
People’s Organization, equally important, if not more so, was the presence and cooperation of
the community’s local organizations: its churches, fraternal organizations, labor unions,
recreational groups, political groups, and so forth. The community organization itself was a
coalition of organizations and leadership that served as representatives of the community. Such
organizations were necessarily close to the communities they served and thus an extension of
community desires and needs. When they acted alone, they easily lost sight of the needs of their
communities, because they were in fact competing for their participants’ attention and for the
limited material resources of their neighborhoods. Even those that had good intentions or
provided valuable services often privileged their own economic and material sustainability over
the risk entailed in any challenge that they might mount to larger interests, where they not only
felt impotent in the face of concentrated power, but also risked undermining their own
reputations, security, or access to power. Because local organizations were central to
communities as materializations of their loyalties, traditions, and interests, the People’s
Organization was not intended to replace them. Instead, the community organizer was to use
such groups as the foundation of a People’s Organization, fostering communication and
cooperation across local institutions on behalf of the community and thus channeling their
resources and power toward common interests. 12
Saul Alinsky saw churches as particularly important local organizations. Throughout his
writings, when describing the relationship between local organizations and an Alinsky-modeled
People’s Organization, he often turned to interactions with churches as examples, whether by
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presenting case studies from the annals of community organizing or speaking in more general
terms. These examples regularly show field organizers working to earn the trust and buy-in of
churches in developing a community organization. In one such case, the example is prefaced by
noting that an organizer “realized that no real People’s Organization could be developed unless a
large church and a very large labor union [in a specific community] were brought into it,”
because “both were so significant in the life of the area that if either refused to participate in a
popular movement it was doomed to failure.” 13 (The only other organizations mentioned as
regularly as churches throughout Alinsky’s two major publications, in fact, are labor unions.)
This sense that churches were critical to the life and culture of a given area echoes in how, when
listing off both potential allies and foes in the work of community organizing – or describing
examples of radicalism or its opponents - Alinsky rarely failed to mention religious institutions
or leaders. 14 It is further evidenced by his regular inclusion of them in descriptions of both the
best and worst in the country’s social life and culture. 15
Time and again, churches and religious leaders made up a substantial portion of Alinsky
and the IAF’s support. His first major community organizing project, in the Back of the Yards
meatpacking neighborhood of Chicago, relied heavily upon the cooperation of Bishop Bernard
Sheil and the area’s Catholic parishes, and Sheil was on the founding Board of Directors of the
IAF. Indeed, Catholic support for Alinsky and IAF led to regular accusations that IAF was in fact
just a front for Roman Catholic power and influence. Alinsky also seemed to attract a particular
brand of organizer with close ties to religious thought and institutions. And as Luke Bretherton
notes, Alinsky’s close correspondents and contacts throughout his life were clergymen,
seminarians, or religious thinkers and theologians such as Jacques Maritain. Bretherton argues
that Alinsky found in certain expressions of Christianity “the moral basis for common action and
the means of sustaining mutually responsible, committed relationships beyond political and
economic self-interest.” 16 Indeed, by the mid-1960s Alinsky seemed to hold churches in higher
13
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esteem than labor unions: in 1966, he stated that churches were “the only major institutions
fighting for justice, decency and equality in America,” whereas other groups such as labor unions
had “become part of the status quo.” 17
The centrality of religious institutions to Alinsky’s understanding of community
organizing did not, however, stem from an exalted view of religious leaders or their
organizations. On the contrary, Alinsky saw them in strikingly practical terms: as institutions
with authority within a given community – as institutions that reflected the unique cultures and
traditions of their communities, their participation was critical to the success of any organizing
venture. When Alinsky cites the above example of an organizer recognizing the necessity of a
given church and labor union’s participation, for instance, he does so in order to demonstrate
how the organizer was able to win their approval by playing to the egos of each institution’s
leader (and effectively playing them off of each other). 18 In another example, a field organizer
learns how religious affiliations might reflect cultural differences that must be taken into account
if one is to achieve access and credibility in a community. 19 More to the point, in a conversation
with Harper’s Magazine, Alinsky described his approach to Catholic priests in the Back of the
Yards, and to religious leaders in general, as an appeal “to their own self-interest, the welfare of
their Church, even its property,” rather than to “abstract values” or reference to “the JudeoChristian ethic or the Ten Commandments or the Sermon on the Mount.” To appeal to such
abstract ideas, Alinsky argued, would be to “go outside of people’s actual experience, because
Christianity and Judeo-Christianity are outside of the experience of organized religion.” 20 In
effect, Alinsky desacralized religious institutions and leadership by treating them like any other
organization or interest in a community; just like other organizations, they were, in many
respects, in competition with other organizations for resources (including other churches), and
subject to the same human frailties, desires, and concerns as any other organization.
But if Alinsky placed religious institutions on the same plane as other organizations with
respect to analyses of social structures and the distribution of power or resources, he did, as the
Harper’s conversation suggests, articulate a certain respect for the major religious traditions, for
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certain aspects of their history and their thought, and he often paired certain aspects of religious
traditions with the history of democratic movements and ideas in world history. This is most
apparent when he lists the various values and goals that characterized the work of a truly
democratic community organization. For example, in the preface to a later edition of Reveille, he
describes the challenges facing the members of a community “as they move ahead to realize
those values of equality, justice, freedom, the preciousness of human life, and all those rights and
values propounded by Judeo-Christianity and democratic tradition.” 21 A few pages later, as he
calls for the revitalization of “all the revolutionary slogans” and ideas of the past, he lists “love
your neighbor as you would love yourself,” and “you are your brother’s keeper” alongside “all
men are created equal” and “the promise of the American constitution.” 22
He similarly references religious traditions in describing the character of radicalism and
its proponents. The radical imagines “a world in which man’s practices will catch up with his
ethical teachings […] A world where man is actually treated and regarded as being created in
God’s own image, where ‘all men are created equal.” 23 He cites the example of the early
Christian church 24 and Jesus 25 as radicals par excellence, and suggests that the prayer of Saint
Francis of Assisi expressed “the radical’s hopes, aspirations, dreams, and philosophy.” 26 Alinsky
clearly conceptualized an ethical core that he believed the world’s major religious traditions held
in common, and believed that the natural tendency of a democratic community organization bent
toward that core. 27
But Alinsky also saw a gap between the ideas and ethics of “the world’s great religions”
and their practice in institutions, or what he called “organized religion.” As already seen, he
appealed to religious leaders on practical terms in part because the tenets of religion were
21
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“outside of the experience” of organized religion. When he highlighted the martyrs of the early
church as radicals, he did so in a discussion of how radicalism’s success could breed contentment
and parochialism; the “Have-Nots” (the early martyrs) became “Haves” (the established church)
and thus tamed their radical impulses in the lethargy of institutionalization. Arguing that
Americans were often committed to a “sectional, sectarian isolationism,” Alinsky included
“religious leaders” among a list of those who were “unable to see beyond their own bailiwick,”
unable to see “the picture of the people as a whole.” 28 And in extended discussions of
contemporary religion, Alinsky offered a damning description of religious complicity in the
social ills of the time:
Organized religion has too often followed the road of other people’s institutions. It has
made adjustments, compromises, and surrenders to a materialistic civilization for the
benefit of material security in spite of occasional twinges of conscience and moral
protests. The result has been that today much of organized religion is materialistically
solvent but spiritually bankrupt. 29
And in his Rules for Radicals, published in 1970, Alinsky described the revolt of young people
and their antipathy for “the establishment” as including a distaste for religious organizations.
There, Alinsky argued for a pragmatic, realistic understanding of the world, which included
recognizing that we live in “a world of religious institutions that have, in the main, come to
support and justify the status quo,” and with “a Judeo-Christian ethic” that has “justified slavery,
war, and every other ugly human exploitation of whichever status quo happened to prevail.” 30
Alinsky’s relationship with religious institutions, and his understanding of religion more
generally, was complicated. On the one hand, he emphasized the practical necessity of the
participation of religious groups and argued for winning their approval through any means
necessary. He simultaneously perceived an ethical core common to world religions that resonated
with the innate values of democratic radicalism but condemned religious institutions for
forsaking that core. In highlighting that core to begin with, however, Alinsky hinted at the unique
role that he saw churches as potentially playing in community organizations, as well as the
benefits that a People’s Organization could offer a religious institution. For in Alinsky’s view,
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the community organization was to serve, in part, as a vehicle for interorganizational
relationships. By facilitating communication between groups, the People’s Organization would
draw institutions out of their narrow self-interested perspectives and encourage a recognition of
the complexity and innumerable impacts of problems like unemployment or poverty. 31 This
would in turn free organizations to channel their resources toward the problems that truly spoke
to their interests and skills. In other words, by supporting a People’s Organization, religious
institutions would be better situated to live up to their ideals and goals, while also providing a
moral basis for, and perhaps even a moral check upon, the process of community organization
and its actions. 32

Religion and the Founding of The Woodlawn Organization
Alinsky’s understanding of churches and religious groups in relation to community
organization can be clearly seen in the founding years and activities of TWO. Nearly two years
passed between the spring of 1959, when collaboration between Woodlawn clergymen and
Alinsky was first suggested, and January 1961, when TWO was founded as the Temporary
Woodlawn Organization. Those years saw numerous meetings including a range of parties, from
churches, clergymen, and denominational leaders, to representatives and leaders from other
community institutions, to Alinsky and IAF staff. During that period and for some time after,
controversy hovered over Alinsky and IAF and threatened the reputation of those religious
leaders who supported TWO. A close examination of these debates shows that many of the
founding churches and clergymen in TWO not only understood Alinsky’s analysis of churches’
roles in community organizing, but in fact largely agreed with it. For the churches, an Alinsky-
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modeled community organization offered an opportunity to reclaim roles of moral and cultural
authority in their communities, while contributing to community revitalization and stability. It
also provided a vehicle for what many were beginning to imagine would be the new role of the
church in contemporary urban life, a type of ministry that took religious leaders and their
churches beyond their normative set of concerns by engaging them directly in the work of
community building and improvement.
The critical meeting that set Woodlawn’s clergymen toward building TWO occurred on
February 17, 1959, when a smaller group of Catholic, Lutheran, and Presbyterian clergy invited
other ministers and laymen from their denominations “to discuss a new venture in Christian
cooperation.” The organizers of the meeting had already been in serious discussion with their
respective denominational heads about partnering with Alinsky and IAF and had met directly
Alinsky a month earlier. At that time, the Archdiocese of Chicago agreed to put fifty-thousand
dollars toward an IAF project in Woodlawn. The February meeting was intended to allow other
clergymen and interested parties the opportunity to meet Alinsky and be introduced to what such
a partnership might look like in practice. An invitation to fellow Presbyterians articulated
concerns regarding the “deteriorating” state of the community as well as “projects for
‘conservation’ and ‘urban renewal’” that were being considered by various groups and stated that
there was “widespread concern that the churches do something in a major way to contribute to
the basic stability, morality and renovation of inner-city communities.” Each of their
denominations felt that “the Church” needed “to take the initiative in leading communities to
combat those forces which are causing crime, blight, and social deterioration.” At several points
in the invitation, the project was described as a project of unprecedented cooperation between the
denominations, a theme that would recur not only throughout deliberations regarding the
founding of TWO but would also be regularly highlighted in TWO’s early press coverage. 33
At the February 17 meeting, Alinsky addressed a series of questions that had been
composed by a joint committee of clergymen regarding the possibility of collaboration, but the
presentation was apparently wanting. As a result, the original questions were given detailed
written responses that were distributed to interested parties. 34 These questions concerned the
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nature and aims of a possible community organization in the Woodlawn area, the likelihood of
success for a community organization aiming to combat segregation and various forms of racial
inequality, and the role of churches and other groups in such an organization.
Alinsky’s responses proposed a program that would first research the Woodlawn
community’s demographics, key institutions, and power structures, and then work to determine
the “common desire and common needs of representative groups in the community.” This would
provide the foundation for a community organization that would work to secure public services
for the neighborhood, represent Woodlawn’s residents in deliberations concerning renewal
efforts, and mobilize community institutions’ involvement in such efforts. 35 Most important was
that the proposed program and resulting organization would be a democratic one, where
Woodlawn’s residents and their leaders would be the ones to shape and direct programs of their
own. Alinsky saw Woodlawn as representative of many inner-city neighborhoods experiencing
tremendous demographic change, economic hardship, and stratifying segregation, but he
believed that Woodlawn could still be turned around if properly and strategically organized. 36
Throughout his answers, Alinsky clearly positioned Woodlawn’s churches and religious
leaders as pivotal actors in any form of community organizing. He included among a list of the
program’s objectives the goal of helping religious institutions to “become strong, effective, and
potent forces” in the larger movement “to correct many of the inquiries and negative factors in
the life of the community.” 37 Considering that he was addressing clergymen who had asked for
IAF’s advice and potential partnership, this may not be surprising. But when asked about the
“power forces” that needed to be either mobilized or countered in any effective community
program, Alinsky argued that specifically the “Negro Protestant churches” represented “a
substantial force in any Negro community,” including Woodlawn, and that an effective program
would work to unite the churches with other forces, such as organized labor, as a means to
properly representing Woodlawn’s people by way of its key community institutions.38
When specifically asked about the role of churches, however, Alinsky mostly clearly
articulated the “extremely important part” that churches would play in such an organization. On
the one hand, the role of churches would be an extension of “their own work … in the correction
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of the social evils and injustices with its consequent demoralization which are so destructive to
the lives of its own people.” By uniting with a larger representative organization, the churches
would be better situated to act on the moral and social concerns that Alinsky saw as the natural
purview of religious groups. But churches would also be “heavily depended upon” for an
“infinite variety of services” in the actual organization process, including the building of the
organization as well as its leadership. 39 And in another response, Alinsky hinted that, as
community leaders, ministers would play an important role in determining what sort of tactics a
community organization would engage in order to accomplish its goals. Because a community
organization should reflect the consciences and character of its participants, ministers would,
alongside other community leaders, infuse the organization with its moral compass and practical
experience. 40
In his answers, Alinsky often framed this dual understanding of the church’s moral and
practical role in community organization as something of a challenge to churches to live up to
their principles, as well as an opportunity for them to better accomplish goals that were simply
too large to be tackled by a single church here or there, no matter how well-intentioned they may
be. This was reiterated in the first formal outline for The Woodlawn Cooperative Project written
by two leading members of the early group’s Presbyterian contingent, Reverends Charles Leber
and Ulysses Blakely, and sent to denominational representatives shortly after the February
meeting. “The Church has a deep responsibility for the nature and destiny of the community in
which it is located,” the proposal stated. Especially when that community is in such a crisis, “the
most urgent task” of the church becomes “[lending] its full support to the opposition” of
“exploitive forces” that threaten “economic security, social opportunity and moral strength of
individuals and families.” To do otherwise – to focus on the standard purview of churches such
as Sunday worship, pastoral counseling, and education while the surrounding community
deteriorates into “full-blown slum conditions” – would be “rank hypocrisy and even
blasphemy!” 41
Instead, the church needed to truly become engaged in the “real problems and issues of
community life” rather than “float on the surface of such relationships.” The church could do so
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by funneling material support toward a “total-community organization.” In the case of
Woodlawn, this primarily translated to interdenominational cooperation toward funding and
personnel support, but also active participation as a community member and leader. In doing so,
the religious community would prove its commitment to the community and its faith in its
residents, and simultaneously challenge other organizations by their example. Thus, the goals of
the project as articulated here included not only practical goals for the community such as
rehabilitation, integration, and democratic involvement of the neighborhood’s residents in
community life, but also a demonstration of Catholic and Protestant cooperation, full
involvement of local churches in community organization, and “to prove the value of the
Church’s function as an initiator of total community organization … in the Inner City.” 42
Protestant and Catholic cooperation on such a project found was motivated by more than
an ecumenical spirit. Echoing Alinsky’s pragmatic perspective, the outline for the Cooperative
Project used nearly a full page to explain that such cooperation was not just desired, but
necessary: both Catholics and Presbyterians admitted that any realistic assessment of the power
structures that kept Woodlawn voiceless and powerless must recognize that no religious group
could hope to enact meaningful change alone. Nor was this abstract theorizing. In 1958,
Monsignor John (Jack) Egan had tried to stymie the progress of urban renewal schemes that
threatened to relocate hundreds of residents without any input from the community, but he
quickly realized that he had little effect when operating alone. Recognizing the experience as a
lesson, he quickly began organizing interdenominational and even interreligious groups to tackle
issues such as urban renewal and inner-city housing, efforts that resulted in the creation of the
Interreligious Council on Urban Affairs, an organization that acted as a vessel for pooling and
distributing funds from Chicago’s major religious organizations toward community groups. 43
Egan himself had trained with Alinsky, and he and others infused the Council’s operations with a
respect for Alinsky’s ideas of community organization. And just as Alinsky argued that
community organizations provided a vehicle for transcending sectarian, economic, or racial
divisions, the collaborative work of the Interreligious Council sought to act as a means of
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preventing urban problems from, as historian Beryl Satter describes it, “being channeled into
primitive religious bigotries,” while also providing support to clergymen whose congregations
challenged the idea that the church ought to have an active role in community organizing or other
forms of social or political activism. 44 Notably, Monsignor Egan participated in the early
discussions that led to TWO’s founding and stood as a stalwart advocate of the organization even
during the organization’s most trying years.
In many respects, then, the ideas expressed through the Cooperative Project proposal and
Alinsky’s own understanding of a Woodlawn community organization coincided. After much
debate - and spurred in part by further expansion plans by the University of Chicago - the
Temporary Woodlawn Organization was inaugurated in January 1961. It was to be funded by the
Chicago Archdiocese, Presbyterians, and Schwartzhaupt Foundation. But not all local religious
leaders supported partnership with Alinsky and IAF. According to one contemporary account,
Lutheran participation in any partnership with IAF grew less and less likely after Alinsky’s
involvement, and two Lutheran representatives, along with a Baptist, Episcopalian, and one
Presbyterian minister, withdrew from the Greater Woodlawn Pastors Alliance and rescinded their
support of TWO in April 1961. 45 First Presbyterian Church, the home church of TWO’s founding
Presbyterian ministers, also entered into substantial debates as it prepared to solicit funding for
TWO from its local denominational offices. A brief examination of the First Presbyterian debates
helps to illuminate some of the questions at stake in the formation of TWO and the relationship
between religious institutions and such a community organization.
In May 1961, First Presbyterian Church of Chicago’s Committee on Community
Relations held several meetings to discuss the relationship between First Presbyterian and TWO.
Much of the debate stemmed from the feeling that First Presbyterian had been committed to
TWO, through the work of Leber and Blakeley, without duly gauging the interest and support of
the congregation, and from a general sense that the philosophy and tactics of Alinsky and IAF
did not fully align with those of the church. Some concern touched on cooperation with the
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Catholic church, still a controversial proposition at the time.
Yet what the minutes of those discussions detail is a much deeper discussion concerning
the proper role of the church in community life and improvement. Charles Leber encouraged
participants to think about what it meant to “preach the gospel” and “bear testimony” in “the
modern city,” to consider what the “testimony of the church” was to be in in the context of “a
power structure.” This in turn led others to suggest that before First Presbyterian could decide
what its relation to TWO ought to be, it had to tend to more fundamental questions: to “whether
or not, and how, we are to participate in the community”; to “what the role of First Church is in
the community”; and even to an agreement “on what the church is.” 46 At a later meeting, these
general questions received even more attention, as participants expressed their views on the
church and community relations. The general summary of their opinions suggested a split
between those who felt that the church needed to tend to its own congregation, and those who
felt that the circumstances in which First Presbyterian operated in Woodlawn demanded that the
church must “go out and do something” rather than be “afraid of getting hands dirty.” At bottom,
the debate was about the proper role of the church: “which is more important,” the summary
asked, “social work or religious ministry?” A representative of the Presbyterian denominational
office responded to the conversation by saying that the Presbyterian Department of the Urban
Church would not make their decision based on Alinsky’s involvement. “It will depend upon
what [First Presbyterian] will do. Controversy is not bad; it leads to God’s will. Is First Church
eager to find God’s will and do it: this is important to the Department[.]” 47
The Presbyterians ultimately kept their financial commitments to IAF and TWO, splitting
their obligations between a special grant from the Presbyterian Board of National Missions, the
Department of Urban Church of the Presbytery of Chicago, and First Presbyterian’s own
resources. 48 But the debate concerning First Presbyterian’s relationship to Alinsky-modeled
community organizing, and the broader discussion concerning the church and community
engagement, reflected many of the problems inherent in religious groups’ participation in various
forms of social and political activism in the 1960s. Even if congregations and leadership could
agree that deeper engagement needed to take place – whether for reasons of self-preservation, for
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the material betterment of the community, or for articulating a new understanding of religious
witness to the communities they served – the modes of that engagement, the alliances it required
and the types of strategies that would fulfill such obligations, were far less clear. As we’ll see in
coming chapters, the conversations held at First Presbyterian, and the concerns aired there,
would recur throughout the long 1960s in a variety of religious settings in Chicago, from
individual congregations to larger ecumenical religious groups.

Religious Participation in The Woodlawn Organization
In its earliest moments, then, TWO was in many respects a project of Woodlawn’s
religious institutions and leadership. Not only was it the product of conversations and
cooperation between religious leaders who sought to fulfill a religious and moral obligation to
serve and uplift the communities in which they worked, but its early financial support came
overwhelmingly from religious groups. Yet TWO never identified as a religious organization, nor
was such an idea ever entertained. An early constitution read, “’T.W.O.’ is an organization of
civic, religious, business and other community groups that have pledged themselves in a
cooperative venture to work together for the improvement and the enrichment of the life in our
modern society,” and further framed its essential object as bringing diverse groups together “for
the preservation of community strength, and the maintenance of community power.” TWO was
to work for all people regardless of their “RACE, COLOR, RELIGIOUS CREED, NATIONAL
ORIGIN OR SOCIAL STATION [emphasis in original].” Regardless of its origins, TWO was a
coalition of community stakeholders of which religious groups were only one component. What
role, then, did religious groups and leaders play in TWO as an active organization? And to what
extent did that role resonate with how Alinsky and TWO’s founders understood the place of the
church in relation to a community organization? 49
Religious leaders and local churches continued to play an outsized role in TWO
operations in a variety of ways, particularly in its early years. In addition to continuing financial
support, clergymen and congregants alike filled many of TWO’s leadership and delegate roles.
Churches offered TWO much needed facilities as well, opening their doors to TWO for
meetings, events, and even recruitment drives. And religious leaders often directly participated in
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TWO’s projects, whether by showing up at a public demonstration, helping to coordinate
testimonies at public hearings, or even supporting rent strikers by refueling slum buildings with
coal during the winter. And no matter what form their participation took, churches helped bring
publicity to TWO and its causes as journalists frequently highlighted religious participation in
TWO’s controversial actions.
From the beginning, both TWO’s leadership and membership saw an abundance of
religious representation. Woodlawn’s Apostolic Church of God provided TWO with its earliest
leadership in Reverend Robert McGee, who acted as TWO’s first temporary president, as well as
Reverend Arthur Brazier, who acted as its first official spokesman. Upon TWO’s formalization
as an organization in 1962, Brazier won election as its founding president, a position he would
hold for much of the 1960s. In 1964, when Brazier was briefly replaced as president, the position
went to Lynward Stevenson, a pastor at Bethlehem Covenant Presbyterian Church and a member
of the Woodlawn Pastors Alliance. 50 And throughout the 1960s, less visible but important
positions, such as the many Vice President openings, were regularly filled by clergymen.
Some of this, in fact, was by design, as TWO’s constitution promised that at least three of
its sixteen Vice President positions would be “from the clergy.” 51 But clergy and laypeople were
also well-represented in other roles. Even in the late 1960s, when TWO’s visibility and
momentum seemed to wane, its steering committee featured not just the three guaranteed clergy
representatives and Brazier serving as President, but also included clergymen sitting on the
President’s Council, filling positions like Assistant Treasurer, and leading and participating in
many of TWO’s various committees. 52 This reflected not only the founding and integral role of
religious groups early in TWO’s activity, but also the efforts of the Greater Woodlawn Pastor’s
Alliance to encourage church leaders to turn out for TWO meetings and to serve in leading
capacities on committees. 53
It also reflected IAF staffers’ continuing efforts to gain the support of clergymen and
churches. Several of TWO’s less prominent but no less influential figures also had ties to
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religious groups, if only in their pasts. Ed Chambers, the IAF organizer who worked as TWO’s
Chief of Staff from 1963 through the late 1960s, was an ex-seminarian who had spent two years
in Harlem’s Friendship House, a Catholic Worker-affiliated institution, where he met
occasionally with Dorothy Day. 54 Much of his early work with Alinsky concentrated on
cultivating relationships with Catholics and Protestants alike in preparation for the Organization
for the Southwest Community, a Chicago community organization launched around the same
time that TWO was just being imagined. Similarly, Richard Harmon, another IAF organizer who
worked to get TWO off the ground, was a theology student at University of Chicago. 55 And
Robert Squires, who was specifically hired to help organize African Americans in Woodlawn,
came by the recommendation of Father Egan. Squires was familiar enough with Chicago’s
religious communities to “reach a wide spectrum of Protestants,” according to Nicholas Van
Hoffman, and he later served on the Chicago Conference on Religion and Race. 56 These and
other IAF staffers used their experience working with both laypeople and clergy to encourage
religious involvement in TWO. This included using an African American student of theology,
Jeff Williams, to specifically reach out to black churches in the area. 57
Religious involvement in TWO operations and leadership dovetailed with the forms of
material support given to the organization. TWO meetings were frequently held in several of the
area’s churches, as were educational classes sponsored by TWO. Church grounds also provided
convenient meeting places for staging larger collective actions. In 1961, TWO organized its first
major initiative, a mass bussing of area citizens to City Hall for voter registration. Registrants
were advised to join the “voter cavalcade” by meeting at local churches, where they would board
busses and childcare was offered. 58 Another early project, the “Square Deal” campaign, sought to
publicize unscrupulous business practices by local merchants and real estate agents. One of the
many forms of action that made up this campaign included the installation of a check-out counter
at a local Catholic church, where Woodlawn citizens could check the weights of goods purchased
to see if they had been overcharged. At the same site, a large scoreboard noted the results, which
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were in turn used to shame those merchants and organize further actions. 59 And churches
provided a critical site for recruitment and the building of local support for TWO. On September
21, 1962, a large public informational meeting was held at Lincoln Memorial Church, on behalf
of TWO, and the church’s congregation was the primary audience. Richard Harmon explained
the goal of the meeting as being “to build a solid base, within the congregation, of informed
people,” with the eventual goal of recreating that solid base “in every […] block and church[.]”
The presentation was designed to address the specific concerns and qualms of the church’s part
of the neighborhood - West Woodlawn - and to push congregants to recognize the problems faced
by all of the citizens in the area, not just the residents of a given block or church. 60
Churches and clergymen also participated directly and visibly in even the most highprofile of TWO’s actions. They did not just load the busses and offer babysitting for the voter
registration drive of 1961; clergymen drove the busses, too, and filled some of their seats with
nuns and laypeople. When TWO turned its attention to apartment dwellings left in terrible states
of disrepair by landlords, the organization created “slum raiders,” small groups of people
accompanied by clergy who would head into the buildings in order to photograph the problems
that needed to be addressed. Clergymen would then often lead the next stages of action, first
confronting banks to find out the exact owners of the buildings, then confronting the landlords
themselves and threatening sit-ins or rent strikes if the problems were not quickly fixed. And
when rent strikes were indeed enacted, clergymen worked to make sure that the strikers were
taken care of, even driving coal trucks in to supply heat when it had been cut off by angry
landlords. 61
Clergymen and laypersons were similarly involved in efforts to address segregation and
overcrowding in Woodlawn’s public schools. TWO first organized members to attend a public
hearing concerning these issues but were effectively shut out of those and other proceedings. In
response, TWO organized “truth squads,” small groups of mothers accompanied by clergymen
who went into schools across the city where they photographed classrooms that sat empty or in
disrepair. Four mothers were arrested for trespassing during these efforts, and TWO-affiliated
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clergymen helped argue their defense in court. Eighteen ministers also led a group that
personally visited the place of business of the school board president – “in an executive suite
atop the company’s brand-new skyscraper” – to raise school issues, with a contingent of
picketers demonstrating in front of the building for good measure. 62 And when TWO assembled
its own public hearing on school conditions, the religious community was well-represented on
the agenda. In addition to testimonies from parents, children, and teachers, the hearing included
statements from the Catholic Interracial Council and the Church Federation of Greater Chicago
alongside those from the Urban League of Chicago, CORE, and the NAACP, as well as several
other individual clergymen. 63 Speaking at public hearings and other gatherings on the schools,
housing, and urban renewal projects was one of the many ways in which clergy regularly
participated in TWO activities.
These and other forms of direct participation contributed to TWO in another way: they
brought the organization much needed publicity, even if that publicity was controversial or
scandalous in tone. The first major news coverage of TWO came in the spring of 1961, when it
was just formalizing itself as an organization, and focused primarily on Woodlawn clergy’s
affiliation with TWO and Alinsky, as well as on debates within the religious community about
the appropriateness of TWO’s strategy and aims. “Church supports ‘hate group,’” read the
headline of a front-page article in the University of Chicago’s Maroon student newspaper on
March 3, 1961. The article, which relied heavily on charges made by Rev. Walter Kloetzli, a
Lutheran opponent of Alinsky and TWO, argued that TWO was little more than a Catholicbacked effort to preserve segregation and white strongholds on the southside, and highlighted
Alinsky’s dedication to conflict-based principles of community action. 64 In April, news that five
clergymen had split with TWO made headlines in most of Chicago’s major newspapers,
including front-page coverage on the Chicago Sun-Times. And in May the Christian Century – a
Chicago-based magazine that was arguably the most significant national publication of the
Protestant mainline - also took aim at TWO in a major editorial, where it also charged Alinsky
with provoking class warfare and again framed TWO as a front for Catholic efforts to preserve
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their property values and sustainability in volatile areas. The editorial ultimately couched its
criticism in moral and religious terms, suggesting that Protestant leaders could not expect to
“command respect for Christian moral standards” when they advocated for “the ruthlessness of
the class war, magnifying hostilities and exacerbating differences[.]” 65
Despite the controversial accusations made in these articles, such coverage did a great
deal to transform TWO, then still a young and fledgling organization, into an organization to be
reckoned with, while also providing an opportunity for TWO to make its case in the press.
Reader responses to both the Maroon and the Christian Century from notable clergymen and
religious leaders pushed back against the charges made against Alinsky and TWO, as well as the
suggestion of some larger Catholic conspiracy. Follow-up articles in the Maroon included a
conversation with Alinsky himself about Kloetzli’s accusations and the purpose of TWO, as well
as full-page articles by Charles Leber of First Presbyterian, representing TWO, and with Julian
Levi, then heading the South East Chicago Commission in defense of the University of
Chicago’s expansion plans. In his article, Leber not only surveyed the history and origins of
TWO, but also detailed the conditions of blight, crime, housing, and opportunity in Woodlawn,
and went directly at the issue of clergy involvement in such issues. Borrowing language used in
early TWO planning materials shared among its founding clergy, Leber argued that the church
could not stick to its traditional church-centered responsibilities in times of crisis but must work
with others to oppose those forces that threaten a community’s “economic security, social
opportunity, and moral strength.” Whether or not his words changed any minds, the extensive
publication of his words and the continuing coverage of the Maroon transformed the way UC’s
expansion plans were presented by recognizing TWO as a source of real and genuine
opposition. 66 At least some observers saw a connection between the public controversies and an
expansion of support for TWO, such as a decision made by students of Chicago Theological
Seminary to become a supporting member of TWO in late March 1961, after the Maroon articles
were published. 67
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Even after these early controversies had subsided, TWO continued to receive regular
coverage in many of Chicago’s major and minor publications, as well as in national settings.
That coverage frequently highlighted religious involvement in TWO’s activities. Journalist
Georgie Anne Geyer profiled TWO in a number of local and national publications and rarely
failed to highlight the role of clergymen and the churches. In a series of articles on TWO for the
Chicago Sun-Times, she devoted a whole article to the theme, telling the story of clergymen’s
leadership in the “slum raiding” expeditions of TWO. 68 In another more general piece, she
suggested that “the role of the churches” was one of the most prominent and visible
characteristics of the organization, and suggested that churches were, “of all the established
interests, the only ones that TWO has not taken on[.]”69 The articles by Geyer included stories of
clergymen on picket lines, driving busses, and confronting powerful interests, and highlighted
the Protestant and Catholic cooperation at work in TWO as particularly unique. National
publications, whether religious or otherwise, offered similar images and themes. Perhaps most
notably, Charles Silberman, an editor of Fortune, profiled TWO in his book Crisis in Black and
White, where he also emphasized the Protestant and Catholic cooperation present at both the
founding of TWO and in its ongoing work, in part to dispel the idea that TWO was essentially a
front for Catholic activity. “The involvement of church leaders of all denominations in social
action to improve the Negro’s lot is TWO’s most enduring contribution,” he wrote. 70
Press coverage of clergy involvement would seem to suggest that Alinsky’s vision
of religious leaders’ moral authority transferring to community organizations materialized in the
relationship between clergy, their churches, and TWO. But it is important to recognize, too, that
such coverage offered religious leaders themselves an opportunity to share their understanding of
how and why religious groups, and perhaps religion more broadly, were obligated to embrace
and lead community organization efforts as well as other forms of civil rights and urban
activism. As has already been suggested and will be further covered in Chapter 3, clergy
involvement in TWO and other forms of activism came at a time when religious organizations
across the nation were reassessing their traditional understandings of the roles of religious
congregations and leadership in complicated and controversial social issues. Religious groups
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increasingly believed that simply issuing proclamations decrying segregation and discrimination
or declaring support for the work of someone like Martin Luther King, Jr., was not just
insufficient, but a shirking of their moral and religious witness. Coverage of their involvement in
TWO offered clergymen a chance to not just articulate their new vision for religious engagement
with such issues, but to demonstrate that new vision in action to both their fellow religious
leaders and to the larger world.

Religion and Other Community Organizations in Chicago
The prominence of religious groups in the founding and operations of TWO was also
evident in other IAF-affiliated groups in Chicago throughout the ‘60s. At least three other
community organizations were explicitly founded on the Alinsky model during the period: the
Northwest Community Organization (NCO), founded in 1961; the Organization for a Better
Austin (OBA), founded in 1967; and the Southwest Community Congress (SCC), founded in
1969. In his study of OBA, Robert Bailey, Jr. analyzed the group’s structure and member
organizations, its activities, and its activists, and occasionally compared his statistics and
findings with NCO and SCC. 71 Considering the influence that Alinsky-modeled groups would
have in Chicago and beyond, it is worthwhile to compare the place of religious leaders and
groups within TWO with other community organizations in the city. The comparison shows
striking similarities between the history of TWO and other community organizations.
Throughout all three organizations, churches played an outsized role in organizational
operations, even if they did not always play an active public role in the group’s more visible
activities.
Bailey found that most Alinsky groups were founded similarly: a group of clergy,
gathered together to tackle community problems and worries, eventually invited Alinsky’s
involvement or input. In Chicago’s Austin neighborhood for instance, Protestants and Catholics
founded the Austin Clergy Council and tried to create an organization that could address the
area’s problems on their own, but their efforts were short-lived. The council turned to Alinsky
and, following his advice, hired Tom Gaudette, who had successfully led the NCO, to organize
the community. The council funded Gaudette’s first year of operations with forty thousand
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dollars, which in turn led to the founding of OBA. 72
Churches proved to be critical sources of support for each of the IAF-affiliated
organizations. All three groups included substantial church membership among their member
organizations. Well above 50% of NCO and SCC’s member organizations circa 1970 were
churches. OBA’s church membership wavered between 29.6% and 17.8% between 1969 and
1971, with local block groups making up the bulk of its members. In addition to providing
substantial membership participation, churches provided an overwhelming amount of each
group’s financial support. From 1968 to 1969, most of OBA’s funding came from fourteen
donors who contributed one thousand dollars or more; of those fourteen donors, twelve were
churches. Quantitatively, churches made fewer donations than community businesses, but those
businesses contributed less in terms of total dollars. Clergy also played an active role in helping
to solicit funds from community groups and businesses, sometimes going so far as to use
pressure tactics, such as pickets, to gain local support. For Bailey, the volume of religious
groups’ contributions was evidence of the many strong linkages between community
organizations and the clergy. 73
Churches gave more than money, however. As with TWO, they offered facilities for OBA
and the other groups to use for regular meetings as well as larger functions, such as their annual
congresses where member groups met to plan the coming year’s major focuses and to reaffirm
the organization’s mission and beliefs, and often charged no rent to do so. All three organizations
held their 1970 annual congresses, requiring the space of at least an auditorium, in Catholic high
schools. 74 And churches provided the talents of reliable, skilled leaders to various personnel and
staff requirements in each of these groups. Eight percent of OBA’s leadership was made up of
clergy who had, in conjunction with the Austin Clergy Council, first invited Gaudette to organize
the area. Organizers also sought out new ministers that arrived in Austin and encouraged their
direct participation in the group. 75
Bailey also hints at a less tangible contribution made by religious contributions of both
material and leadership resources. Leaders drawn from local religious organizations were natural
“native leaders” in line with Alinsky’s vision, not only because of how embedded they were in
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their communities, but also “because of the influence they exert over the lives of their
parishioners.” 76 Similarly, church involvement provided “moral legitimacy” for community
groups, because congregants were “probably more inclined to participate” if they received
encouragement from their minister. This moral and community legitimacy combined with
religious groups’ material resources made them unique among other community groups. 77 And
one finding of Bailey’s suggests that OBA’s members saw a fundamental resonance in the work
of local churches and the work of the organization: when ranking organizations in a list of other
groups concerning which had “done the most for the community,” 86% put the OBA first, but the
remainder ranked it second only behind the Catholic church. 78

Conclusion
The Woodlawn Organization and other IAF groups of the period were not religious
organizations. This point deserves some emphasis. It is easy when highlighting religious
involvement in the organization to overshadow the support and involvement of other local block
clubs, philanthropic organizations, businesses, and even some lone city officials. It is easy, too,
to forget the rank-and-file participants that showed up at demonstrations or testified at school
reform and urban renewal hearings. Most of their stories were never documented in any detail;
while some were certainly local church members, many others likely were not. The history of
TWO can be told – and usually is told – with relatively little reference to the religious support
enjoyed by the organization, especially beyond its early years.
And yet it is precisely because of TWO’s non-religious character that the level of
substantial religious participation is striking and informative. For it is telling that in the formative
moments of this pioneering civil rights-oriented community organization, religious participation
was actively sought out by Alinsky’s IAF staff and was critical to TWO’s early success. This
attempt to engage religious leadership and congregations came out of Alinsky’s pragmatic
approach to organizing: since churches were nearest to their communities, their involvement was
a practical asset, a necessary means of local recruitment and support and credibility for an
organization founded, in part, by the efforts of mostly white IAF staffers who were undeniably
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outsiders among the predominantly black residents of the areas they sought to organize. But as
seen in Alinsky’s writings, there was also an ideological foundation at work. For Alinsky,
religion was a distinct category populated by distinct traditions – Judaism, Catholicism,
Protestantism – and that category served as a critical repository of the ethics and morals upon
which a just democracy should be organized, even if religious organizations themselves often
failed to live up to the code by which they, according to his interpretation, professed to live.
From Alinsky’s perspective, an organization like TWO offered religious leaders an opportunity
to be true to their ideals, and to engage their communities in forms of activism that would bring
forth a more just and equitable society.
Many of the religious leaders involved with TWO agreed. When Reverend Arthur Brazier
wrote his own history of TWO in 1969, he interpreted the founding role of Woodlawn’s religious
leaders as a recognition of the need for clergy to rethink their role in their communities,
especially in troubled urban areas. “It is significant that the religious leaders of Woodlawn and
not the political or business leaders first saw the need for a strong organization in the
community,” Brazier wrote. While some believed that religious leaders should keep to sermons,
counseling, or visiting the sick, the Greater Woodlawn Pastors’ Alliance “felt that they should not
close their eyes to the very real suffering and human misery caused by the exploitative forces in
the community.” 79 And although few would have used the term in the early 1960s, by 1969
Brazier situated the church’s position as embodying a choice between siding with the community
or the “establishment.” “To do nothing is to take sides with the Establishment in maintaining the
oppressive status quo against the black community. By positively affirming the rights and the
gifts of the black man and by helping him take effective action, the church can underscore the
preaching of the gospel of salvation in Christ by responsible living in Christ.” 80 Just as they were
for Alinsky, religious institutions served a unique role in their communities, a role invested with
a moral authority unlike that of other community groups. And for Brazier and others,
involvement with TWO was a new means of “doing” church, of fulfilling the obligations of their
roles within their communities in a more meaningful and effective way.
The clergy of Woodlawn were not the only ones seeking to engage issues of civil rights
and urban problems more directly than they had in the past. Nor was TWO the only organization
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to appeal to clergy and their congregations for support. But as will be seen in the coming
chapters, exactly what that engagement looked like was not always clear and was frequently
controversial. If in 1966, at the height of Chicago’s civil rights movement, Martin Luther King,
Jr. sought to solicit direct religious support for the Chicago Freedom Movement, churches and
other religious groups themselves found it difficult to figure out where they fit on the spectrum
between communities and their activists on the one hand, and the city’s established political and
business interests on the other. In efforts to channel religious support for civil rights engagement
on a citywide basis, religious groups would struggle to form a meaningful agenda for themselves,
and to translate their assumed cultural authority to the city’s public square. At the local level of a
community organization such as TWO however, religious participation evolved organically, as a
response to the needs of a given community and the activism and discussions that emerged from
those needs.
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CHAPTER 3. “BETWEEN THE MOVEMENT AND THE MACHINE”:
THE CHICAGO CONFERENCE ON RELIGION AND RACE, 1963-1967

Introduction
On August 17, 1966, over fifty of Chicago’s most prominent leaders and power brokers
gathered in the Cathedral house of the Chicago’s Episcopal Diocese. The roster of participants
featured a range of occupations and associations. There were presidents and executives of major
corporations, heads of real estate and banking organizations, labor leaders and clergymen, and
representatives of city offices such as the Chicago Housing Authority and the Department of
Urban Renewal. Leaders of the city’s civil rights organizations were present, too, including
Edwin Berry of the Chicago Urban League, Arthur Brazier of The Woodlawn Organization, and
Al Raby of the Coordinating Council of Community Organizations. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Jesse Jackson, and Andrew Young of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC)
were present. So was Mayor Richard J. Daley. 1
This was Chicago’s Conference on Open Housing, one of the most critical events in the
history of Chicago’s civil rights movement. Throughout the summer of 1966, the Chicago
Freedom Movement - a collaboration between the local Coordinating Council of Community
Organizations and King’s SCLC – had led a series of open housing demonstrations and marches
that brought out the worst of the city’s racial tensions, often in violent form. One of these actions
led King to remark that he had “never seen such hostility and hatred anywhere … even in
Selma.” At the same time, large-scale violence broke out in several depressed neighborhoods.
When the city turned off fire hydrants in the Lawndale neighborhood, simmering racial tensions
boiled over and three days of violence ensued, a conflagration that culminated in Mayor Daley’s
calling on over four thousand National Guardsmen to restore order. Even as escalating
demonstrations continued into August, behind-the-scenes negotiations resulted in what is often
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called the Housing Summit, a meeting that, as Daley put it, was to “restore peace and tranquility”
to the city. 2
The layout of the room – its chairs and tables set up in a ‘U’ shape – offered a
metaphorical map of the drama of the moment. Government officials and city businessmen,
particularly real estate leaders, sat on one side. Civil rights leaders and activists sat on the other.
And bridging the two sides were the conveners and hosts of the summit: religious leaders and
representatives of the Chicago Conference on Religion and Race (CCRR). 3
From one perspective, to hold such a seat at the table was a coup for the Chicago
Conference. Founded in 1963 as an interreligious organization with sponsorship from the city’s
key Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish organizations, CCRR had established itself as a primary
vehicle for religious engagement with civil rights issues in Chicago. From its inception, it had
weighed in on the main issues driving Chicago’s movement - housing, education, and
employment – and it had become an authoritative voice on civil rights issues in Chicago.
Through back channels, the Daley administration asked the conference to host the Housing
Summit, a request that at least some understood as a sign of the prominence and respect the
institution had gained in only a few short years.
From another perspective, however, CCRR’s presence as conveners of the Housing
Summit raised questions concerning the institution’s position in relation to the city’s civil rights
movement and its political and business power centers. It presented the organization as a neutral
institution – as a mediator between the two sides of the conflict – rather than part of the civil
rights movement itself. Some of CCRR’s most notable participants attended the summit but sat
with the civil rights representatives rather than with CCRR, and later expressed great
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reservations about the compromise struck at the Housing Summit and the role CCRR played in
achieving that compromise. As one document later described it, CCRR’s role in the Housing
Summit, as well as its character more generally, appeared to be “not precisely of the power
structure” but “certainly not to be identified with the civil rights movement either.” 4
Much like The Woodlawn Organization, the Chicago Conference on Religion and Race
was founded during a time of increasing civil rights activism in Chicago. The city’s civil rights
activity provided a particular set of issues and a network of activism that shaped much of
CCRR’s early efforts, even as the city’s political and economic circles of power influenced
CCRR’s decisions and methods of action. CCRR’s founding and character, however, also
evolved from religious institutions’ growing engagement in civil rights issues at both national
and local levels. As an explicitly religious organization with a representative structure, CCRR
faced innumerable questions concerning its mission, its relationship with civil rights
organizations and the city’s political and business elite, and its proper scope of activity.
CCRR existed for nearly twenty years, yet despite its longevity the Conference never
fully resolved these questions. As local civil rights activism became increasingly controversial,
the city’s landscape crystallized into two sides – the movement and the establishment – which in
turn offered the Conference two choices: either CCRR was a part of the movement and thus in
conflict with the city’s economic and political system, or it was outside of the movement and
consequently a member of the city establishment. Pulled between the claims of these groups, the
Conference struggled to muster either the consensus or the motivation to decisively define the
organization’s aims and the methods it would use to reach them.
This chapter examines the early history of the Chicago Conference on Religion and Race,
from its founding in 1963 through late 1967, to explore the tensions that religious organizations
faced as they engaged civil rights issues in the public square. Some of those tensions were
structural, rooted in the unique dilemmas that all religious organizations face as they balance
their social missions with their unique identities as religious institutions. But CCRR’s example
4
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also hints at deep shifts in the religious culture of the United States, as both national and local
institutions rethought their particular roles in relation to social issues, especially in those urban
areas experiencing dramatic demographic changes. Considering the experience of CCRR and
other religious institutions as they sought to participate in the city’s civil rights activism helps us
to better situate such organizations within civil rights and activists’ networks in Chicago. In the
case of CCRR, the failure to conclusively answer questions concerning their purpose and
relationship to the rest of the civil rights movement contributed to an ambiguous legacy marked
in part by missed opportunities and indecision, a legacy representative of the challenges faced by
religious groups that hoped to translate moral and spiritual obligation, and assumed religious
authority, into collective social action.

National and Local Context of the Chicago Conference on Religion and Race
The National Conference on Religion and Race, held in Chicago in January 1963, was a
remarkable event in many respects. Co-sponsored by the National Council of Churches, the
National Catholic Welfare Council, and the Synagogue Council of America, the event brought
hundreds of men and women to the Chicago area, religious leaders and laypeople who
represented a range of denominations and organizations. By the Conference’s own count, sixtyseven organizations were represented. The size of the event, its interfaith character, and its topic
drew a seemingly endless amount of press and helped to pull religious institutions more directly
into the conversation and action that swelled around the civil rights movement. Numerous
regional, state, and city conferences followed in its wake but many of those conferences were
established as temporary organizations, and those that were conceived as permanent bodies
quickly disappeared. 5
The Chicago Conference on Religion and Race’s founding was explicitly linked to the
success of the National Conference. Formed as a temporary committee immediately after
NCRR’s conclusion, it was originally intended to last only a year “to follow-up on the [NCRR]
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conference recommendations in the Chicago area.” 6 From its inception the organization was
interreligious in composition and it enjoyed the sponsorship of the Church Federation of Greater
Chicago, the Archdiocese of Chicago, and the Chicago Board of Rabbis, arguably the three
organizational heavyweights of Chicago’s religious landscape. By January 1964, the committee
felt its work was valuable enough to merit transitioning CCRR into a permanent organization.
Never an especially efficient or stable body to begin with, NCRR’s continuing committee
dissolved in 1965, but the Chicago Conference never seriously questioned whether CCRR should
persist as an independent body. Its members clearly felt confident in the need for an organization
like CCRR, which would ideally act as a vehicle for citywide religious engagement with civil
rights issues.
As important as NCRR was to the founding of the Chicago Conference, both conferences
spoke to a particular moment in the history of American religious institutions, a moment that saw
many of the nation’s most prominent religious institutions trying to catch up with the momentum
and moral authority claimed by the civil rights movement. Throughout the 1950s, the most
prominent mainline Protestant institutions, such as the National Council of Churches and various
denominational offices, as well as critical Catholic and Jewish organizations, had responded to
the civil rights movement of the 1950s tepidly. The actions of the National Council of Churches
(NCC) on civil rights issues was typical for the time: general policy resolutions were regularly
issued throughout the 1950s on matters such as segregation, and educational programs were
designed to plant seeds of awareness and perhaps interracial cooperation throughout mainline
churches. NCC-organized seminars, for instance, brought together interracial groups for study,
recreation, and practical training in an effort “to improve race relations in the local community,
and to develop inclusive churches and Church-related institutions.” 7 Race Relations Sundays
designated one Sunday a year for churches to specifically address racial issues and offered
special publications to assist churches in that work. Occasionally more ambitious “experimental”
programs were enacted. One such program, the Southern Project, offered on-the-ground support
to southern churches that took a progressive stance on matters like school and public services
integration and made positive connections with grassroots activists from groups like SCLC in the
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process. Such efforts were poorly staffed and underfinanced, however, the outliers of the typical
approach to civil rights that was essentially moderate and cautious and was especially reticent of
involvement in any form of direct action protest. 8
By the early 1960s, groups like the National Council of Churches began to recognize
their caution as problematic and out of step with the moral momentum of the times, and the
National Conference on Religion and Race was a visible manifestation of that recognition. The
Conference included addresses from civil rights and religious heavyweights such as Benjamin
May and Martin Luther King, Jr., and helped to introduce lesser-known figures like Rabbi
Abraham Joshua Heschel to a larger national audience. The conference also featured workshops
where small groups of fifteen to twenty-five people gathered to discuss specific issues pertaining
to racial justice and religion’s relationship to such issues. The Conference thus included a
declamatory component, where speakers aired the collective guilt of the religious community in
contributing to the persistence of segregation and discrimination while invoking the moral
conscience and authority of religion as a tool for solving such social problems, as well as an
interest in more material and pragmatic concerns.
The National Conference should not be dismissed, then, as an exercise in empty rhetoric,
as the workshops suggest a deeper recognition of the difficulties of racial problems than one
might first assume. Participants discussed problems of segregation within the churches
themselves and considered ways to leverage the economic power of religious groups as a
possible means of creating substantive change. Other conversations included the issues of open
housing and de facto segregation within communities and between neighborhoods. Panel
discussions raised concerns regarding the ethics of affirmative quotas to rectify past injustices.
And some workshops debated the proper relationship of religious communities and their leaders
to social action, where participants questioned the very ability of religious institutions to affect
real change:

The local church or synagogue is prevented from acting in the face of racial and social
issues because its internal structure of decision and power is geared to other purposes –
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maintaining its own business and operational functions … As a result, its committed
minority and social action groups function outside the central core of decision and
therefore cannot act for the local church. 9
Through such observations, participants recognized that the structure and regular functions of
local religious institutions were built and calibrated for the service of its own congregations.
Churches were not inherently equipped, materially or structurally, to support programs aimed
toward radical and controversial change in their communities. Furthermore, participants
wondered about the legitimacy of social action undertaken by a church: who did the church
represent? Did religious leadership require the consent and support of the laity, or should the
clergy forcefully lead a congregation to action? Such discussions mirrored the arguments that
would threaten the potential for meaningful action on the part of various religious groups in the
years to come. 10
While the Chicago Conference on Religion and Race benefited from the momentum
symbolized by the National Conference, it also drew from the strength of local civil rights
activism in Chicago, including the efforts of explicitly religious institutions as well as the work
of non-affiliated civil rights groups. As we have seen, local community groups like The
Woodlawn Organization drew churches and in some cases citywide religious institutions into the
movement. The Interreligious Council on Urban Affairs, founded in 1958, boasted support from
substantial Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish sponsors, much like both NCRR and CCRR would
five years later. Founded and led by religious leaders who had trained with Saul Alinsky, such as
Father John Egan and Rabbi Robert Marx, the IRCUA collected and redistributed contributions
from Chicago’s religious community toward a range of community groups, some of whom took
direct action against landlords and business owners for exploitative practices against
impoverished and minority communities. 11 The late 1950s and early 1960s also saw regional
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ecumenical organizations such as the Church Federation of Greater Chicago devoting more and
more resources to projects concerning segregation and civil rights issues. And a change was
afoot in the very strategies of Chicago’s religious institutions: where groups like the Catholic
Interracial Council of Chicago, founded in 1946, had generally understood themselves as an
educational vehicle that could model interracial living and cooperation in a practical manner, by
the late 1950s some leaders embraced a more direct-action oriented approach to matters like
open housing. 12
In some ways, the range and character of social engagement among Chicago’s religious
institutions even helped to change the character of civil rights dialogue and strategies among
national religious institutions. The organization and execution of the National Conference on
Religion and Race, for instance, was largely spearheaded by Mathew Ahmann, a Chicago-based
Catholic layman deeply involved in the city’s network of Catholic social and civil rights
organizations, including the Catholic Interracial Council of Chicago. Ahmann played an integral
role in the founding and leadership of the first national Catholic organization with a focus on
race relations, the National Catholic Conference for Interracial Justice founded in 1960, where he
embraced and defended the value of direct action protest against a national Catholic culture that
openly challenged such tactics. Throughout his work, Ahmann supported an ecumenical and
interreligious approach to civil rights issues, an approach made clear by NCRR’s ecumenical
nature and in tune with the ecumenical and interreligious cooperation that ran through much of
Chicago’s religious landscape. 13
CCRR also formed during a particularly fertile period of general civil rights activism in
Chicago. As seen in chapters one and two of this dissertation, by 1963 Chicago already boasted a
12
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complex network of activists and organizations working on civil rights issues that included early
student civil rights groups, active sections of SNCC and CORE, and new community
organizations such as The Woodlawn Organization (TWO). Additionally, at the time of CCRR’s
founding, a relatively new local organization – the Coordinating Council of Community
Organizations (CCCO) – had begun to establish itself as a leading voice in the movement. One
issue in particular, that of segregation, overcrowding, and inequality in Chicago’s public schools,
emerged in the late 1950s as the most significant and controversial civil rights issue of the
period, and it was this issue that led to the founding of the Coordinating Council and to some of
the most dramatic moments in this period’s civil rights activism.
Segregation and inequality in Chicago’s public schools had long vexed city politics and
had been a sporadic centerpiece of civil rights activism in Chicago since at least the 1930s. 14 The
issue was reignited in 1957 when an NAACP report published in Crisis, “De Facto Segregation
in the Chicago Public Schools,” demonstrated with extensive statistics not just the fact of
segregation, but the ways in which overcrowding and unequal resources disproportionately
affected minority-populated schools. The report was especially timely as the previously welldefined “black belt” was expanding at an unprecedented rate. As blacks moved into previously
white-dominated areas, whites left. But the color line – the line of “de facto” segregation
enforced by, among other things, discriminatory real estate practices – did not disappear; it
merely shifted. This meant that neighborhoods that “transitioned” from white to black soon
suffered the same overcrowding as older black belt neighborhoods, as minority residency was
still significantly confined by a variety of interlocking factors. As a result, neighborhood school
populations increased exponentially, often in the space of a few years, with new populations far
surpassing the quantity of students for which schools were originally built. 15
The Chicago Board of Education had long sidestepped the issue by interpreting
segregation through the idea of the neighborhood school: as the racial demographics of a
school’s students were shaped by the neighborhood in which the school operated, the fact that a
school was overwhelmingly attended by white or black students was the result of geography and
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history, not of any particular policy instituted by the city itself. The city also defended itself by
asserting a stance of color blindness, arguing that the schools were required to operate without
knowledge or consideration of racial demographics. Even after the NAACP report, the Chicago
Board of Education clung to these same rationales. It sidestepped the report’s observations
concerning overcrowding and refused to consider what was then common knowledge: that
changing neighborhood demographics were exacerbating a pre-existing overcrowding situation
among neighborhood schools that serviced either longstanding or new minority-dominated
populations.
Although the Board of Education refused to change its policies as a result of the report,
the statistics gathered by the report were used by activists over the next several years to
challenge the status quo. CORE organized “Operation Transfer” in 1961, an effort to identify
underutilized facilities and challenge the board to use those facilities to service overcrowded
schools. Shortly after, representatives from groups such as TWO dominated a public hearing on
the issue and walked out of the hearings in protest, while parents at the Cornell School organized
a boycott of the school itself. The school board proved slow to respond: it authorized an
independent study of the situation which, among other things, led to slight expansion of transfer
opportunities for students, and installed mobile classrooms, which came to be known as “Willis
Wagons,” to effectively increase the quantity of classrooms at overcrowded schools. But these
minimal changes did little to halt discontent. Protests continued and expanded to include sit-ins
among their strategies, while organizations such as TWO and CORE continued to document
underused classroom space at predominantly white-attended schools.
Founded in April 1962, the Coordinating Council of Community Organizations (CCCO)
was initially formed to better coordinate the resources of the many organizations agitating
around the schools issue, but it quickly became a locus of organized action. While its early
founding membership primarily featured established non-sectarian groups such as the NAACP,
the Chicago Urban League, and The Woodlawn Organization, the National Conference on
Religion and Race directly augmented CCCO’s membership and scope. Following NCRR,
numerous denominations either founded new offices to engage civil rights issues or redirected
resources toward such efforts. Many of those groups, such as the Presbyterian Interracial Council
and the Interracial Council of Methodists, as well as older established religious organizations
such as the Catholic Interracial Council of Chicago, joined CCCO shortly after the National
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Conference took place that January. 16 Throughout its existence, CCCO’s staff and its most active
participants were often openly connected to Chicago’s religious landscape. Ed Marciniak, an
early delegate of a CCCO-organized group tasked with meeting with the mayor on the schools
issue, was a veteran and often founding member of Chicago’s network of Catholic labor and civil
rights organizations. Dr. Alvin Pitcher, a professor of theology and social ethics at University of
Chicago’s Divinity School, was an early participant in CCCO’s work and its secretary
throughout the Chicago Freedom Movement. 17 And having groups like TWO among its
founding members meant that religious leaders involved in that organization, such as Rev.
Arthur Brazier, also played a significant role in CCCO’s planning and work.
The Chicago Conference on Religion and Race, then, was an outgrowth of both national
and local developments in relation to civil rights. Its founding as an extension of the National
Conference on Religion and Race connected it to larger shifts in how national organizations
sought to engage civil rights issues, while its local identity positioned it as one small node in a
very large and complicated network that comprised the institutional structure of Chicago’s civil
rights movement. But CCRR was unique among Chicago organizations in its explicit religiouslybased foundation and its ecumenicity: whereas most religious organizations engaged in civil
rights work were extensions of specific denominational offices, CCRR was an effectively
independent organization co-sponsored by the largest and most influential religious institutions
of the city. Where a group like the Catholic Interracial Council might claim to represent
Catholics, CCRR could claim, ostensibly, to act as a unified voice representing Chicago’s
mainstream religious establishment. As we will see, however, this potential strength also acted as
a quiet check on some of the organization’s more progressive elements.

The Early Work and Tensions of CCRR
The robust state of civil rights activism in Chicago helped to shape the primary concerns
of CCRR’s formative period in substantial ways. When the Conference ran a half-page “appeal
to all citizens” in the major Chicago newspapers on June 29, 1963, it hinted at the areas CCRR
would focus on in the years to come. “Now is the time,” the advertisement stated, “to bring about
16
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an end to the actual segregation existing in our schools,” for “all Chicago area industries, offices,
and unions … to reform their practices and accept all qualified workers,” and “for all
neighborhoods … to open their doors in welcome to all qualified families.” Education,
employment, and housing – these were the primary concerns of the city’s civil rights and
community organizations, and they became the three key interests of CCRR’s various
programs. 18
CCRR’s strategies in engaging these issues fell into one of two categories. First, many
endeavors involved efforts toward education and dialogue, both within the religious community
(among clergy and laity alike) as well as throughout Chicago in general. During the
Conference’s first year of operations, it sponsored and helped to organize and lead numerous
area conferences on religion and race that mimicked the agenda and format of 1963’s National
Conference. It also organized an interracial “home visit day” to encourage direct dialogue
between blacks and whites, and it led a breakfast meeting for clergymen and legislators to
discuss the issue of open housing. 19 By organizing neighborhood-level tri-faith conferences,
CCRR hoped to build meaningful contacts that could lead to further cooperative efforts and
foster local leadership among “sometimes reticent” clergy on key issues involving racial conflict.
Such meetings were considered especially important in areas of “high racial tension,” usually
areas experiencing a high level of change in racial demographics, where the goal was to create
independent continuing committees that would provide educational and dialogue-creating
programs specific to a given area’s needs. At the heart of these programs was the belief that
community education and religious leadership could help to shape racial attitudes, ease tension,
and clear a path for “peaceful integration.” 20
The second category of programs focused on specific issues. The Conference’s earliest
and most public actions involved the ongoing schools issue. In September 1963, CCRR released
a statement to “affirm the serious problem of racial discrimination” in the public schools. The
statement charged the city’s administration and Board of Education with evading requests for
dialogue and information from community groups, and it noted the city’s lack of initiative in
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directing change or “creatively” approaching the issue. It also called on “the religious people of
Chicago” to urge a change in course on the part of the administration, to welcome integration as
a gain for both blacks and whites, and to encourage a redistribution of resources throughout the
public system to correct apparent disparities. 21 As the schools issue continued to simmer and the
city administration refused to act, CCRR members met with members of the Board of Education
and Superintendent Willis for discussions, and they publicly called for the Board to meet with
CCCO, who by then had become the de facto voice of Chicago’s civil rights movement. 22 The
Conference also sent a statement of concern, signed by representatives of each faith, to the
committee responsible for the appointment of board members, which urged them to recommend
“only those candidates who show a readiness to provide positive leadership in confronting the
problem of de facto segregation in our educational system.” 23 After numerous public statements,
CCRR issued a full position paper on race and the public schools. The paper emphasized the
importance of the schools as instruments of social change and offered suggestions through which
the ideals of equality and brotherhood could move from theory into practice, suggestions that
included the issuing of an explicit policy toward integration, an increase in the racial diversity of
school faculty, and “bi-racial interfaith teams” to help lead PTAs and school communities
through processes of integration. 24
In addition to education, open housing and fair employment practices comprised the two
other early concerns of CCRR. On housing, CCRR followed the same approach that it had used
for education. It issued statements endorsing a local fair housing ordinance in 1963 and lobbied
the city’s aldermen, citing a series of violent incidents that had occurred that summer as evidence
of the need to “attack the segregation system at its roots.” 25 The Conference opposed the
Chicago Real Estate Board’s efforts to put open housing on the ballot as a public referendum and
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challenged the rhetoric used by that Board to rally support for such a referendum. 26 In
December 1964, an “open letter to members of the real estate industry” from CCRR encouraged
the real estate community to speak out against such “inflammatory public statements,” such as
referring to open housing as “forced housing.” 27 CCRR’s statements were notable enough to
provoke a response from some real estate organizations. One response derided CCRR as being
comprised of “subversive” and “political priests, rabbis and parsons” who were unrepresentative
of their laity. In response, Eugene Callahan, CCRR’s Executive Director, noted the cosponsorship and participation of major organizations representing each faith and defended its
opposition of a referendum. “We would not put the question of God to a vote,” he stated, “nor
should we put a moral question such as this to a vote.” 28 As housing displaced the schools issue
as the focus of Chicago’s civil rights movement in the mid-1960s, CCRR kept apace by placing
the issue near the center of its agenda.
Early efforts on issues of employment were primarily channeled through CCRR’s
Committee on the Responsible Use of the Economic Power of Religious Institutions, which
organized a program that assisted denominations, churches, religious schools, and other
organizations in ensuring fair employment practices not only within their own work, but also in
the business services they contracted with and the suppliers they employed. The program aimed
to utilize the collective economic impact of Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish groups toward
ensuring equal opportunity throughout the metropolitan area. Although efforts to gain funding
for full implementation of the program appear to have floundered, CCRR was successful in
constructing the basic elements of the program and securing the participation of a number of
institutions. 29
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In early 1966, CCRR began to consider ways to expand their efforts in matters of
employment. The result was the creation of the Tri-Faith Employment Project (TFEP), which
ran a number of neighborhood employment centers that assisted unemployed minorities in
gaining work. Funded as a Community Action Program through the Chicago Committee on
Urban Opportunity, TFEP was CCRR’s most ambitious and successful program to date. It was
visited by Vice President Hubert Humphrey in 1967, and by the end of that year it celebrated
having made 15,000 placements. CCRR’s role in TFEP was primarily administrative,
responsible for hiring and managing its leadership, including its first director, Monroe Sullivan,
who in turn managed the neighborhood centers and their staff. The leadership of CCRR and
TFEP made an effort to employ staff at each of the centers who were familiar with the
neighborhood and/or representative of the communities that center would service in order to
keep TFEP relevant and responsive to community needs. 30 Although locating reliable sources of
funding was a consistent issue, TFEP continued to successfully operate into the early 1970s.
These early activities hint at deeper tensions within CCRR’s work. On the one hand,
CCRR directly engaged with issues more than one might have expected. Although CCRR’s
educational programming often mirrored the “hearts and minds” approach that had long
characterized the activities of most religious institutions on social issues, the organization proved
willing, at least occasionally, to openly and often directly criticize governmental and business
leaders on the schools and housing issues. To speak out in such a manner came with a certain
amount of risk. CCRR’s membership included notable religious leaders as well as a number of
laypeople who held prestigious positions in the business world and participating in open
criticism of the political establishment or the real estate industry no doubt threatened the positive
relationships they enjoyed with city leaders and business elites, relationships that were critical to
their personal and professional success. By founding the Tri-Faith Employment Program,
CCRR’s membership also showed a desire to engage issues of racial and economic justice
beyond the issuing of public statements. Structuring TFEP with an eye toward neighborhood
involvement further reflected a basic respect for the shifting sensibilities of the times. Older
styles of urban social ministry that utilized a top-down, one-size-fits-all approach were
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increasingly criticized as patronizing to the very people those ministries hoped to help, and
TFEP’s structure avoided such criticism by tailoring its work to the communities it served.
CCRR was also notable for its openness to public acts of protest. As the Conference
developed its programs and picked up momentum in July 1963, it passed a resolution which
approved of certain “direct action methods” (such as “peaceful demonstrations”). “Under certain
conditions,” the resolution stated, such actions could be “a proper and effective means for
religious men and women to give witness to the principles of their faith. Prayerfully conceived,
we believe that these actions can sometimes achieve reforms when ordinary methods of appeal
fail.” In this sense, CCRR kept open the possibility of formal participation in community rallies
and protests. 31
Yet these early activities also demonstrate how, from its beginning, CCRR carved out an
ambiguous niche for itself upon Chicago’s civil rights landscape by maintaining a certain
distance from the movement itself. Many of its leading members participated in the rallies and
demonstrations of the period, but they did so as representatives of other organizations they led or
participated in rather than as representatives of CCRR. In its relationships with community
groups, CCRR kept lines of communication open but rarely established formal connections or
support. An early version of its “Community Relations” program articulated a primarily
educational objective by organizing interreligious conferences of clergy in specific
neighborhoods in consultation with “key neighborhood persons” and notable clergy, conferences
that focused on practical ways that religious leadership could help bring about peaceful
integration in transitioning neighborhoods. 32 Around 1965, that program morphed into a
“Community Services” program, where the director of the program attended the meetings of
other community groups and reported back to CCRR on the work of those organizations. Robert
Squires, a community organizer who had contributed to the founding work of TWO, led the
Community Services program during that time. Reports of his observations in CCRR minutes
show him to have been an astute observer and interpreter of the movement’s strengths and
vulnerabilities, but Squires’s observations were precisely that: observations. His presence at
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other organizational meetings did not imply an endorsement of their work; he was there first and
foremost as an observer. 33
The distance that CCRR kept from other organizations can be seen in the conference’s
response to the schools issue throughout 1963. By mid-1963, the Coordinating Council of
Community Organization’s leadership on the schools issue was taken for granted. By the fall of
that year, after many months of increasing agitation on the schools issue, CCCO was working
with other groups such as SNCC and CORE to organize a citywide boycott of the city’s public
schools. 34 On October 22, nearly 225,000 students participated in the “Freedom Day” boycott by
staying out of school, a number that far surpassed organizers’ own estimate of seventy-five
thousand students. 35 Many of the students and their parents attended demonstrations as well as
“freedom schools,” where volunteers taught students about black history and led the students in
games and music centered on themes of freedom and equality. In addition to community
organizations such as TWO and larger institutions such as the NAACP, religious groups were
involved in the boycott effort. Fliers promoting the boycott were distributed at churches
throughout the city, and the NAACP directly contacted churches to urge support of the boycott. 36
Some religious groups, such as the Chicago chapter of the Episcopal Society for Cultural and
Racial Unity, performed similar recruiting work among their own flock by writing members and
clergy for support of the boycott. 37 And an overwhelming number of the freedom schools
themselves were housed in churches: of a list of one hundred places that parents could send their
children on the day of the boycott published in the Chicago Defender, eighty-eight of them were
churches, synagogues, or other religiously-based sites. 38
Compared with such involvement, CCRR clearly lagged behind their colleagues.
Although CCRR issued several strong statements concerning segregation and inequality in
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Chicago’s public schools throughout the fall, its role was primarily reactive and separate from
the work of other groups. Unlike other religious organizations, CCRR never formally joined the
Coordinating Council of Community Organizations. It opted instead to establish a “liaison” to
CCCO which kept the Conference informed of, but distinct from, CCCO’s activities. 39 CCRR
further demonstrated its distance from civil rights groups by failing to conclusively weigh in on
their work. It never formally endorsed the boycott. Instead, it issued statements throughout the
fall, several of which were released after the boycott took place in October. Prior to and
following the boycott, CCRR set up meetings between its leadership and critical officials from
the Chicago Board of Education including Superintendent Willis and President Clair Roddewig.
While there was nothing wrong with such meetings, these were clearly seen by CCRR leadership
as separate from CCCO’s own well-publicized efforts to gain a hearing for their demands from
city officials. In at least one instance CCRR’s meetings with Board of Education members
shaped how they responded to the crisis publicly. A proposed statement critiquing
Superintendent Willis and the Board was left unreleased because some parties – including a
denominational sponsor – felt it might “undermine the possible success” of a future meeting that
CCRR was to hold with board members, and that it might be “prejudicial to any goodwill or
understanding” CCRR might be able to develop there. 40 The sum of these activities meant that
when CCRR later recapped its accomplishments for 1963 in a general program review, the
boycott – the most dramatic event of Chicago’s civil rights movement to date - was not
mentioned at all and CCCO was mentioned only in passing. 41
The Freedom Day Boycott represented a new phase in Chicago’s civil rights movement,
one that saw unprecedented cooperation and coordination across the city’s many community
organizations and civil rights groups. By keeping their distance from such groups while
simultaneously protecting their own relationships with city officials, CCRR effectively isolated
itself from the movement’s activist networks and consequently cast itself in a role wherein it
commented on and built programs to address civil rights issues but largely did so unilaterally.
Over the next few years, CCRR confirmed that role through its regular contact with city
politicians and administrators, businessmen (on whom CCRR relied for additional funding), and
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officials of the Chicago police. Though many of these contacts were made with good intentions
– as a means of exerting pressure on Chicago’s elite – they nevertheless placed CCRR quite
close to Chicago’s circles of power, a position that many other community groups did not enjoy.
This was not a carefully considered strategy on the part of the Chicago Conference’s
members, but the result of the organization’s lack of definition and its representative structure.
CCRR’s early members never fleshed out a clear plan of action or defined a set of methods for
the organization’s work. Having sprung from the momentum of the National Conference,
CCRR’s contributing members intended to carry the energy and work of the national body
forward. The nature of that work, however, was never fully articulated. The Conference’s
members were confident that there was a need for religious involvement in matters of civil
rights, but what that involvement entailed was never finalized. What was clear, however, was
that CCRR was to act as a collective representative of Chicago’s religious community, a level of
authority it gained from the position of its co-sponsors as themselves representative of each
tradition. If this position allowed CCRR to make statements on the part of the religious
community, it also meant that the Conference had to do so while avoiding excessive fallout from
congregants or sponsors, as well as from politicians who otherwise might be open to religious
appeals. These risks would prove to be very real in the years to come.
Neither the tendency toward educational programs and pronouncements nor CCRR’s
distance from the spotlight of city activism went unchallenged by its membership. At a program
review in the fall of 1965, CCRR leadership and members debated the organization’s identity,
mission, and strategy. Some members wanted the Conference to be more than simply “a
pronouncement body,” to take up programs “with an emphasis on the grass-roots level.” Those
present tried to pinpoint the Conference’s role in relation to the larger civil rights movement in
Chicago, to determine what made it distinct from other groups who dealt with similar issues.
Some members worried about CCRR’s reputation among the city’s civil rights groups and
suggested that the Conference was increasingly seen as a “status quo” organization by groups
like CCCO. Others were optimistic and suggested that the Conference might be poised to take on
a greater role in the community, to become the chief religious body for social action -- though
what exactly that meant was left unclear. But efforts to reach a consensus on CCRR’s role and
mission settled primarily on its representative function. The meeting reaffirmed the idea that
CCRR represented “all of the co-sponsors’ constituents” and that members acted as
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representatives of the organizations that sent them and emphasized the Conference’s educational
capacity over other alternatives. The Conference, by attempting to involve itself in civil rights
issues at all, necessarily performed a balancing act, one that all religious groups who inserted
themselves into civil rights debates or activism were forced to manage. Where other
organizations embraced the risks associated with direct activism, the Chicago Conference, which
understood itself as being tasked with the responsibility of representing the religious community,
tended toward a more conservative and self-preserving position. 42
In 1965, the composition and direction of Chicago’s movement dramatically changed,
and those changes further highlighted CCRR’s ambiguous and precarious position in the
community. The summer of 1965 was marked by a series of direct action efforts, including
consecutive rallies and marches in June and July that led to hundreds of arrests, as well as by an
outburst of violence on the city’s west side. At the same time, Martin Luther King, Jr. and the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) began deliberations over whether to use
Chicago as a pilot location for a new northern campaign. By January 1966, SCLC and CCCO
had partnered to form the Chicago Freedom Movement (CFM). Although the two organizations
struggled to merge their aims and identify a plan of action, by January they had announced a plan
of education and action intended to hit Chicago’s pattern of segregation at its economic roots.
The summer of 1966 saw the announcement of a new phase of intensified nonviolent action,
through which CFM hoped to call attention to the inequity and discrimination made concrete in
the image and experience of Chicago’s slums. 43
That action soon resulted in a stand-off between city officials, CFM, and other
organizations, a stand-off which put CCRR into the public eye. Although education had not
disappeared from the agenda of Chicago activists, CFM’s emphasis on slums and economic
disparity shifted much of the movement’s attention toward issues of open housing. At the same
time, a series of violent conflagrations throughout July and early August brought 1,500 National
Guard troops to Chicago neighborhoods and marred the image of CFM. Open housing
42
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demonstrations and marches brought out the worst of the city’s racial tensions and anxieties with
white counter-demonstrators throwing bricks and bottles at marchers amidst shouts of “white
power.” Regarding an August demonstration in Gage Park, King noted that he had “never seen
such hostility and hatred anywhere … even in Selma.” 44
Amidst the tumult, CCRR signed a public statement of support for the marches on
August 4, calling on city officials to protect the rights of demonstrators and urging citizens to
respect the voices and rights of others. 45 When Mayor Daley sought an end to the
demonstrations and began to work toward a meeting between activists, city officials, and the
Chicago Real Estate Board, members of the Chicago Commission on Human Relations called on
CCRR to convene the meeting. The result was the famous Summit Agreement negotiated
through meetings on August 17 and August 26, 1966. Although the results of the agreement
were contentious and challenged, the Summit managed to secure some concessions from the
Daley administration and CFM agreed to suspend their demonstrations. The agreement also
formed a new permanent group, what would become the Leadership Council, to monitor each
group’s progress toward their respective obligations. CCRR was to help form that body, but it
would ultimately be a separate organization with representation from the various parties involved
in the Summit.46
The meaning and value of CCRR’s role in the housing summit were anything but clear,
and what appeared to have been a successful public role for CCRR would, over the next year, be
increasingly viewed by its members as a point of concern. From one perspective, CCRR
represented a neutral body, a point between the city’s networks of power and its collective of
activists, as reflected in the Conference’s role in the Summit meetings. From another
perspective, that neutrality was artificial. Some members vocally supported CFM’s demands.
Rabbi Marx directly challenged the Chicago Real Estate Board’s sincerity and commitment to
the process, and two CCRR members threatened to walk out of the August 26 talks in response
to an injunction Daley had secured against further demonstrations. 47 Yet other members of
44
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CCRR, such as Robert Spike (previously of the National Council of Churches), as well as other
representatives of the religious community, appeared quite ready to support compromise on the
part of CCCO and the Chicago Freedom Movement. 48 Even before the Summit meetings,
Chicago’s new Archbishop John Cody sensed the polarizing nature of CFM’s demonstrations
within the city’s Catholic community and called for a suspension of the marches and the
beginning of negotiations. 49 Cody’s public appeal represented a new phase in the religious
community’s relationship to King and CFM’s increasingly controversial actions. Where once
the city’s religious leaders, including Cody, had openly supported the movement, they now
appeared hesitant and distanced. That shift was an acknowledgement of the violence and
bitterness that the marches had stirred. The conflicts of the summer of 1966 drastically reframed
Chicago’s civil rights movement, leaving CCRR’s relationship to that movement more
precarious than ever.
In the year that followed the Summit, the momentum and optimism of 1966 dissipated
and disappeared. The effectiveness and authority of CCRR was called into question as it worked
to build the Leadership Council and to hold the various parties of the Summit accountable, its
efforts frustrated by lethargy on the part of the city’s institutions, and by increasing dissent
within the movement itself. As community groups vied for control of the Leadership Council
and tried to direct the body toward aggressive modes of action against city officials and
businesses, CCRR distanced itself and questioned the extent to which it was involved or
connected with the Council’s activities. 50 The Chicago Freedom Movement itself soon
unraveled. By the fall of 1967, the momentum gained by the activism of the preceding years had
all but died, King and SCLC had largely moved on to other efforts outside of Chicago, and
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Albert Raby, the leader of CCCO, had resigned. Chicago’s civil rights movement did not end in
1967. Even as the Chicago Freedom Movement dissolved and as CCCO seemed on the brink of
collapse, up-and-coming programs such as SCLC’s Operation Breadbasket and new groups such
as Chicago’s Black Panther Party stepped in to fill the void. But groups like CCRR not only had
to deal with the unraveling of institutions that had previously helped to set the agenda of
Chicago’s activism – and thus informed its own agenda – but also had to try to find a role for
itself against the strident, more provocative forms of activism that groups like the Black Panthers
represented.
All of this shaped a particularly important moment in CCRR’s history. In September
1967, Rev. Jack Egan – a friend and associate of Saul Alinsky who had long argued that
religious leaders and institutions, including CCRR, needed to be more directly engaged in
grassroots activism – offered a lengthy list of topics that he felt should be discussed among
CCRR’s executive board. Of the fourteen points captured in the meeting’s minutes, the bulk of
them concerned particular issues directly involving racial discrimination and urban poverty.
Some were specific (“employment of Negroes in the Fire Department,” “Negro membership in
athletic clubs”); others were broad (“People in the Negro communities can get very little
insurance coverage,” “Exploitation of the poor people by merchants”). Most of these issues had
likely been discussed by CCRR in the past, and none of them would have been breaking news to
any of the participants. It was Egan’s fourteenth point, however, that put the rest of his
discussion topics in perspective: “The churches should take the stand of aggressive leadership
and moral voice in the total revolution that is going on in Chicago.” 51 A special meeting of
CCRR’s executive board to discuss these concerns, and the more general malaise that had settled
over CCRR’s work, was scheduled for October 9.
Shortly after Egan’s comments, Eugene Callahan, then CCRR’s Executive Director,
shared a memo with five discussion points to help guide the agenda of the upcoming meeting,
points that underscored the serious doubts and anxieties of the moment. Rather than the normal
set of updates from various committees and group members on the Conference’s activities, this
meeting was to be one of review and assessment – “a unique and perhaps final opportunity,”
Callahan wrote, “to conduct a searching and critical examination of the CCRR.” Though he
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insisted that his suggestions were “not meant to be definitive or negative,” his language bore
traces of exhaustion and anxiety, and his topics were framed in pessimistic terms. 52
Many of his concerns were basic to the Conference’s general operations: he questioned
the organization’s structure, wondered how to eject “unproductive” delegates and keep a regular
flow of new ideas, and noted with dissatisfaction the group’s distance from black churches.
Callahan described the trend of urban decay and the growth of the suburbs, whose job
opportunities were out of reach for many of the Chicagoans that needed work the most. Where
integration appeared to be advancing in the suburbs, Callahan suggested that the process had
slowed significantly in the city proper. And he noted the dwindling momentum that had
sustained civil rights activism in Chicago throughout the 1960s. “The civil rights movement is
finished,” Callahan wrote. “Our alternatives now are between racist and nonracist forms of black
power or the sullen apathy of much of the Negro community.” Barring a complete overhaul of
its policies and approach, Callahan found the fate of CCRR in these unavoidable facts: “CCRR
has gone about as far as it can go. It has exhausted whatever mandate existed due to the National
Conference on Religion and Race and the zeal of CCRR’s local conveners. Those social and
moral issues CCRR has not confronted cannot and will not be dealt with under CCRR’s present
structure, policy, and budget.” 53
Egan’s more issues-driven list was suggestive of the problems that, in the eyes of
CCRR’s more action-driven members, the Conference had failed to meaningfully challenge. His
suggestions pointed to a desire for CCRR to both broaden its agenda and perhaps involve itself
more directly in creating and pursuing solutions. Callahan’s comments, on the other hand, were
indicative of the perceived structural problems that CCRR faced. Callahan doubted the extent of
CCRR’s authority within the community, as well as whether the Conference had the proper
policies and resources in place to meaningfully tackle any issues. Where Egan encouraged
CCRR toward more direct forms of activism, Callahan suggested that CCRR had “gone as far as
it can go.” When October 9 arrived, these two perspectives were rearticulated through a single
“fundamental question,” according to the meeting’s minutes, regarding “what direction CCRR
had to take”: a direction of internal restructuring, or a path that involved dissolving CCRR and
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perhaps combining its resources with another group, such as the Interreligious Council on Urban
Affairs. 54
The crisis that CCRR faced in the fall of 1967 involved more than CCRR’s effectiveness
and sustainability. It involved an emerging self-awareness on the part of CCRR’s members of
the ambiguous role CCRR had played in relation to the city’s civil rights movement throughout
the preceding years. Nowhere was this expressed more clearly than in an unusually frank
internal history of CCRR written sometime after the ’67 crisis. It explicitly defined CCRR’s role
in the Summit Meetings of 1966 as a “mediator” between CFM and “the ‘power structure’” of
the city. This position and role brought the organization’s positional ambiguity into focus CCRR was described as “not precisely of the power structure” but “certainly not to be identified
with the civil rights movement either.” This ambiguity directly contributed to the anxious
debates of late 1967. The author of the internal history paraphrased the debates succinctly: “Is
the Conference to serve the role of moderator and/or mediator? Or is it to provide leadership and
direction on a day-to-day and neighborhood-to-neighborhood basis in the march and struggle
towards equality for all?”55
Internal criticism of CCRR’s role in the housing summit was grounded in fact. It was,
after all, a direct connection between CCRR and Chicago’s business community that had drawn
the Conference into the Summit negotiations to begin with. Paul Lund, an executive at Illinois
Bell Telephone Company and CCRR member, had been contacted by friends at the Chicago
Commission on Human Relations to discuss CCRR’s potential role as host. CCRR was perfect
for the job, according to one historian, because it was a “well-respected and independent body” –
a phrase that hints at CCRR’s relative neutrality and safe reputation. 56 But CCRR’s Summit role
was only the most visible symbol of the Conference’s relationship to the city’s activism and
politics, an easily identifiable representation of both its unwillingness to engage directly with the
central operators of the movement as well as its close ties to politicians and businessmen.
Egan’s call for more “aggressive leadership” was an acknowledgement and critique of CCRR’s
pattern of position papers, open letters, and proclamations. Few were satisfied with the
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Conference’s role as mediator and outsider, but few could agree on what was specifically wrong
with that role, or on what direction the Conference should take.
Despite the apparent seriousness of their discussion, the October board meeting resulted
in little action. Members voted to revise the Conference’s constitution and structure along many
of the lines that Callahan suggested, which helped to open up CCRR’s membership. These
changes were intended to increase participation, encourage more involvement on the part of each
tradition’s laity, and bring new ideas to the table. 57 What did not emerge from this crisis was any
clear resolution regarding CCRR’s proper role in the community or in relation to the new
directions of civil rights activism in the city. While some shifts in direction were attempted –
suggestions from the Conference’s new chairman called for increased contact with (and
participation from) black clergy, neighborhood seminars that would act as forums for local
community organizations (including “local gangs”), and efforts to distribute information on
CCRR’s board meetings to the congregations of its members and co-sponsors – efforts to move
closer to the ground level of engagement never quite took hold. 58 Its day-to-day business largely
went unchanged. CCRR’s internal debates about its strategies, structures, and goals were soon
accompanied by increasing criticism from other organizations in Chicago concerning CCRR’s
role in civil rights activism. If in 1965 CCRR began to become aware of its complicated position
in relation to Chicago’s civil rights groups, by 1967 that awareness reached full maturity. But for
all their efforts, CCRR’s leadership never figured out how to break out of that most undesirable
of activist categories – the status quo – to become a more substantial source of leadership
amongst Chicago’s changing and challenging civil rights landscape.

The Unique Challenges of Religious Activism
CCRR’s moments of anxiety and doubt in 1965 and 1967 were precipitated by internal
rather than external forces. The debates CCRR’s members engaged in regarding its identity,
mission, and methods were largely induced by internal concerns regarding the organization’s
activities and its future, not by public criticism from other civil rights organizations or from their
member organizations. For the first five years of its existence, in fact, external criticism appears
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to have been rare. For the most part, CCRR’s larger moments of self-assessment emerged from
the concerns of members and leadership themselves: concerns regarding the mandate the
organization had to weigh in on civil rights matters, concerns regarding the proper role of such
an organization vis-à-vis direct action protest strategies, and concerns regarding the most
effective means to marshal religious authority on behalf of civil rights and integration in the
public square.
In this sense, CCRR was not an outlier. Whether it was a local church, an ecumenical
ministry, or a larger representative religious institution, Chicago’s religious organizations
struggled to understand their relationship to other city civil rights groups and the general civil
rights movement of the period, to adapt to the issues and tenor of the times, and to reconcile the
challenges that naturally arose when attempting to direct their moral and material resources
toward social issues. Throughout the late 1950s and 1960s, the Church Federation of Greater
Chicago (CFGC), for instance, directed the attention of its various socially-engaged departments,
such as its Department of Christian Citizenship, toward the issues that dominated the civil rights
movement. In the process, CFGC grew more willing to be direct and critical of the establishment
in its work. 59 By the early 1960s, CFGC’s social departments were regularly issuing statements
and holding interreligious seminars on matters like housing and education, and considering the
various issues at stake in, for instance, the structure and activities of community organizations.
But just as CCRR found engagement on such issues to be complicated, the shift within CFGC
was not easy.
A comparison of its statements on the schools issue from 1961 to 1965 shows that
transition well. In 1961, as the schools issue was gaining renewed traction among community
groups, CFGC’s general board effectively issued a statement of support for the Board of
Education, saying that it was “impressed by the vigorous program of the Chicago School System
in seeking to provide equal facilities … in every school district in the City of Chicago,” while
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simultaneously asking the Board to “take all possible steps to eliminate racial segregation” in the
Chicago schools. 60 Over the next few years, that faint praise became a call for open and
concentrated action from the Board to deal with segregation and unequal facilities, and by early
1966, that appeal had become a direct and often provocative critique of the status quo and
administrative intransigence:
“[To] date the Administration and the Board of Education has shown little inclination to
set in motion a comprehensive program of quality education designed to reach persons of
widely varying social and cultural backgrounds … Moreover, we are concerned over the
increased concentration of monoracial schools in this city and the apparent absence of
any commitment on the part of the Superintendent to alleviate this problem.”
The statement further expressed empathy “with those who cry out in protest against the
deprivation enforced upon them primarily because of their race,” and called on churches and
their congregants to study the issue “and to implement their findings through community action.”
It noted the connection between segregated housing and the schools issue and even went so far as
to “confess our guilt in maintaining racially exclusive neighborhoods.” Finally, nodding toward
Chicago’s civil rights landscape, it argued that “as churches we must join the remainder of the
religious and secular community in mobilizing forces for the total metamorphosis of the
community, black and white … and particularly of the ghetto school.” 61
The shift toward such a clear critique of the Board of Education and vocal support for the
civil rights movement ran parallel to debates concerning the proper role of churches, and of
CFGC itself, in different forms of social protest. In February 1966, at a meeting of the
Department of Christian Citizenship, a police chaplain and member of the committee suggested
that some religious groups needed “to take more seriously the ministry of demonstrations and to
be clearer about the real purpose and intention of … demonstrations.” His comments sparked “a
very intense discussion on the whole matter of civil disobedience.” Some argued that the church
should always defend and support “law and order” except in instances where it was “clearly in a
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higher good” to “support civil disobedience,” while others argued that the concept of law and
order was already in jeopardy when groups of citizens were deprived of basic necessities and the
freedoms that come with citizenship. By this time, SCLC and CCCO had announced their plans
for a Chicago campaign throughout 1966, and at this same meeting it was noted that plans were
being made for a meeting between city denominational officials and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
to discuss the campaign’s agenda and work. Debates concerning religious institutions and civil
disobedience, then, had real implications for the immediate future, and one member suggested
that a seminar on Law and Order might be developed for the department’s programming. 62
Like the Chicago Conference on Religion and Race, CFGC was structured as a
representative federation of Chicago’s Protestant institutions, and discussions such as these
proceeded with many of the same concerns about the extent of the institution’s mandate to speak
or act on such controversial matters. But smaller local religious institutions faced similar
questions, even if the issue of representation was not as obviously pertinent. First Presbyterian
Church’s early support for The Woodlawn Organization, for example, was reached only after
extensive discussion and disagreement concerning whether or not an endorsement of such an
organization fell within the purview of a church at all. Throughout the 1960s, however, churches
did not just debate sponsorship of entire programs or organizations, but also had to consider
whether to get involved with specific issues or actions that affected their neighborhood and city
in very immediate ways.
At the First Unitarian Church of Chicago in Hyde Park, the Adult Discussion Group,
which provided materials and space for congregants to learn about and discuss social issues
including those of race and civil rights, saw its membership grow throughout the early 1960s
from a regular attendance of about twelve participants to a regular attendance of about thirty or
forty. When CORE staged its sit-ins at the University of Chicago administration building in
1962, the Adult Discussion Group had to wrestle with a wide range of questions: were the tactics
being employed by CORE reasonable? Were they moral? Were they legal? And were they
necessary? 63 Two years later, First Unitarian congregants debated how much they could or
should be involved in the Freedom Day Boycott of 1963. Some worried about the implications of
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keeping children out of school for a day, wondering not only if that was wise from an
educational standpoint but also whether it turned children and their education into political
pawns. Others argued that Daley’s administration responded only to pressure, and that to fail to
support the boycott was to turn a blind eye to the persistent problems of racial disparity in the
school system. Although they ultimately did not endorse the boycott as a church, some leaders
and congregants participated in the day’s demonstrations of their own accord. 64
A few months later, when talks of a second boycott began to emerge, First Unitarian’s
pastor and some congregants had grown weary of being “on the sidelines”; because it had not
become a member of CCCO, church leadership often felt caught off guard when an action was
announced. After more debate, the second boycott of February 1964 was not formally endorsed
by the congregation, but its members did make a concerted effort to educate congregants about
different ways they could contribute to the movement whether or not they participated in a
demonstration, and the board of trustees allowed the church to host a freedom school, staffed by
church members, for students who stayed out of school that day. One reason the board of trustees
was unwilling to support the boycott unequivocally may have been that the church was about to
embark on a major fundraising drive, and a consultant had advised the trustees to avoid
controversial issues for the time being. In these sorts of debates, one can see just how many
factors entered into the calculus of a church’s potential involvement in the movement. In just a
few years’ time, First Unitarian found itself compelled to engage the movement in one way or
another. But questions concerning the morality of civil disobedience, the practical political value
of direct action protests, and the inherent material risk of supporting such activism were never
easy to resolve, and each new issue or action revived such questions as though they were being
raised for the first time. 65
Other types of religious institutions struggled as well. Neighborhood clergy or
ecumenical groups such as the Hyde Park-Kenwood Council of Churches saw their agenda
transformed throughout the 1960s from one concerned primarily with educating residents about
local church options and programs, to one filled with a range of issues related to civil rights and
urban poverty, issues that transcended the previously parochial scope of its concerns. Even
ministries that could already have been called progressive by the standards of the time changed
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rapidly throughout the 1960s. The Chicago City Missionary Society (CCMS), which operated a
variety of on-the-ground services such as medical and dental clinics in impoverished areas and
worked with the ethos that ministers and laymen should live alongside and with those that they
serve, had to adapt to the changing priorities of the times and to figure out where they fit in
relation to new institutional structures, such as community organizations, and to the civil rights
movement in general. In 1966, the Society changed its name to the Community Renewal Society
in order to remove the “overtones of foreign missions” and its “paternalistic or colonial
meaning,” and it increasingly focused its work on gathering the full material and financial
support of religious institutions toward making funds, resources, and education available to
residents in challenged areas so that they themselves could work toward solutions of local
problems. 66 One of its key programs, begun in 1965 and expanded throughout the late 1960s,
involved acting as a receiver for slum properties that wound up in the jurisdiction of the courts.
The foundation would then rehabilitate the houses to make them livable and rent them to loweror middle-income families at accessible prices. 67
Such work fulfilled what Don Benedict, a pastor of the United Church of Christ who
arrived as General Director of the CCMS in 1960, understood as the true mission of the church.
Benedict was no stranger to direct action social protest: as a young man, he had been one of the
“Union Eight,” a group of Union Theological Seminary students who, in 1940, had
conscientiously refused to register for the Selective Service, an act for which he served a year
and a day in federal prison. 68 Since that time, Benedict had helped to found a variety of
ministries that interpreted Christian witness as a fundamental act of service and a way of life in
which churches, clergy, and laypeople actively worked with the neighborhood, as part of the
neighborhood, to improve the lives of its residents and their environment. Under his guidance,
CCMS published Renewal, a Chicago-based publication that took a single theme for each issue –
a theme usually related to issues of poverty, civil rights, and urban challenges - and explored its
details and its potential relationship to the church in strikingly progressive terms. In many ways,
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then, the civil rights era, which saw the rise of Alinsky-inspired community organization models
throughout Chicago coupled with the rhetoric of grassroots community-oriented activism, would
seem to have been readymade for Benedict’s work.
Even CCMS, however, was cautious in the extent to which it embraced the direct action
tactics of the time. Benedict never quite warmed to the Alinsky model of organizing, where
outsiders brought a neighborhood’s institutions together as a locus of power. For Benedict, true
community organization should start with the residents themselves – not with the community’s
institutions, which tended to be populated by the area’s middle- or upper-classes. 69 And although
Benedict himself was a veteran of civil disobedience, CCMS felt it necessary to issue a lengthy
set of guidelines concerning its programming in the fall of 1966, only a month after the Housing
Summit. In those guidelines, CCMS affirmed the place of “peaceful demonstrations” in social
action, but went to great pains to note that such demonstrations should take place “within the
law” and were not to be violent, that CCMS believed that American economic and political
institutions were “basically sound,” and that it most supported programs that strengthened
democratic involvement and “the full participation of the individual in his society.” 70 Benedict
himself understood involvement in legal and political spheres as necessary work toward the goal
of, as he put it, making the city “human,” but he also expressed skepticism concerning the faith
that the civil rights movement had in the power of the law to shape the processes of integration
or to make decent housing available. 71 In the climate of the 1960s, Benedict and CCMS
struggled to reconcile their own understanding of how to enact social change – through the
renewal of communities and institutions from the ground up, and by trusting those at the bottom
as leaders themselves – with the power politics and dramatic demonstrations of the time.

Conclusion: Religious Organizations and Social Action in the 1960s
The relationship of religion and faith to collective social action – and the means by which
that relationship is best expressed – is not self-evident. When the hundreds that gathered at the
National Conference on Religion and Race heard Rabbi Heschel and others describe racism as
“unmitigated evil,” and “racial tension and strife” as “both sin and punishment,” there was no
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immediate opposition. 72 But as the participants at the National Conference’s workshops had
expressed, the proper course of action to take in light of such observations was unclear. The
very idea of action, the potential for action, was mitigated by the structures of religious
institutions, by the services they were built to provide. Furthermore, as Rabbi Morris Adler
observed at the National Conference, religious involvement in social and political issues is rife
with risk to religion itself. For Adler, religion needed to involve itself, both for its own sake –
lest it continue to be “neutral” and “become increasingly irrelevant” – as well as for the sake of
society. 73 Religion carried “an authority and an impetus no non-religious institution can equal,”
a “passion, perspective, and purpose” that could shine a moral light upon America’s social
struggles. 74 In short, religious bodies had an obligation to act, for its own well-being as well as
for the well-being of others.
As it became involved in questions of racial justice, however, Adler warned that religion
needed to preserve “its role as a critic.” “For religion,” Adler said, “the achievement of racial
justice is not an element in a foreign policy, a factor making for a good image abroad; or the
fulfillment of the implications of a political system or doctrine, nor yet the price for domestic
tranquility.” Religion’s relationship to social problems, from Adler’s viewpoint, was part of a
“cosmic scheme of things, arising out of a mandate of God to man.” 75 As religion struggled to
engage political and secular institutions – as it partnered with them toward the resolution of
social problems, as Adler believed that it should – that “cosmic scheme” could easily be
forgotten or compromised. Religion needed to stand outside the politics of blame and conflict in
order to preserve its higher mission and witness. It needed to retain its divine and moral purpose.
Even the more grassroots-oriented of CCRR’s members recognized and struggled with
the ambiguity inherent in religiously-inspired social action. Rabbi Robert Marx, who chaired the
Interreligious Council on Religious Affairs and helped lead many of the period’s other sociallyoriented religious organizations, believed that religion, which theoretically functioned outside of
political and economic power, could function as a “third force,” a source of pressure and a voice
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of authority that businessmen and politicians could not easily challenge. But Marx noted that the
position of religion as an ostensibly independent source of criticism and social direction was
always “precarious,” threatened by those in the religious community who sought to distance
themselves from controversy and retain the good faith of society’s decision-makers and the
church’s supporters. When the church or the synagogue ventured into social action, it had to
balance its action against the claims of its congregants and the institutions it interacted with. 76
The dilemma articulated by Adler and Marx – the obligation to act against the difficulties
and dangers inherent in acting – is helpful in understanding the problem that faced religious
institutions and leaders who sought to channel the authority of religion toward the resolution of
racial discrimination and strife. The national momentum around civil rights, as well as the more
immediate demonstrations of Chicago’s emerging activism, crystallized for Chicago’s religious
community an obligation to act. That obligation did not, however, easily translate into methods
or directives. The first significant factor that shaped the Chicago Conference’s ambiguous and
peripheral position to the movement was the group’s failure to identify, in clear and concrete
terms, the Conference’s goals and methods, or the relationship of the Conference to the city and
activity that surrounded it. Recognizing the scope and even the depth of the problems related to
race, the members of CCRR threw a wide net. It issued statements on a range of issues and
occasionally launched programs, such as the Tri-Faith Employment Project, to provide a more
practical analogue to the Conference’s moral pronouncements. Ultimately, however, CCRR’s
members never defined the organization’s aims or the methods it would employ to reach those
goals.
The Chicago Conference theoretically faced two potential courses of action: its members
could attempt to work closer to the ground, so to speak, where neighborhood organizing and
grassroots mobilization took place, or they could attempt to use religion’s presumed influence as
a tool of political pressure. The former left the Conference open to charges of being too liberal,
too active in matters that did not immediately concern the church, or too close to organizations or
individuals with controversial reputations, thus endangering CCRR’s political and business
connections and potentially its influence in those arenas. Such risks were very real: by the end of
the decade, Rev. Edgar Chandler, Father John Egan, and Rabbi Robert Marx – some of the most
progressive members of CCRR – were all pushed out of key leadership positions in other
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organizations in part because of their activism. Throughout the 1960s, progressive religious
leaders faced congregations that simply did not believe that their rabbis or priests should be on
picket lines or marches, as well as powerful allies in business and politics who were wary or
disapproving of dramatic public action. Indeed, congregants overwhelmingly supported the idea
that clergy should be spokesmen rather than activists, a voice of moral authority rather than a
direct agent of protest. Observing this phenomenon in 1969, sociologist Jeffrey Hadden argued
that religious leaders and laypeople had increasingly divergent views on the relationship of the
church to controversial social issues, a trend that reflected deeper shifts in how leaders and laity
understood the meaning, purpose, and content of religious membership and activity. 77
To take a more conservative course of action carried its own risk – specifically, it left
CCRR vulnerable to accusations of being too conservative or naïve to provoke real change – but
it also offered many benefits. In theory, the Conference could keep its larger reputation and its
access to power intact, untainted by controversial marches or demonstrations. Because the
Chicago Conference was officially sponsored by the three largest religious bodies in the city, the
consequences of either course of action were particularly important to consider. Indeed, the
interfaith structure of the Conference was a second significant factor in shaping CCRR’s position
and action. Although it would be inappropriate to call CCRR an ecumenical organization, its
structure and approach to the issues it was concerned with – an approach that emphasized
consensus – was certainly ecumenically-inspired. In her work on ecumenism and Vietnam,
historian Jill Gill articulately describes the period’s ecumenical ideal as having both a structural
and a visionary content. It was a process that “emphasizes community over self-interest,
peaceful discussion over violence, collaboration over competition, universalism over exclusivity,
the prophetic role of the church to ‘speak truth to power’ over affirming an oppressive status
quo[.]” Although its participants hoped that ecumenism will manifest itself in practical and
visible social change, the process involved more than simply agreeing on common action.
Ecumenism focused on the evolution and renewal of its participants more than external social
change. 78
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In some of CCRR’s earliest press releases and conversations, the imprint of ecumenism is
clear, particularly in its language and its emphasis on religion’s potential to speak to the
conscience of both the religious and secular community. Because it emphasized dialogue and
consensus, however, the courses of action available to CCRR were necessarily limited. When
civil rights standoffs were saturated in language of conflict, CCRR statements frequently
emphasized the need for both sides to work together on solutions. As it attempted to represent
three different traditions, each with diverse communities of its own, CCRR had to negotiate its
position in the community with care. While Gill and other historians have emphasized the
division both among religious leadership and between leadership and their laity, CCRR’s model
of consensus points to the potential difficulties inherent in the process of reaching agreements on
action across multiple diverse constituent groups. CCRR’s positional ambiguity, as well as its
patterns of doubt and anxiety, is in many respects understandable. Even though many of its
members may have longed for more direct forms of action, the process of consensus, by which
the aim is to bring the majority of all parties to the table, naturally leans toward more neutral,
less oppositional forms of action. 79
Yet it is important to note that groups like CCCO and the later Chicago Freedom
Movement invited and, in many ways, relied on religious participation. CCCO’s early success
was substantially bolstered by the joining of numerous religious institutions following the
National Conference on Religion and Race, and its Freedom Day boycott relied on churches as
sites of both distributing information and hosting Freedom Schools. When King and SCLC
announced its Chicago campaign in early 1966, which soon became the Chicago Freedom
Movement, it highlighted churches as critical “power factors” in the movement for both their
moral and community-based practical resources. The records of other Chicago groups, like
CORE and SNCC, frequently include materials related to the work of various religious
institutions, hinting at the overlap that existed between the leadership of religious and civil rights
groups, and of the place that religious institutions and leadership were expected to occupy in the
movement more generally.
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The desire of religious institutions to get involved and the invitation of civil rights groups
that was extended toward them, however, were not always enough to overcome the obstacles
inherent in religious engagement in civil rights activism. In the case of CCRR, internal debates
and a persistent posture of caution, combined with its representative structure, limited the extent
of its leadership and direct involvement in the momentum of the movement. The debates within
First Unitarian Church, CFGC, and CCMS suggest that such periods of reassessment were
common across religious organizations of all sizes throughout this period. Even where some
religious groups succeeded in engaging the movement more fully, they regularly had to step back
from their activities in order to return to fundamental questions about what they were doing, why
they were doing it, and whether their actions were sufficient or insufficient, appropriate or
inappropriate, superfluous or significant. Despite the ambitions of many of its members, CCRR
never quite figured out how to channel its authority into significant public action. Instead,
through both action and inaction, it relegated itself to a position of minor influence and
observation, a position from which it never managed to escape.
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CHAPTER 4. “BOTH IDEALISTIC AND PRACTICAL, RELIGIOUS AND
POLITICAL”: RELIGION, ANTIWAR ACTIVISM, AND THE NEW
STUDENT LEFT, 1964-1970

Introduction
“I am pleased to call attention to the revival of religion on the Chicago campus,
particularly among the radicals.” 1 So began a letter to the editor of the University of Chicago’s
student newspaper, the Maroon, published in mid-April 1968. From the opening line, a reader
might have expected a brief profile highlighting some aspect of religious participation among the
anti-war activists or other “radicals” on campus. It would not have been difficult to find
examples of religious engagement among campus radicals at the time; indeed, the letter writer
would have had a hard time selecting only one or two to fit in the few paragraphs allotted to most
letters to the editor. Just a few months earlier, numerous divinity school students had reportedly
turned in their draft cards at a service held at Grace Episcopal church led by Larry Hill, a
minister affiliated with a student religious group and noted in the Maroon as an anti-war activist.
A few weeks later, Rev. E. Spencer Parsons, the dean of UC’s Rockefeller Chapel, delivered a
sermon that called on draftees to strongly consider draft resistance as an act of conscience, then
the highest-ranking university official to actively encourage resistance. And a unique
organization on campus, the Conference on the City and the University, sponsored a seminar
called “Radicalism in the Professions” which included a focus on radicalism in ministry,
including three religious leaders as presenters.
The letter, however, did not draw from these or other examples. In fact, the letter writer,
one W. Yakes-Reno who self-identified as Catholic, was trying his hand at a bit of satire by
likening the actions of campus radicals to the rituals, doctrines, and atmosphere of religious life,
particularly in their understanding of race and racism. Radicals would dismiss ideas of original
sin or baptism as illogical or superstitious, he wrote, but they had versions of each: their original
sin involved the “claim that the sins of the plantation owners and the segregationists are visited
upon all white people from the moment of birth,” and their version of baptism was their attempt
“to cleanse their souls of racism” through demonstrations. They enacted a form of confession
1
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when they hunted down any remnant of racist guilt in themselves and others and publicly
renounced it. The whole of it amounted to a crusade where racists – which the writer understood
to mean all white people – were now the new infidels, an enemy to be defeated at all costs. And
at the end of the letter, the writer stood defiant against the idea that being born white was to
saddle a person with guilt and sin. “The fact that I was born white connects me in no way worthy
of consideration with any other white person, and I feel no responsibility for the wrongs that
have been committed by other human beings,” he wrote. “To label all or most white people as
racist and indifferent people as racist is a serious departure from logic and would normally be
ignored were it not such a popular tenet of faith in the radical community.” He professed an
equality of people of all races but he reserved the right, he said, “to be indifferent.” 2
A few days later, the Maroon published a response to the letter in its opinion column
entitled “Christianity and Radicalism on Chicago Campus,” in which the author, Edward
Phillips, pointed to the original letter writer as the real radical. Yakes-Reno had espoused “the
doctrine of radical individualism and the claim of self-autonomy,” Phillips argued, and in the
process had assumed “a posture of very bad Christianity, very bad sociology, very bad logic, and
… very bad satire.” Phillips suggested that Yakes-Reno came close to defending an “only on
Sundays” approach to religious life, wherein the features of radical thought that Yakes-Reno had
highlighted as religious – “the religious concepts of sin, confession, repentance, and reform” –
were to remain behind church doors. Further, reserving “the right to be indifferent,” as YakesReno had done, ignored the importance of both responsibility and community in Catholic and
Christian thought. After delivering a brief description of structural racism, Phillips argued that
indifference offered “tacit acceptance and support of the system” and thus was, by extension,
racist. “It seems to me that religious ritual and cleaning is most appropriate here,” he wrote, and
suggested that in his satire Yakes-Reno had unintentionally hit upon an inconvenient truth:
“Perhaps, the radicals have embraced the ‘rituals’ of religion—perhaps also, their ‘doctrines’ and
‘atmosphere’ are significantly more inline with Christianity than those of [Yakes-Reno].” 3
This exchange of letters is intriguing in many ways. For one thing, it reflects the
persistence of civil rights and racial justice activism well into the late 1960s. Yet for much of the
mid- to late-1960s, racial justice activism and debate was just component of a much larger
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movement, one driven in large part by opposition to the war in Vietnam. This was especially true
on college campuses, where the direct relevance of the draft to every student’s life – particularly
eligible male students - made the war a salient and unavoidable issue. While the civil rights
movement had dominated America’s social and political conscience for the bulk of the early
1960s, that had changed substantially by the spring of 1965. In the space of a year, President
Lyndon Johnson had first expanded the United States’ advisory and financial presence in the
ongoing Vietnam conflict and then, following the Tonkin Gulf incident, changed the nature of
America’s involvement in the war by deploying ground troops and beginning regular bombings
of the North in the spring of 1965. 4 Changes to Selective Service rules, the continued escalation
of bombings, and growing troop deployments throughout the late 1960s and early 1970s helped
make the war a definitive issue of the period. At the same time, racial justice and Vietnam
opposition were parts of a larger developing new left that hoped to drive cultural and political
change in ways that were larger and deeper than any single issue. On college campuses like the
University of Chicago, the movement was vast, varied, and ubiquitous, even if it represented
only a portion of student opinion. 5
What is perhaps more interesting about the letters, however, is that neither writer even
briefly commented on the presence or participation of self-identified Christians in the racial
justice movement, or in other aspects of student activism, suggesting indirectly that such
participation was minimal or easy to overlook. When scholars have commented on religion and
the movement during this period, they have generally presented the young activists and
institutions of the left as secular in their religious orientation. 6 In many ways this is accurate. But
4
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just as the first wave of student activists in the early 1960s expressed an openness and interest in
religious participation, there were also clear spaces of invitation for religious participation in the
work of antiwar and new left activists in the later part of the decade. Anti-war activists often
included local religious leaders as presenters in their teach-ins, demonstrations, and conferences,
and sometimes used local churches and other religious institutions as meeting spaces or even
sites of draft resistance, as did community organizers and other left-leaning groups. Seminars on
organization building frequently included sessions directed to clergy or laity, or to working
specifically with churches. And when religious groups did get involved, their participation was
often celebrated as critical to the movement’s success.
Through a closer examination of these relationships, this chapter argues that many
activists considered religious leaders and institutions to be critical components of the antiwar
movement as well as the coalition-building of the new left. As we have seen in other chapters,
there was a practical purpose in developing relationships with religious groups: they could
provide material resources such as money and space, as well as access to congregations who
were often assumed to share a basic moral vision with the activists who sought to recruit them.
Yet that sense of a shared moral vision hints at another aspect of religion in the movement: the
category of religion – its representatives, its institutions, its ideas – were imagined to be
demarcated by moral concern. This is particularly clear in the context of the draft resistance
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movement, where the act of resistance was often presented as a decision of individual moral
conscience. In the work of the Chicago Area Draft Resisters and other resistance groups, there is
a clear effort to recruit religious participation, as well as regular references to religious ideas and
language, which help us to locate religion as an idealized source of moral guidance and a
potential moral foundation for movement organizing. If the place of religion in this period’s
student activism was materially practical, then, it also offered moral and ideological resources
for draft resistance and aspects of movement participation.
None of this is to say that religious leaders or institutions were critical leading forces in
the movement. Sometimes they were; more often they were not. But examining the variety of
ways that religion was engaged by activists encourages us not to write off such relationships
merely because they appear fleeting or incidental. As the exchange of letters between Phillips
and Yakes-Reno suggests, the category of religion could provide a provocative set of references
and metaphors by which observers might interpret the movement. If we want to understand how
a student like Phillips might identify non-affiliated student radicals as more authentically
Christian than self-identified Christians, we have to examine the actual place of religious
institutions, leaders, and ideas within the relationships and activities that made up the movement.

Religion and Early Antiwar Activism at the University of Chicago
On April 13, 1965, the Maroon profiled two events that spoke to the changing shape of
campus activism that spring. One event was an upcoming protest against Chicago’s public
schools superintendent Benjamin Willis co-sponsored by the Coordinating Council of
Community Organizations (CCCO) and a group called Clergy for Quality and Equality in Our
Public Schools. At the center of the protest was a march dubbed as a Good Friday-Passover
Pilgrimage, which would culminate in a rally outside of City Hall where participants planned to
call for the replacement of the superintendent, who had long been embroiled in charges of
segregation and racial inequality in Chicago’s schools. The other event discussed was a major
anti-war rally organized by Students for a Democratic Society and other groups in Washington
D.C. for April 17. A large contingent of UC students were traveling to the nation’s capitol to
participate, and the weeks leading up to the rally had been filled with regular planning sessions
and a large teach-in attended by over eight hundred students and faculty. “While SDS’ers board
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buses to walk against war in Vietnam, ministers and civil rights ministers will be ‘Witnessing
against Willis’ Friday,” the article on the schools protest began. 7
The juxtaposition of the two events was fitting. During the 1963-1964 academic year, no
issue gained more sustained attention in the pages of UC’s Maroon than the work of the civil
rights movement. The paper reported on local developments in the movement, such as the
formation of the Coordinating Council of Community Organizations, the continuing protests of
The Woodlawn Organization over urban renewal plans in the Hyde Park-Woodlawn area (and
their eventual compromise), the CORE-led sit-ins at the Chicago Board of Education offices, and
the two school boycotts of 1963 and 1964. 8 UC student participation in the movement was
regularly highlighted, such as when multiple students were arrested at the Board of Education
sit-ins, and when some seventy-five students played an active role in the CCCO-led school
boycott. 9 The paper also reported on the national movement. It covered speeches and interviews
from leaders of the national movement, such as Bayard Rustin and John Lewis, and described the
work of CORE, SNCC, and other organizations in organizing the voter registration efforts that
would first become known as the Mississippi project, and later as Freedom Summer. 10
By this period, religious involvement in the civil rights movement was far more visible
than during the first wave of student activism that began in 1960, even if that religious
involvement seemed distant from student activists themselves. If religious leaders had seemed
reluctant to speak on racism and civil rights issues in the opening years of the ‘60s, by this time
they had come to speak regularly on the movement and related matters – and the Maroon took
note. It printed extensive excerpts or summaries of sermons on race relations and civil rights that
were delivered by Rev. W.B. Blakemore, the acting dean of UC’s Rockefeller Chapel, Rev. Jack
Kent, pastor of the local First Unitarian Church, as well as the chaplain of UC’s Methodist
Church. 11 The participation of numerous religious representatives in the work of CCCO as well
as that of TWO would also have been hard to miss. In particular, the Maroon noted the critical
7
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role of churches in hosting Freedom Schools during the school boycotts, as it listed host churches
and encouraged students and faculty to volunteer where possible. 12
Only a handful of articles during the same period, such as a Student Peace Union editorial
on the war, focused substantially on Vietnam. 13 And at the start of the 1964-1965 school year it
seemed that civil rights would continue to dominate the paper’s coverage: several articles in the
fall and early spring, for instance, focused on UC student participation in the Mississippi
Freedom Vote campaign, including one student who was arrested not just once for his work, but
twice. 14 But gradually throughout the school year, Vietnam gained more attention from students,
and that attention in turn gave Vietnam a more visible presence in the student newspaper. In
November, an article from the Collegiate Press Service discussed expected changes in drafting
rules and procedures, and several op-eds in the fall and spring urged that new diplomatic
approaches be taken to the war. 15 In January, SDS announced a demonstration in Washington
scheduled for April 17, 1965, with an intention to focus on the harm that the Vietnam conflict
was inflicting upon both the Vietnamese and the American public. 16 Throughout the spring,
several small local demonstrations were held, as were forums on the war sponsored by SDS, the
UC student government, and other groups. 17
But it was in April that the conflict in Vietnam, and Vietnam-related activism, became
the central issue for student activists on campus. Plans for the March in Washington and related
events dominated the paper’s headlines that month. An estimated three hundred students traveled
to D.C. to attend the march on April 17, and hundreds more participated in the several teach-ins
and related events that preceded the march and occurred in the weeks that followed. 18 A new
group formed on campus – the Vietnam Coordinating Committee – and news of a national sit-in
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scheduled for mid-May kept UC students in touch with the growing national student anti-war
movement. 19 By the fall of 1965, the Maroon was constantly abuzz with announcements of new
local demonstrations, reports on national movement developments and local participation in
those affairs, and regular articles covering the state of the draft.
Civil rights issues never disappeared from UC’s campus or its newspaper coverage. At
times, debates about a particular protest or aspect of the movement, such as the rhetoric and
ideology of black power, brought racial justice back to the forefront of the campus conscience.
Critical events, such as the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. in 1968, also brought civil
rights and racial justice back to the center of campus activists’ activities, if only briefly. But the
shift in campus activism away from civil rights was hard to miss. In October 1966, a front-page
article commented on the transition: “What ever happened to civil rights?” the author asked in its
first line, and he went on to note the dwindling number of active student organizations focused
on civil rights, and interviewees from the movement pointed to a range of issues as explanation
for the change, including the complicated place of white students in light of the black power
movement, and the challenges of civil rights activism in the north. 20
The author did not point out that a new wave of activism had stepped into the void left by
dwindling civil rights action, but he probably did not need to – it was impossible to miss.21 By
the time of the article, the “Movement” – and it was frequently as one standalone word, often
with a capital M – had swollen to include a wide range of issues, from student power and
agitation over university regulations, to community organization projects that spoke to issues of
education and urban policing, to efforts to reform the political system. Activism on these and
other issues was a constant focus of campus life, especially as reflected in the Maroon. No
student or faculty member could have ignored them if they tried.
But at the center of the Movement, from the spring of 1965 through the early 1970s, was
Vietnam. As with earlier student activism, antiwar activism in the mid-1960s was rooted in a
variety of organizations. Early on, student activism gained much of its traction from national
19
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developments in the movement. The UC chapter of Students for a Democratic Society, which
formed in the fall of 1964, helped to keep UC’s student activists tuned in to national
demonstrations, such as the International Days of Protest held annually in the fall. 22 The national
movement proved a consistent touchstone for UC student activists, as they participated locally –
and often travelled to participate in national demonstrations – in activities organized by SDS, the
Student Mobilization Committee, and other similar groups. UC students also participated in area
demonstrations organized by local groups such as the Chicago Peace Council, as well as local
chapters of national groups such as Women Strike for Peace. And over time, UC students also
developed their own organizations such as the UC Vietnam Coordinating Committee and the UC
Committee to End the War, while some pre-established student groups, such as the UC Divinity
Student Association and the Student Government, became reliable participants in local activism.
Student and area antiwar activism took many forms. Demonstrations outside of local
federal buildings, and later outside of corporations associated with weapons manufacturing, were
recurring events. General rallies voiced opposition to American foreign policy and called for
diplomatic solutions to end the war, while government actions in relation to the movement –
such as HUAC investigations of movement organizations – earned their own unique protests. 23
For participants, silent vigils and memorials where casualties of Vietnam were mourned acted as
another site of protest.
But by mid-1966, a great deal of student-led Vietnam activism was anchored in
opposition to the draft. Such opposition itself took multiple forms, including protests against the
university itself. In April 1966, the Maroon reported on UC plans to cooperate with the Selective
Service (SS) by furnishing class rankings of male students to SS boards unless a student
specifically requested otherwise. Rankings could play a key role in the likelihood of being
drafted: in March, the director of the Selective Service had set clear parameters by which higher
performing students, as represented by class rankings and the Selective Service exam, were
eligible for student deferments. UC SDS announced its opposition to the university’s providing
of class rankings to the Selective Service in early April, and although UC’s administration had
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announced plans to provide class rankings as requested, a committee formed by UC’s Faculty
Senate was deliberating what position, if any, UC would take on the issue. 24
UC did decide to change its policy: it announced in late April that students would have to
actively request that the rankings information be provided to the Selective Service. 25 But SDS
and other groups, including a group of area faculty that extended beyond UC, were not satisfied
with the change. Their arguments varied, but there was a general consensus among the
opposition that the operations of the university, as an educational institution, should in no way be
connected to the operations of the Selective Service Administration. 26 A back-and-forth between
protestors and UC administration began, and a group of students led in part by SDS threatened
sit-ins if UC did not take a more active stance against the use of class rankings in draft selection
processes, particularly by abolishing class rankings altogether. 27 As one group of students
argued, “To comply with the request for a rank would violate the separation that has traditionally
existed between the University and the state,” a separation, they continued, that ensured that “the
University has existed as a place where men can express their ideas without fear.” 28 The
administration did not change its position, and on May 11 a group of over four-hundred students
calling themselves Students Against the Rank commenced a sit-in of the administration building
on campus. 29 It lasted for nearly a week.
The stand-off over the rankings issue was the most visible war-related protest on campus
during the period, and in many ways it was unique: it bundled together a number of issues
including the priority of student input in university decision-making processes, the relationship
between the university and government agencies, and questions about the war itself. Insofar as it
pivoted on questions concerning the draft, however, it reflected the developing tendencies of
UC’s antiwar activism. The draft was an issue that UC students could relate to regardless of their
feelings about the war. Young male students were naturally concerned about their likelihood of
being conscripted for service. The Maroon regularly published articles concerning Selective
Service announcements and new draft-related regulations, as well as about conscientious
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objection. And overtime, a great deal of antiwar activism took opposition to the draft as their
motivating issue.
If one surveys the landscape of antiwar activism throughout 1965 and 1966 in search of
the place of religion amongst activists, the results are initially mixed. On the one hand, there was
obvious and often substantial religious participation in various events. Teach-ins and
demonstrations, for instance, often included recognizable religious representation. Howard
Schomer - then the president of Chicago Theological Seminary, a World War II conscientious
objector, and a longtime leader in peace work with groups like the Fellowship of Reconciliation
and SANE - was a reliable fixture of early Vietnam activism at UC and throughout Chicago. He
presented at the first major teach-in at UC and regularly appeared as a speaker at various
demonstrations and seminars, such as a workshop held during the first International Days of
Protest in October 1965. 30 Memorial services became a recurring feature of the period, and there,
too, religious leaders were frequently prominent. One such Memorial Day service, organized by
the Greater Chicago Emergency CALCAV and held at UC’s Rockefeller Chapel, featured a
number of Chicago’s most influential religious leaders including Rabbi Robert Marx of the
Jewish Council on Urban Affairs, and Rev. Edgar Chandler of the Church Federation of Greater
Chicago. Thich Nhat Hanh, the Vietnamese Buddhist monk who was then becoming a prominent
voice in global peace work related to the war, also spoke. 31
Some larger demonstrations boasted substantial and obvious religious participation. Fliers
for a March 26, 1966 parade and rally, held in conjunction with the second International Days of
Protest, boasted a large list of co-sponsoring organizations and individual endorsers that included
substantial religious participation. Of about sixty listed individuals, over a third bore either a
religious title or noted an affiliation with a religious organization. And one of the keynote
speakers for the rally was Father G.G. Grant, a professor of philosophy at Loyola University. 32
One year later, the Chicago Peace Council co-sponsored a similar parade and rally, and again
their promotional materials included a list of endorsers featuring numerous prominent religious
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leaders, as well as several laypeople known for the religious affiliations. 33 Later in the spring of
1967, as preparations commenced for Vietnam Summer, the Chicago Peace Council included
several religious organizations amongst a list of groups who were planning to contribute to that
summer’s activities. 34
As in the past, the physical spaces of churches became prominent sites in Vietnam-related
activities. In addition to hosting memorial services and vigils, they also became meeting spaces
for activist planning sessions and sometimes for demonstrations themselves. First Unitarian
Church in Hyde Park hosted a “Rally to Mobilize” on behalf of Citizens for a Democratic
Society, which was participating in the March 1967 demonstration and parade. 35 That same year,
Muhammad Ali spoke against the war with other civil rights and Vietnam leaders at Chicago’s
Epiphany Church. 36 And a number of groups used the Blue Gargoyle, a student coffeehouse
affiliated with the Hyde Park Disciples of Christ church, for a variety of antiwar activism. In
October 1968, the Hyde Park Anti-Draft Union hosted a member of the Milwaukee 14 at the
Gargoyle, and a month later held a teach-in featuring Staughton Lynd there. 37
On the other hand, obvious religious participation in early Vietnam activism on the UC
campus would have appeared sparse to the casual observer. None of the early peace groups that
formed at UC as the movement took shape had an explicit religious affiliation. That does not
mean that such ties were not present, of course. In October 1964 – several months before the
issue of Vietnam began to draw sustained attention on campus – two groups of students met to
consider forming a new campus peace organization. One of those groups was “affiliated with the
Fellowship of Reconciliation, a national group with religious and pacifist commitments,” noted
the Maroon. The other group was interested in pursuing political solutions toward world peace.
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Howard Schomer was the advisor of the effort, but the meeting of the two groups, whose
interests Schomer characterized as “political and religious,” respectively, did not bear fruit. 38
Perhaps the most regular religious presence amongst UC activists during the first few
years of Vietnam work came from the divinity school. Divinity students and faculty, and the
Divinity Student Association itself, regularly contributed to the movement’s work. During the
rankings debates, for instance, a group of divinity students voiced support for the sit-ins and used
the event to criticize the selective service system, making them the only religiously-affiliated
group to do so. They did so from the point-of-view of divinity students who could potentially
benefit from special deferments due to their religious objections or their plans to enter the
ministry. “We take no comfort,” their statement said, “… that some of us have received special
deferments and exemptions due to our vocational choices,” and they expressed concerns that
deferment policies discriminated “against those who, for their own personal reasons, cannot enter
a religious vocation in good faith.” They opposed the rank, they said, because neither vocation
nor class standing should be considered an acceptable “criterion of expendability.” Upon issuing
the statement, they held a meeting for divinity students that featured a representative from the
American Friends Service Committee to discuss the draft more generally. 39
It was not the first time divinity students had articulated concerns about the war. In early
January 1966, a contingent of divinity school students and faculty had issued a joint petition with
Chicago Theological Seminary students that called for a pause in American bombing in Vietnam
and a multilateral solution toward peace, perhaps negotiated through the assistance of the United
Nations. The group hoped to present the petition to Vice President Humphrey, who was
scheduled to visit UC that month. 40 A few weeks later, the same divinity students and faculty
announced a day-long “silent witness” vigil to be held at Rockefeller Chapel to protest the
resumption of American bombing campaigns. They noted that their earlier petition had gathered
support from more than half of divinity students and most of the school’s faculty, as well as
several hundred others. Where the language of the petition, addressed to political leaders, had
been cautious and careful to note the complexity of the war, the vigil was intended to speak to
the campus itself. It presented itself as “a call to seriousness” and encouraged students to commit
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themselves to peace work. 41 Around the same time, a divinity school contingent helped to cosponsor the aforementioned March parade and rally of 1966. 42
If these divinity students and faculty members represented the most dependable religious
voice at the time, there was nevertheless a visible interest among activists in speaking to
religious interests, and in cultivating religious participation, within the movement. One of the
earliest groups to form, UC’s Vietnam Coordinating Committee, encouraged students to begin
organizing by doing three things. In addition to encouraging professors to sign anti-war petitions
and writing their congressmen and senators, students were asked to “consider what worth a
moral appeal might have” by contacting their religious leaders and asking them “not only to
organize programs to make their congregations aware of these facts, but also for the clergy
themselves to take a strong public stand” against the war. 43
Such appeals to students to involve their religious communities were rare early on but
they became more common in the coming years. At the same time, both local and national
workshops often featured sessions geared toward religious leaders and laypeople. National
demonstrations in Washington D.C. in August of 1965, for instance, featured a series of
workshops that were divided by activist constituencies; ministers were included in the list of
those constituencies, alongside members of the academic community and union workers. 44 In
January 1967, the divinity students had formalized an organization - Divinity Student Committee
on Vietnam – that was sending students to D.C. to participate in a range of sessions on the war,
including one on “community and congregational action.” 45 And a conference held at Northern
Illinois University, included a section called “Working with Churches” alongside panels on
working with unions and campus organizing. 46
A similar interest in the relationship between antiwar work and churches – and between
the broader new left and churches – can also be found in some SDS activities. In March 1966,
suggestions for an SDS workshop on chapter-building included a session on the “Chapter
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program and the Churches,” alongside sessions on “Insurgency in the Unions,” “Campus Based
Groups and Relations with the Community,” and “power structure research.” 47 Such interest
extended into building formal relationships with at least some religious organizations. At the
national council meeting of July 1966, a motion was carried to “establish fraternal relations”
with a number of other civil rights, antiwar, or similar-minded groups. Many of those groups
were religious in affiliation including student religious organizations such as the Methodist
Student Movement, the Unitarian-based Student Religious Liberals, and the Catholic group
Young Christian Students. A fundraising push around the same time included “local religious
groups” as potential donors. 48 And SDS was clearly aware of, and sometimes advertised, various
events organized by religious groups on campus. One issue of UC SDS’s newsletter, for
instance, included in a local calendar of events several seminars hosted by the university’s
chaplains, such as one seminar on non-violence and another on “Radical Theology in the
Making.” 49 SDS also occasionally listed pamphlets focused on religious perspectives among its
literature lists. 50
Even this brief overview of religious participation in early Vietnam activism offers some
important insight into the place of religion in such work. While it is not hard to identify religious
participation, that presence was rarely one of independent leadership or unilateral action. Instead,
religious participation appeared as part of a larger assemblage of diverse groups and voices, as
one node in a complicated and extensive network of institutions. When leaders like Howard
Schomer spoke at a teach-in or demonstration, they were generally just one speaker among many
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and were outnumbered by representatives from any number of other organizations, such as SDS
and SNCC, as well as academics, politicians, and veterans. Events that offered sessions relating
to religious involvement in the movement, such as the conference at Northern Illinois University,
were more likely to be sponsored by a group like SDS than a religious organization.
At the same time, however, religious participation was frequently identified as religious.
When workshops identified churches and ministers as allies or as a particular audience that
required special information, they simultaneously recognized those groups as a particular
constituency within the network or coalition that made up any given section of the movement.
This was doubly true for a group like SDS, whose early vision of a culture-changing social
movement expressly called for coalition-building. It was not uncommon for profiles of SDSrelated events to list the types of groups that showed up, and churches were sometimes included
among those lists. 51 Yet being listed as a member of that coalition – being identified as religious
– also suggests that religion could serve a certain function within the movement. To understand
what that function was – to understand why religious participation appeared where it did, and
why it was sometimes actively sought out by activists – we need also to consider the particular
part of the movement where religion was most visible. And religious participation became most
visible several years into the antiwar movement’s development, in relation to a particular type of
activism: draft resistance.

The Place of Religion in Draft Resistance and Antiwar Organizing
The words “DRAFT INDUCTION REFUSAL!” took up half of the one-page flier, and
only a brief description followed:

Ross Greenleaf, a CADRE organizer will burn his induction papers to be followed by a
demonstration. Come armed with picket signs and whatever else you want. No illegal
actions are planned. This is an opportunity to show your continued opposition to the
draft.
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The burning of Greenleaf’s induction papers took place in late November 1967, in front of the
offices of a local induction center. It was public, premeditated, and provocative. And it was only
one of countless similar actions that took place in Chicago and across the country throughout the
late 1960s. 52
Again and again, activists throughout the Sixties had transformed their bodies and actions
into symbolic gestures that challenged expected behavior and thus dramatized an issue, gestures
both large and small around which communities could gather and rally support. During its first
few years of development, antiwar activists struggled to find those symbols. The movement
could seem both arcane in its specificity and vague in its mission, in the sense that movement
representatives could be detailed in their arguments while the movement itself could seem
nebulous in its general shape and form. Teach-ins and pamphlets articulated a wide range of
reasons for antiwar sentiment and an equally wide range of appeals or solutions, in rhetoric that
could shift from an exhortative moral tone to the dry facts of political science or economics in
the space of a few sentences. Issues that seemed superficially distant from each other – issues of
race and class, of foreign policy and domestic spending, of ideology and party politics –
clustered and clung to Vietnam like barnacles. The war was big and complicated and far away,
and as such it seemed to resist many of the tactics that had helped to make the claims of the civil
rights movement plain to the observer and activist alike. Activists were successful in gathering
demonstrators and interest, but apart from demonstrating outside of federal buildings or taking
the demonstrations straight to Washington itself, the early antiwar movement often lacked
symbols and convincing gestures that could be strung together to form a meaningful story.
In the late 1960s, forms of draft resistance became one of the most critical gestures of the
moment. In its purest sense, draft resistance was taken to mean a total refusal to recognize the
authority of the Selective Service. Many draftees registered for Conscientious Objector status,
but among resisters CO status, while positive, still granted authority and legitimacy to the draft
boards and the state. Visible and intentional draft resistance, such as turning in or burning one’s
induction papers or draft cards or publicly committing to non-cooperation with the Selective
Service, was a means by which the personal impact of a war waged thousands of miles away
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could be rendered immediate and palpable. By affirming the personal conscience and autonomy
of potential draftees, it gave young men an alternative where none seemed to exist, even if that
alternative carried great legal risks. And the choice to resist also gave activist communities a
center of gravity around which to organize.
Draft resistance was not new in American history, and it appeared early in anti-Vietnam
activism. In 1965, for instance, the UC Committee to End the War in Vietnam helped to
publicize hearings concerning the fate of Donald Weatherall, who refused induction in June of
that year. 53 Numerous instances of individual or collective resistance, by way of publicly burning
draft cards, occurred across the country during the first few years of the movement from 1964
through early 1967. But although some of those instances shared roots in pacifist institutions
such as the Committee for Non-Violent Action, early draft resistance was sporadic and marginal.
In April 1967, that began to change. Early draft resistance leaders in Boston and on the west
coast formed the Resistance, a loose national network of local organizations devoted to
cultivating draft resistance in their respective areas. Draft resistance was always controversial
within the antiwar movement and the New Left more generally, but it nevertheless soon became
a dependable part of Vietnam-related activism. 54
Chicago’s recognizable draft resistance movement took shape in the same moment,
rooted in some of the same sources. On April 15, 1967, the Student Mobilization Committee held
several large demonstrations including in New York City, where over a hundred draft cards were
burned in Central Park. One of those cards belonged to Gary Rader, a former Green Beret who
was then living in the Chicago suburb of Evanston. Following that demonstration, Rader
returned to the Chicago area and helped to found the Chicago Area Draft Resisters (CADRE). 55
As draft resistance moved closer to the mainstream of antiwar activism, numerous other groups
formed that were either exclusively devoted to resistance or included draft resistance with their
respective anti-draft tactics. On UC’s campus, for instance, no less than six active UC student
groups, as well as one faculty group, were devoted specifically to draft resistance of some form
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by the spring of 1968. 56 But CADRE was certainly among the most active and prominent draft
resistance groups in the Chicago area, including in Hyde Park, where a “squad” formed in the
summer of 1967.
It announced its formation with a one-day conference at UC that July, where Rader
described public draft resistance as an act of “moral witness” against the draft that was also
practical, in that it helped “deny the government the manpower it needs to fight the war.” 57
Throughout the following year, the Maroon ran articles on no less than nine local events where
an act of public resistance took place, most of which had either explicit or indirect ties to
CADRE. In October 1967, CADRE helped organize area participation in a Day of Resistance,
which had been called by the national Resistance network in conjunction with that month’s
mobilization campaign. A leading CADRE member lit his draft card from the flame of a peace
torch that was traveling across the country that month to ultimately arrive in Washington D.C.,
where demonstrations would culminate in an action at the Pentagon. 58 During the Day of
Resistance itself, another CADRE member burnt their draft card, and CADRE led a group of
activists in an effort to turn in a collection of draft cards and induction papers at the local federal
building in an act of refusal, an action which resulted in eighteen arrests including four UC
students. 59 Toward the end of the month, CADRE led forty students in a picket and support rally
for a member who planned to refuse induction, and a contingent of divinity students, including
two resisters, interrupted a UC divinity school conference to call for, in the Maroon’s words,
“open resistance and total disengagement from the war policies of the United States.” 60 One of
those students had recently turned in his draft card at a campus worship service at Valparaiso
University.
The disruption of the divinity school conference was not the only time a gathering with
some religious ties was used as a site for resistance. That November, Rev. William Sloan Coffin
– by this time a celebrity of the antiwar movement – delivered a sermon entitled “Resist
Illegitimate Authority” at UC’s Rockefeller Chapel, followed by a presentation of ten resisters,
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including some turning in their draft cards then and there. 61 The following month, nine divinity
students turned in their draft cards at a service held at Grace Episcopal Church, while other cards
that had been collected by CADRE were also turned in. One of the leaders of the service was a
minister with UC’s Porter House, a joint Presbyterian and United Church of Christ religious
organization. 62 In late January the Dean of Rockefeller Chapel, Rev. E. Spencer Parsons,
delivered a sermon called “Vietnam: A Crisis of Conscience” that encouraged draft refusal, the
highest ranking university official at that point to do so. 63 And in June 1968, a number of groups
presented a “Special Vietnam Convocation” at Rockefeller Chapel, which featured Parsons as
one of the primary speakers and included a procession of resisters, those who had pledged to
resist, and those who were supporting resisters. 64
These events suggest a unique space for religion within the draft resistance movement but
understanding the nature of that place requires a closer analysis of CADRE’s work and
philosophy beyond public acts of resistance. CADRE’s activities did not just involve staging acts
of resistance themselves. Rather, they helped to cultivate draft resisters and draft resistance in a
variety of ways. Total resistance (or non-cooperation) was the ideal, but CADRE regularly
expressed a willingness to “help men stay out of the army by whatever means their own
consciences dictate.” “We leaflet and counsel men at draft boards and at the induction center,”
one early statement read. “We do community organizing … we contact men classified 1-A and
counsel them individually … we harass and obstruct the operation of the induction center in
Chicago.” 65 They also helped to staff draft counseling centers, circulated anti-draft and anti-war
literature with draft counseling contact information, and put resisters in touch with a selected
pool of lawyers that would defend resisters either for free or a reduced cost. Throughout all of
this, they hoped to create “squads” of resisters embedded in a larger community or network of
resistance support. Their name, one statement explained, reflected their style and their aims: “We
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call ourselves CADRE; we speak of squads, escalation, campaigns. Our terminology reflects our
attitude. We are no longer interested in merely protesting the war; we are out to stop it.” 66
Although the bulk of its activity centered on resistance to the draft, CADRE’s own
literature described its anti-war activities as just one part of a larger critique of the trends of
contemporary society: its racist and segregationist impulses; its failure to provide adequate
education and satisfying work to all people; and the general deterioration of community and
common life in American culture and institutions. To resist the draft was a first step toward
creating “institutions which can provide full community and meaningful work for all people.”
When CADRE provided draft counseling to young men, its members sought to emphasize the
larger social and political implications of resistance to the draft, and to present the choices faced
by a potential draftee as being profoundly connected to questions about how one might live in
society at large. 67
CADRE was not a religious organization, yet it was not only open to religious
involvement but actively solicited the participation of religiously-motivated individuals and
institutions. In one pamphlet describing its activities, CADRE included “divinity students and
members of the peace churches” among the people it sought to reach and encourage when
presenting information about draft resistance options to audiences. The same pamphlet noted that
in addition to sending presenters and literature to college and high school campuses and to
rallies, it also sent presenters and literature to churches. 68 When field workers announced that
they would be working in a given area, they encouraged members to reach out to chaplains,
among others, as potential leads for setting up presentations. 69 And it included religious-themed
literature among the material it distributed: in describing the offices of CADRE, one
underground newspaper noted that one would find there “literature on all subjects,” from an
ecology magazine to “a wanted poster for Jesus.” 70
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At least one CADRE circular attempted to specifically gain the support of religious
leaders. “The full-time minister is finding more ways to make a witness for peace,” the heading
read. The circular described ministers as sources of “moral guidance and support” for young men
facing difficult decisions about the draft and encouraged clergy to educate themselves about
forms of draft resistance and non-cooperation. It offered to send copies of literature that
compiled the statements of numerous religious bodies on conscientious objection and
recommended that clergy direct young men facing the draft to a CADRE office for counseling,
while further inviting interested religious leaders to take part in draft counseling workshops
themselves in order to get more directly involved in the process. And it used religiously inflected
language to describe the work of some draft resisters: non-cooperation, for instance, was
described as the choice of those who felt that they “[could not] make an effective witness against
war unless they renounce all connection” with the system that facilitated war. This sort of appeal
to religious institutions was found in more general literature, too, such as in one leaflet that, after
describing CADRE’S philosophy and activities, encouraged “religious organizations” to “honor
their heritage of brotherhood” by participating in a “confrontation with immoral authority.” 71
Religion was rarely the sole focus of the literature that CADRE reprinted and circulated,
but references to religious scripture and belief regularly appeared in pamphlets that were used
either to articulate personal reasons for refusing to register for the draft, or to provide resources
for thinking through resistance to the draft and the war more generally. It was common, for
instance, for organizations such as CADRE and the American Friends Service Committee to
reprint and publicize letters that draft resisters had written to the Selective Service Board in
which they explained how and why they decided to refuse to register for the draft. Among the
reasons given, religious motivations often featured conspicuously.
One such testimonial circulated by CADRE, sent by Richard Boardman to a conscription
board in Massachusetts, described his pacifism and anti-draft philosophies as “both idealistic and
very practical, religious and political[.]” After describing the primacy of quality human
relationships above all other (material) concerns, Boardman listed Socrates, Christ, Gandhi, and
Quakers as examples of those who refused to sacrifice such lofty ideals to the demands of society
or the state. He then proceeded to set up an antithetical relationship between what the military
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requires of a draftee and what a commitment to human relationships entails, and he relied on
religious references to make clear the difference: in Sunday School you learn that all men are
brothers, he wrote, but the military requires a clear and defining line between the good guys and
the bad guys along national lines; the good soldier sacrifices his commitment to “religion, God,
and his conscience” in order to “follow orders” as a part of his job; the military counters “thou
shalt not kill” with (in Boardman’s words) “thou shalt kill and kill well!” Boardman continued to
reference religious ideals and scripture while describing the strange “double standard” erected by
society where Christian principles are praised in general but are scorned when conscientious
objectors cite them as a reason for resisting the draft. He concluded his discussion by citing
Matthew 6:24 – “no one can serve two masters” – while stating that insofar as the military forced
one to choose between his ethical and religious principles and those of military success, he could
only choose to one or the other. He chose “to serve the interests of humanity” and thus refused to
yield to the Selective Service. 72
Other testimonials included similar material, albeit in abbreviated forms, and sometimes
clearly pointed to the religious identity of the resister. Of a series of five personal statements
from non-cooperators, three explicitly pointed to religious upbringings or beliefs as a reason for
their decision to refuse all cooperation with the Selective Service. One echoed the same
sentiments as Richard Boardman by pointing to the disjunction between how society raises
children and the idea of being forced to join the military and kill: “You taught me the ten
commandments, and you told me to follow in the footsteps of Christ. You taught me to love.”
One cited his long participation and leadership among Baptist youth groups and his acceptance to
study for the ministry at Andover Newton Theological Seminary yet bemoaned that this had not
been enough to convince the board of his sincerity when he attempted to resign from an officer
role with the ROTC. And a divinity student described his full non-cooperation as a means of
avoiding hypocrisy. “To continue to be registered [with the Selective Service] and to carry a
divinity student’s deferment is morally intolerable,” he wrote. He went on to describe how he
had devoted his life to building “sensitive communities” of “teachers and students, of ministers
and seminarians, of culture and peace,” and how cooperation with the Selective Service could
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not be reconciled with such aims. 73 In another instance, one Joseph Mulligan cited the
importance of “[obeying] God and the voice of our conscience” as part of his decision to return
his draft card and included “S.J.” with his signature, thus noting his affiliation with the Jesuit
community. 74
Similarly, literature describing the various philosophies and motivations for pacifism or
an anti-war stance often included descriptions of religious and theological motivations. When
one such piece listed the reasons that people chose to resist the draft, it included adherence to
pacifism, concern with the justification of the Vietnam war in relation to international law, and
objection to the “anti-democratic” nature of conscription as frequent components in an anti-draft
or anti-war philosophy. But it also discussed worries that the Vietnam war did not meet the
standards for a “just war” as described by “some schools of Christian theology and contemporary
humanistic philosophy,” and it positively noted the contributions of churches to the
popularization of the anti-war and anti-draft movement. 75
These examples are suggestive of the place of religion in the draft resistance movement
as well as the antiwar movement more generally. In many ways, that work appears similar to
what was seen in the example of the Student Peace Union in Chapter 1. There were clear
practical benefits to cultivating a religious presence in any form of anti-draft activism. At a basic
level, the draft was intimately bound to with questions of religion. Even if a potential draftee
chose to apply for conscientious objector status as an act of opposition to the war, he was
expected to articulate his reasons for being unable to serve in moral or religious terms.
Throughout the mid- and late-1960s, a number of legal cases served to clarify that one did not
have to belong to recognized religious group in order to obtain CO status; indeed, by 1971 it was
clear that “religious” was to be construed broadly, and that one did not have to articulate his
reasons for opposition in traditionally religious or theological terms. But you did have to prove
the sincerity of your beliefs and the depths of your moral commitments, and to show that they
extended beyond the politics of the particular war from which you sought an exemption.
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Religious biographies and relationships went a long way toward that end. 76 This meant that
clergy were often already sought by their congregants, as well as by strangers, for draft
counseling and references. The American Friends Service Committee and many draft resistance
groups ran their draft counseling services through churches or related buildings, such as the UC
Quaker House and Chapel House. 77
A group like CADRE, then, certainly saw clergy as advantageous allies in part because
they were a natural means of reaching more potential draftees. In some ways, this was a
particular manifestation of the role we have already seen churches play in the work of
community organizations in the Alinsky model. Like Alinsky, antiwar activists of the mid- and
late-1960s understood churches as a gateway to an established community comprised, at least to
some degree, of people of moral concern. When the American Friends Service Committee sent
out a manual to help its field workers prepare for Vietnam Summer, for instance, it specifically
used examples from antiwar organization-building in Milwaukee that made the usefulness of
churches clear. When working in a new area, the manual advised workers to first build
relationships with respected pre-existing organizations that might be understood as having a
liberal-left membership, and to then use those groups as a base for building new, specifically
antiwar organizations that could in turn reach the broader public. Churches and labor unions
were highlighted as ideal or even necessary in this regard: if you could bring area clergy together
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to form a chapter of Clergy and Laity Concerned About Vietnam, for instance, that then became
a “door opener for getting the peace movement into churches and broadening the public image of
the movement.” The ideal scenario was presented as a chain reaction: bring clergy or laity
together to form an organization, work in their churches, and then use that experience to build
contacts and legitimacy with other clergy and laity, and continue to repeat the cycle. The goal, of
course, was to build a coalition larger than any one constituency. But churches were recognized
as a critical base to build upon if one was to have a chance of larger success, in part because of
their moral sympathies but also due to the influence of their respectability within the
community. 78
One can see the same pragmatic sensibilities at work in the antiwar movement as a
whole. When antiwar seminars were held for ministers and laity, or when a group encouraged its
membership to reach out to their clergy and urge them to take a stance on the war or the draft,
they were certainly motivated, in part, by the same set of practical benefits: by the access to a
community that a minister represented, as well as the moral legitimacy that minister claimed
more generally. For CADRE, enlisting ministers as draft counselors, or at least gaining their
sympathy regarding draft resistance, was a natural impulse for the same reasons. At the same
time, testimonials like Boardman’s no doubt acted as a bridge for reaching a certain type of
potential resister, one whose religious or philosophical interests provided a vocabulary in which
the moral decision of resistance could be framed.
Yet the practicality of religious relationships does not exhaust the work of religion within
draft resistance or the larger antiwar movement. The bridge that a testimonial like Boardman’s
provided was theoretically useful in part because it was potentially meaningful, because its
religious and moral grounding might resonate with potential resisters. At least twenty divinity
students turned in their draft cards between the summers of 1967 and 1968, at least some of
whom were connected to CADRE. On some occasions, they turned in their cards at church
services. If the provocative nature of such an act had practical uses in terms of the public image
of resisters, the act itself no doubt held symbolic meaning for those who actually performed it as
well as those who witnessed it. That the precise nature of that meaning is difficult to define in
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retrospect does not preclude some recognition of its salience for both the individual resister and
the resistance or antiwar community more broadly. There was, in other words, a sense that
religious communities and leaders related in some way to questions of a particular moral or
ethical nature – indeed, that they related to moral or ethical questions in a way that most others
did not. Religious individuals and groups were nestled amongst the greater constellation of
activist organizations; religious references were threaded throughout testimonials of resistance.
We can sense, for instance, the potential distinctness of religion’s contribution to the
movement by recognizing the ways that categorizing a given group as religious hinted at a
certain moral quality integral to their work. If resisters or antiwar activists did not often claim an
explicit religious identity themselves, they certainly highlighted and celebrated acts of resistance
by religious persons and groups. Many groups, for instance, highlighted religious participation as
exceptional. When the Hyde Park Anti-Draft Union advertised an event featuring a member of
the Milwaukee 14, the flier specifically highlighted that “many of the participants were Catholic
pacifists, including some priests,” but no other affiliations or identifying features of individuals
were listed. Another flier for a rally to support the Catonsville Nine was similar, describing them
as “a group of radical Catholics who burned 380 1-A draft files[.]” 79 And Karl Meyer, a pacifist
who went to prison for an act of war tax resistance, was celebrated with a large dinner organized
by the Chicago Peace Council upon his release, and subsequently profiled in the council’s
newsletter. 80
Sometimes, too, the moral contribution of religious groups could be seen as a potential
distraction or misdirection of energy away from the intellectual or political concerns of
organizing. In February 1966, Paul Booth of SDS argued that the peace movement sometimes
neglected controversial political questions, such as the proper conditions and parties to be
involved in negotiations toward ending the war in Vietnam, and instead based its activism in
moral stances. “This has been particularly true of the growing movements among clergy and
divinity students,” Booth wrote, and he went on to argue that “a significant service could be
performed … if [members] prevailed upon faculty and clerical groups to focus attention on the
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political question of negotiating with the Viet Cong.” Yet this did not preclude religious or moral
involvement in the movement. Booth concluded his article by arguing that a successful SDS
Vietnam program would need to broaden its base by concentrating on groups deemed “essential”
to a larger movement for social change: “the colleges, trade unions, community organizations,
churches, and a few others.” 81

Conclusion: Religion and the New Left
“Philosophers often wonder,” Terry Anderson writes in The Movement and the Sixties,
“What determines change, what is the engine of history?” In surveying the work of the later
sixties, Anderson is succinct in his answer. “The Vietnam War,” he writes, “became the engine
of the sixties,” for that war “… more than any other issue, defined and shaped the decade.” 82
There is no question, of course, that the war provided the driving force for much of the period’s
activism. But the response to the war also became a catalyst for the many other movements that
came to define the time, a channel through which earlier concerns became magnified and new
concerns were first broached. In many ways, the war reflected, funneled, and redistributed a
broader sense of discontent with what SDS’s Paul Potter, in his address at the April 17, 1965
antiwar march in Washington D.C., called “the system,” which was itself an extension of the
cultural and political critique presented in the Port Huron Statement. More than encouraging a
nascent antiwar movement, Potter called for building “a massive social movement” that
understood Vietnam as “but a symptom of a deeper malaise.” 83 And if we consider the place of
religion in relation to these other expressions of discontent on campus - within continued civil
rights work or community organizing, for instance, or events representing calls for student
power, or other manifestations of the movement or the new left - we recognize what is by now a
familiar pattern: religion was one force among many, a material and at times moral resource
whose relationship to activism varied from issue to issue and institution to institution.
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One example can be found in the work of the Conference on the City and the University
and its later extension, the Center for Radical Research, both organized at UC in the mid- to late
1960s. In late 1966, the Student Activities Office brought student leaders together to discuss “the
relation of the University and the University student to the urban community.” 84 This first
resulted in the creation of a permanent body, the Conference on the City and the University
(CCU), that sponsored a variety of discussions and a conference on the above theme. It soon
created the Center for Radical Research, which was tasked with investigating some of the
problems that CCU sought to engage. They planned to compile their research in a series of
publications, particularly a “Manual for Organizers” that would provide context and contact
information on key themes such as housing, welfare, education, and politics. And CCU helped
organize a School of Community Organization which sought to recruit potential organizers and
dispatch them to key areas and focuses around the city.
Religious leaders were involved in CCU’s activities in a few different ways. From an
early date, Dean Parsons of Rockefeller Chapel donated facility space to CCU to use as an office,
and Parsons was a key speaker at the initial conference that resulted in CCU’s founding. 85 A
substantial amount of religious representation was also incorporated in the main conference put
on by CCU in November of 1966. Ed Riddick - the UC graduate who had worked with CORE
and was an active leader within the Chicago Church Federation – spoke at the conference’s first
session alongside Studs Terkel, Clark Kissinger of SDS, and Reverend Dan Mareum of
SDS/JOIN (who was listed as a “minister of Radical Church”). Later, the Student Religious
Liberals – the Unitarian organization on campus – moderated a panel on urban renewal that
included another member of the Church Federation, and a session on “youth problems” included
a staff member of First Presbyterian Church, presumably because of that congregation’s active
involvement in The Woodlawn Organization and its ongoing effort to redirect potential gang
activity toward productive community empowerment and improvement projects. 86 And Al
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Pitcher, secretary for the Chicago Freedom Movement and UC Divinity professor of Social
Ethics, was featured in a series of classes organized by CCU. 87
CCU also included religious involvement in its appeals to recruits. In an informational
document about the School of Community Organization, it specifically highlighted “university
students, church, and union people” as among those it sought to train and mobilize.88 It also
directly spoke to religious participants in a day-long seminar on radicalism in the professions
through a session called “Radicalism in the Ministry,” which featured representatives from the
Association of Catholic Priests, Rev. Larry Hill of the Porter Foundation (who had been involved
in antiwar work), and Chicago’s Urban Training Center, which sought to train clergy and laity in
matters specific to urban environments. Other “professions” addressed at the conference included
law, medicine, social work, teaching, and science and technology. 89
In the work of CCU and its projects, we see some features familiar to what we have seen
in other aspects of the movement. In particular, we see an interest in specifically engaging
religious persons and addressing issues in ways that pertain to them, as well as the presence of
religious representation on panels that are not exclusively religious. We can find other instances
of both indirect and more substantial forms of relationships between religion and the broader
movement elsewhere, too. When SDS led protests against a major bank due to its alleged
connections to South Africa’s apartheid regime, it distributed an article from Christianity &
Crisis and included a pamphlet from the National Student Christian Federation among its
recommended literature. SDS also used the examples of other church groups, who had expressed
their own dissatisfaction with the bank, as a means of supporting their own position. 90 And when
SDS/JOIN promoted its northside community work in the Maroon, its representative boasted that
the endeavor was “already so respectable an activity that the [Urban Training Center for
Christian Missions] … places its student ministers in such a movement on Chicago’s West Side
to teach them to work with the jobless of the ‘other America’.” 91 Paul Potter’s April 1965
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speech, in fact, included a reference to churches: after naming, describing, and analyzing the
system, the next task was to find allies and build relationships toward the construction of a
massive social movement, “to reach out to people all over this country, whether they are workers
or whether they are in churches–wherever they are and make them part of a movement to change
the system.” 92
One of the more interesting examples of religious engagement with the broader
movement came in the form of a coffeeshop organized primarily by divinity students, the Blue
Gargoyle, which was physically a part of the Disciples of Christ church on UC’s campus. Upon
its opening in 1968, it quickly became a fixture of virtually every aspect of movement activism.
The Women’s Radical Action Project, Women’s Liberation Union, and Chicago Women’s
Committee for Abortion held numerous meetings and forums there from 1969 onward, such as a
session on abortion advertised as “including ministers who conduct abortion counseling
services.” 93 So did Students for an Open Chicago, a new politics group focused on challenging
corruption and machine politics in the Daley administration. 94 SDS used the Gargoyle to present
events related to a number of issues beyond the war, such as a general protest of the appointment
of Edward Levi as president of UC in late 1968. 95 The war, too, was a frequent issue at the
Gargoyle – the Hyde Park Anti-Draft Union, for instance, held several events there. 96
Relationships between the movement and religious leaders, institutions, and ideas varied
in their character. They could be brief or incidental; they could also be deep and substantial.
More often than not, it is difficult to gauge what any specific example of such a relationship
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means. Many of these organizations lived short or sporadic lives, and the records that exist are
frequently sparse. Without a greater record, a single event - a rally held in a church, or a forum
held at a divinity school café – may tell us little more than the fact that there was some passing
connection between organizations. Yet when taken as a whole, the sum total of these
relationships compellingly suggests a more complicated picture of student activists in the late
sixties than is often imagined. For these relationships together suggest a persistent openness to
religious involvement in activism in ways both practical and ideological, an openness that hints
at a mutual recognition of the possibility of shared motivations and ideals. That activists often
understood that the cultivation of a religious constituency as part of the process of building and
broadening an organizational base does not take away from the recognition of shared interests. In
some ways, it underscores it. After all, the usefulness of building relationships with churches, as
portrayed in the AFSC Vietnam Summer manual, hinged on the idea that one could find there a
sympathy or alignment of basic values, a moral or ethical resonance that could then be built upon
toward antiwar mobilization.
The exchange of letters that opened this chapter provides a window into the complicated
place of religion in later student activism. In his response to the original letter-writer’s satire,
Edward Phillips did not reject the idea that radicals expressed a type of religion or religiosity in
their language and gestures. Instead, he embraced the accusation as at least possibly true, and
used the exchange to set up a contrast between an isolated and indifferent Christianity, and a
Christianity engaged with the needs of the world. The radicals seemed closer to the latter version
of Christianity, in Phillips view: they were more authentically Christian than their self-identified
Catholic critic who claimed an individualistic “right to be indifferent.” “I find myself much more
closely aligned with [student radicals] then with his ‘Catholic’ – the radicals […] at least have a
‘community’ and a ‘faith.’” 97
The image of student radicals as Christian in action if not in affiliation hints at the
understanding that there was a potential resonance between religious communities and activist
circles. It was not a new idea: we saw it, for instance, in early student civil rights and peace
work, where Philip Altbach of the Student Peace Union presented an ethos that floated easily
between a type of religious liberalism and humanism, an ethos that provided a firm basis for a
pacifist conscience. In later antiwar work, something similar can be traced among the
97
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testimonials of draft resisters, where references to religious figures, ideas, and history are
presented as integral parts of the foundation for a decision of conscience – or the casting of the
church as a potential site of resistance itself. This resonance, hazy as it could sometimes be,
helped the movement to categorize religion and religious participation as something specific, as a
particular part of the movement alongside academic or union members or other constituencies, as
a group with a particular role to play. And when they played that role – when they offered their
presence as a moral endorsement of the movement – they were to be celebrated. At the resistance
action in Central Park in April 1967, the crowd’s “biggest cheer went up when a member of the
clergy burned his draft card.” 98
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CHAPTER 5. SEMINARIAN-ACTIVISTS OR ACTIVISTSEMINARIANS?: SEMINARIANS ORGANIZED FOR RACIAL JUSTICE
AND THE PROJECT EQUALITY CAMPAIGN, 1968-1970

Introduction
On April 3, 1969, a group called Seminarians Organized for Racial Justice led a
demonstration through the streets of downtown Chicago. After meeting at the Episcopal
Diocese’s Cathedral Hall, the group began a procession – what it called a “passage to
deliverance” – that stopped at three important sites: the offices of the Church Federation of
Greater Chicago, the offices of the United American Hebrew Congregations, and Holy Name
Cathedral, the seat of the Archdiocese of Chicago. Standing before each building, the group read
from the bible and sang verses from Bob Dylan’s “The Times They Are A-Changin’” with lyrics
modified to fit their needs. Along the way, the demonstrators posted what one newspaper
described as “proclamations” to church doors. 1 And upon reaching the Holy Cathedral, they
presented the sacrament of communion. That “last supper,” as one flier called it, was to be a dual
commemoration of the one-year anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s death, on the one hand,
and “the death of the prophetic church due to racist bureaucratization” on the other. 2
“The Church – One Year After,” as the event was called, was held in the thick of
Seminarians Organized for Racial Justice’s 1969 campaign to bring a program called Project
Equality to Chicago. Project Equality, a Catholic-founded organization, worked to ensure that
religious organizations only did business with companies that adhered to fair minority hiring and
promotion practices. Beginning in January of 1969, members of Seminarians Organized for
Racial Justice (SORJ), who were primarily Protestant and Catholic students preparing for the
ministry, used a range of tactics to demand that Chicago’s religious institutions establish a local
branch of Project Equality in the city as soon as possible. Many of those tactics looked a lot like
those of other groups of the period: SORJ disrupted conventions and fancy dinners with guerrilla
theater, chants, and speeches, they cultivated attention to their issue through the press, issued
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ambitious demands to substantial city organizations, and threatened further protests if their
requests were not met. The choice of a Bob Dylan tune, the bard of hippies and activists alike,
was not a fluke: SORJ’s members were young adults of the time, and their actions reflected the
style and content of the protests and culture they witnessed around them.
But in choosing religious leaders and institutions as their targets, SORJ members set their
organization apart and marked a new development in the period’s activism. The protests that
roiled the Sixties were directed at a range of institutions that were understood to make up the
“establishment” or the “machine,” from government agencies in charge of schools and urban
renewal plans, to companies that made weapons used in Vietnam, to draft boards and university
administrations. Religious groups and churches were occasionally critiqued for inaction, but
relative to the general tenor of the movement’s complaints, such comments were short and few.
And while religious leaders often worked to persuade their congregations or denominational
offices to get involved in racial justice issues, that work was often done through the structures of
those institutions. Such internal deliberations did not make the daily news.
In the closing years of the 1960s, however, a number of high-profile protests aimed at
religious institutions made the news. Most famously, James Forman and the National Black
Economic Development Conference issued the Black Manifesto in the late spring of 1969. The
document demanded large sums of money from churches and synagogues to be spent on a range
of programs and services for the black community. It was, effectively, a demand for reparations
from the religious establishment, a demand made in part by disrupting church services and
religious conventions and occupying denominational offices. In another instance, a number of
groups showed up to disrupt, demonstrate, or speak on behalf of different causes at the 1969
General Assembly of the National Council of Churches. Racial justice was among their
concerns, but new matters such as Native American issues and the Vietnam War were also topics
of demonstration. Regardless of their issue of choice, these groups turned the tactics and
language of direct action protests against religious institutions in ways that had not been
previously seen. 3
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Throughout the nine months of its Project Equality campaign, SORJ wielded the directaction methods and strategies of grassroots activists against Chicago’s largest religious
organizations and they intentionally put the decision-making processes of those organizations,
which were generally conducted behind closed doors, in the public spotlight. This chapter
considers why SORJ members chose to focus their energies on religious institutions and uses that
choice to consider the relationship between religion and movement activism more broadly. It
argues that SORJ’s targeting of the religious establishment resulted from its members’
assessment of where they might fit within Chicago’s civil rights and racial justice landscape, as
well as from a sense of disappointment with the roles religious institutions were playing in the
movement in the late 1960s.
By the time SORJ was founded in 1968, the concepts of black power and selfdetermination had already gone a long way toward remaking the rules, implicit and explicit, of
what movements for racial justice should look like and what role whites might play in those
movements. Founded in the moments of shock brought about by King’s death, SORJ embarked
on several months of research and thinking that ultimately led members to consider the unique
contributions they might make as white seminarians invested in predominantly white institutions.
The course they chose marshalled the full resources of their religious and racial identities to
bring pressure to bear where, in their understanding, few others could. As white seminarians,
they decided to target the city’s powerful, predominantly white religious institutions. How
SORJ’s choices were influenced by its understanding of the larger movement for racial justice
sheds light on the place of religion in relation to the movement in the late 1960s and suggests
why religious institutions came under aggressive critique after being seemingly exempt from
such pressure or attention for the bulk of the decade.
When SORJ members posted their proclamations on church doors, they reenacted Martin
Luther’s purported nailing of his Ninety-Five Theses to the front door of All Saints’ Church in
Wittenberg, a story that has long represented the symbolic start of the Protestant Reformation.
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SORJ saw in Chicago’s religious leaders and organizations symbols of a bureaucratic and
structural dysfunction that inhibited social action on the part of the churches and bred moral
hypocrisy, a hypocrisy that ultimately undermined any authority the church might claim in sociopolitical or cultural affairs. In the religious parlance of the time, SORJ sought renewal, not
reformation. But like Martin Luther King, Jr., they understood their role as a prophetic one: they
saw themselves as truth-speakers, calling upon what they perceived to be a broken church to
rectify itself so that it, in turn, could help lead society in the fight for racial justice.

The Founding and Early Activities of Seminarians Organized for Racial Justice
When the group of seminarians who founded SORJ began organizing themselves in the
spring of 1968, they did not know that they would eventually be leading a procession through the
streets of downtown Chicago, or disrupting major events organized by Chicago’s religious
leaders. Nor did they know that the methods they employed in such actions, from pickets to
“guerrilla theater,” would become a signature part of their work. In fact, they had little sense of
what, exactly, their group’s practical mission might entail. This was in part because the
formation of SORJ grew out of a spontaneous desire for action sparked by the assassination of
Martin Luther King, Jr.
In describing the formation of SORJ in an extensive review of the group’s work, George
Martin, a founding SORJ member, called King’s death on April 4, 1968, the “founding event” of
the organization. At the time, Martin was a first-year student in the Doctor of Ministry program
at the University of Chicago’s Divinity School. Upon hearing the news, he “wandered the streets
for an indefinite period, dazed.” But after receiving a phone call from a fellow seminarian, he
gathered with other first-year students at the home of the director of the Urban Training Center
for Christian Mission (UTC), where discussion turned to what, if anything, could be done in the
wake of such a tragedy. King’s assassination “broke through our world of everyday matters and
created a new reality,” Martin wrote, and with that new reality, “an imperative was placed upon
us.” 4
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These new seminarians decided that their efforts might be best applied toward organizing
similar-minded seminarians throughout the Chicago area. The next day, the Friday leading into
Easter weekend, pairs of students made their way to twenty-two different seminaries and
theological schools carrying fliers that read, “Martin Luther King is dead! What will we do?”
The seminarians advertised plans for a meeting the very next day, where attendees would plan
some sort of action for Palm Sunday and other future events “with the intention of advancing
Racial Justice.” The meeting was a success, and out of Friday and Saturday’s activities came a
press release announcing SORJ’s organization and calling on Chicago-area seminarians to
respond to King’s death. On Palm Sunday, some seminarians did visit local churches where they
delivered statements mourning King and expressing a desire for action on the part of the city’s
churches and religious leaders. 5
But perhaps the greatest accomplishment of the flurry of activity that Easter weekend was
the group’s success in organizing itself. By the weekend’s end, it had a name and a nascent
structure, and within a few weeks SORJ drew up its Articles of Operation and a Statement of
Purpose, which formally inaugurated that structure and defined the group’s mission. SORJ was
to be a metropolitan-wide organization whose primary decision-making group, its steering
committee, would be primarily made up of representatives from the area’s seminaries and
divinity schools, with those members in turn representing an official group of students from that
school who were committed to the organization’s mission and purpose. Its statement of purpose
articulated a commitment “to the elimination of white racism” at both the individual and
institutional levels as its primary goal. It explicitly tied that goal to their roles as seminarians, as
they sought to make their “private concern for racial justice a professional commitment,” and
included the elimination of racism “in our institutional structures” as part of their efforts toward
racial justice throughout the community. To that end, projects that SORJ took on were expected
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to educate and prepare seminarians for incorporating racial justice into their own ministries while
also connecting seminarians to other civil rights organizations. 6
What was still to be decided, however, was precisely what forms of action might
materialize from the group’s work. When describing SORJ’s earliest moments, George Martin
recalled a wide range of proposals for action. There were short-term tasks and projects such as
organizing speaking engagements at churches and other institutions, sending a delegation to
King’s funeral in Memphis, and collecting goods to support those affected by the riots that
followed King’s death. Some long-term project proposals included positioning SORJ in a
supportive role for the movement as a whole, such as by facilitating communication between
churches, seminaries, and other civil rights organizations. Others suggested that SORJ work to
create its own independent programs such as a project to pressure seminaries and churches
toward the “reform of racist structures” within their own institutions, or to develop educational
programs directed toward seminarians themselves. 7
In practice, SORJ’s activities for the bulk of 1968 were primarily educational and
demonstrated both SORJ’s interest in bringing together a range of religious and secular voices
from many different institutions while also pursuing education through hands-on experience.
During their first month of work members organized a teach-in on welfare issues, as well as a
conference concerning the church’s involvement in racial justice work and what types of action
on the part of religious groups would best benefit the movement in Chicago and at large.
Although still only weeks old, SORJ was able to utilize its members’ contacts to gain speakers
from a wide range of organizations including local politicians, civil servants, community
organization field workers, local ministers, and public employee union representatives. 8 They
also regularly published a newsletter, where much of the content promoted educational
opportunities and demonstrations sponsored by other organizations, fulfilling the early
suggestion that the group might serve as a clearinghouse for events and opportunities related to
racial justice in throughout the Chicagoland area. 9 Perhaps the only activity that fell outside an
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explicitly educational purview was a successful fundraising drive that raised four-thousand
dollars for the Southern Christian Leadership Conference’s Poor People’s Campaign.
SORJ also organized what it called the Summer Action-Research Program and it was
here that education and experience went hand in hand. Participants were expected to work with
an existing organization such as Operation Breadbasket or a local community organization while
also attending weekly SORJ-hosted discussions and working sessions. In crafting the program,
SORJ sought to create a space where students could bridge their educational activities with their
work as SORJ members. In particular, it was hoped that the program might serve as a sort of
think tank for developing future SORJ-initiated actions, as participants shared their experiences
with their host organizations, researched specific issues, and worked to define how SORJ might
initiate programs of its own and what those programs might look like. 10
Although few people fulfilled the task of working for an outside organization, the
Summer Action-Research Program did result in a series of regular meetings that combined a
deeper analysis of race- and power-related issues with questions and proposals specific to
SORJ’s own activities and future. In their regular discussions, SORJ members read and
discussed texts including the Kerner Report and Stokely Carmichael and Charles Hamilton’s
Black Power: The Politics of Liberation in America. 11 Through their readings and meetings with
leaders from other more established organizations, such as People Against Racism and the
United Farm Works Organizing Committee, SORJ members were exposed to numerous models
of activism and a wide range of views concerning questions about integration, the relationship of
white activists to minority communities, debates concerning the roles of persuasion and force in
social activism, and the role of religious groups in racial justice work. 12 And the relationships
developed with other groups helped SORJ members to understand themselves as part of a larger
movement toward racial justice., a movement that included participants and leaders from a
variety of backgrounds working on any number of interrelated issues. 13
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Several committees of the Summer Action-Research Project were tasked with researching
issues such as police brutality and overreach, or the presence of institutional racism within the
seminaries themselves and some attempted to develop potential SORJ action-oriented projects
for the future. One of these committees developed the Mission to Metropolis project, a proposal
to bring local suburban churches into the fight for open housing and equal employment. SORJ
initially envisioned its role in such work as educational and instigative, with SORJ members
going into an interested church in order to present and dramatize the crisis of black housing in
the area by using provocative movies or a “guerilla theater style dramatic experience,” and then
leading the congregation through a conversation about the crisis and potential modes for action. 14
As it developed, however, contributors to the Mission to Metropolis project began to
think bigger. Teams of seminarians local to a given community could partner with a church on a
long-term basis with the goal of not just provoking action but actively guiding and participating
in whatever action could be developed. In this sense, Mission to Metropolis appeared as
something of a hybrid between a more traditional educational endeavor and the work of a
community organizer: SORJ members would be responsible for cultivating a base of concerned
parishioners and local religious leaders while also working closely with community business and
government leaders to determine appropriate modes of concerted action for change. 15
Furthermore, the Mission to Metropolis proposal spoke to the developing concerns of
SORJ, which increasingly imagined itself as a vehicle for supplementing what it saw as an
outdated or unsatisfactory curriculum of ministerial education. In the view of SORJ members,
the normal educational process was “designed to train people to fit into the ongoing institutional
processes of the church, whether in the local congregation or in denominational or other
structures,” without taking into account the potential role ministers might play in larger
movements for racial justice or other social concerns. In contrast, field workers involved in the
Mission to Metropolis could be given “the tools needed to work for racial justice in the context
of producing necessary change in church structures and other institutions in society.” The lessons
learned from Mission to Metropolis could then be incorporated into seminary training programs.
In short, the project sought to work toward racial justice in a given geographical area while also
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providing immediate training, and change in the larger seminary curriculum, toward racial justice
as a part of ministry. Imagined as such, the Mission to Metropolis would speak to every aspect of
SORJ’s key concerns: working toward racial justice at large while simultaneously working to
reform the religious institutions of the city. 16
In November of 1968, SORJ agreed to work on Mission to Metropolis as a key SORJ
action project and the group made a lot of headway with the program. Des Plaines, a northwest
suburb, was chosen as the planned target community with a potential church and pastor
identified who had expressed interest in finding a way to channel general concern for civil rights
into more specific forms of action. Throughout the fall, SORJ researched the possibility of
honing in on labor shortages among Des Plaines industry leaders as a means of giving the project
focus. SORJ members were also in touch with the Des Plaines Human Relations Commission
and made contact with other groups in Des Plaines including the local clergy associations and
interfaith councils, as well as the community’s local seminaries. 17 SORJ’s members were
ambitious but they were not naïve: they thought deeply enough about the possibilities of such a
project to recognize the group’s own vulnerabilities as a potential organizer, understanding that
SORJ representatives would likely be seen as liberal outsiders coming in to implement their own
vision of how things should work. They sought to counteract that by presenting the project as an
effort of the seminarians involved to learn about ministry by working with the Des Plaines
community and learning from their experience. 18 As 1968 drew to a close, the Des Plaines
project seemed to be gaining enough momentum that SORJ began considering other suburban
and exurban communities for an expansion of the Mission to Metropolis model.
By the time the Summer Action-Research Project concluded in late August, SORJ
members had developed a far more nuanced understanding of the problems they were interested
in tackling and of their own relationship to both black communities and to the movement at
large. They now articulated their primary target as institutional racism, hoping to change
structures and practices rather than hearts and minds, and reaffirmed their interest in bridging
their role as seminary students with the goal of a community-oriented ministry: “We want our
education to be on the cutting edge of social change,” one document read, “we want to
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participate as citizens in the communities around us, and we want to use what we learn as we
learn.” At the same time, they had built an extensive network of contacts within both religious
organizations and non-affiliated groups – they sometimes even participated in demonstrations
organized by others - and they cultivated a substantial network of seminarians and students
interested in participating in SORJ’s own work. 19
Mission to Metropolis was not the only large-scale project SORJ agreed to take on in
November 1968. Another committee from SORJ’s summer research developed a proposal for a
separate SORJ initiative. In this case, SORJ would work to bring a national program called
Project Equality to Chicago. SORJ members agreed, and in January 1969 SORJ launched the
Project Equality campaign, which for the next nine months took up the majority of the group’s
attention, resources, and energy.

SORJ and the Project Equality Campaign
Launched in early 1965 as a project of the National Catholic Conference for Interracial
Justice (NCCIJ), Project Equality was one of the many influential projects conceptualized and
led by Mathew Ahmann, the ecumenically-minded driving force behind the organization of the
National Conference on Religion and Race in 1963 and the founding Executive Director of
NCCIJ. Project Equality (PE) was originally intended to channel the financial power of the
Catholic Church toward racial justice by ensuring that Catholic institutions were only doing
business with groups with non-discriminatory employment policies and minority recruitment
strategies. The program quickly expanded to include Protestant institutions, and by 1967 PE
boasted forty-seven jurisdictions across the country, a number that continued to grow in the
following years. Although Project Equality was a national program, its efficiency and success
were attributed to its local structure. Local PE charters or branches secured the participation of
religious groups in a given area, including their financial support, and were chiefly responsible
for reviewing the compliance of the businesses involved; the national organization helped to
coordinate efforts and supplied additional sources of funding. Press coverage of PE was
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overwhelmingly positive, earning it acclaim even in national dailies like the New York Times and
in major religious publications such as The Christian Century. 20
Yet despite PE’s positive reviews, Chicago had yet to organize an official local branch of
the program. This was striking for several reasons. As a NCCIJ program, PE’s national
headquarters were in Chicago. Much of its early organizational success occurred in the Midwest;
two of its initial test launch sites were St. Louis and Detroit. Beyond geography, PE seemed a
perfect complement to the nature of Chicago’s religious community. PE gained its strength from
well-established local, ideally ecumenical institutions that helped gain cooperation from the
larger religious community. Chicago’s strong ecumenical groups such as the Church Federation
of Greater Chicago, as well as the positive interreligious relationships between Chicago’s
Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish organizations, seemed well equipped to provide the sort of
public and financial backing that PE would need to succeed in the city. SORJ members learned
that the Chicago Conference on Religion and Race (CCRR) had considered implementing PE
early on, in 1965, but nothing came of those discussions. The subject had again been raised
among Chicago’s religious leaders more recently but the outlook for a Chicago branch remained
dim. 21
It is unclear how PE appeared on the radar of Seminarians Organized for Racial Justice.
But at some point in the late summer or early fall of 1968, SORJ began to seriously consider
what it would take to make bringing PE to Chicago a successful action project of the
organization. It organized a taskforce that researched PE itself as well as previous efforts to bring
PE to Chicago, analyzed the major obstacles in establishing a PE branch, and considered the
financial backing needed for a local PE charter. The taskforce also considered whether area
seminaries would be deemed in compliance with PE policies, and began building contacts across
Chicago institutions for a potential PE action campaign. In November, at the same time that
Mission to Metropolis was made an official SORJ project, the group’s leaders also decided to
embrace the fight for bringing PE to Chicago as a key project. In their estimation, PE was a
viable vehicle for bringing about large-scale institutional change in the way that SORJ members
20
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had begun to envision throughout their summer’s studies. Furthermore, organizing a campaign
would offer seminarians “concrete experience in working for institutional change – an element
largely ignored in present seminary curricula.” This further affirmed their original understanding
of the group’s purpose: to supplement and augment their preparation for ministry in relation to
racial justice and other social issues. 22
In the working paper issued by SORJ’s Project Equality taskforce, the group identified
four groups as potential targets of pressure that would be critical to any strategy undertaken by
SORJ towards their goal: key leaders of major religious organizations; allies found within
“denominational bureaucracies”; existent groups of clergy and laymen that would support PE
and themselves help to pressure on denominational leaders; and national leaders of
denominations and other religious organizations that might be able to help persuade local
representatives of PE’s importance. They also came to an understanding that gaining Protestant
and Jewish support early on would make success more likely, as their research suggested that
resistance from Catholic leadership, particularly on the part of Cardinal Cody and the
Archdiocese, had been critical obstacles in previous efforts to bring PE to Chicago. At this point,
SORJ had still not formally agreed on their methods – that is, how they would bring pressure to
bear on these institutions – but the strategy that grew out of the PE taskforce showed a nuanced
understanding of the several levels of the structure of Chicago’s religious landscape, and how
they might manipulate those levels towards their goal. 23
On January 30, 1969, SORJ executed its first planned action in their PE campaign. Some
two-hundred seminarians picketed the annual dinner of the Church Federation of Greater
Chicago (CFGC), an event that doubled as a celebration of the career of Edgar Chandler, the
former executive director of CFGC. Their action was not a surprise. They announced their
intention in advance and even asked Chandler to join their picket line, a request to which
Chandler immediately agreed. “I made sure their complaint was against the whole church in its
approach to racial justice, and not directly against the Church Federation,” Chandler told the
Chicago Daily News. 24 And Chandler kept his word: in the Chicago Tribune, a photo ran
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showing Chandler amongst the picketers holding a sign that said “Project Equality Fights
Racism.” 25
What Chandler did not agree to, and apparently did not know of in advance, was a
disruption held during the dinner itself. George Martin described the disruption vividly. Just as
dessert was being served, seminarians interrupted the dinner with hisses and began a short skit. A
monstrous figure, representing various social ills including racism, proceeded down the center of
the room. “Where is the church?” someone asked. At this point, a character named St. Chicago
appeared – a “thin figure in robes and beard” – who “proposed that the ills be addressed with
words of love and platitudes about ecumenism.” Another character representing Dr. Chandler
himself confronted Saint Chicago and suggested Project Equality as an appropriate vehicle for
attacking the monster. “Down with him,” others cried, and Dr. Chandler’s stand-in was then
crucified and hauled out of the room. 26 SORJ’s own recap of the event described the character of
St. Chicago as “the spirit of empty ecumenism,” and before the crucifixion of Dr. Chandler (and,
by extension, Project Equality), the character “handed out pay-offs and lies about the inner
city.” 27
SORJ’s Larry Rosser, who had become the leader of the PE campaign, then took hold of
the microphone and spoke for some time, even hopping upon the hall’s front tables to speak
when he learned that some speakers and microphones had been shut off. Rosser described the
need for Project Equality and concluded by trying to move the audience to a vote toward
supporting PE in Chicago. A flier that SORJ circulated during or just after the event, titled “An
Authentic Tribute to Edgar Chandler,” proved that SORJ’s language could be as provocative as
its theater:
[SORJ] and the Rapid Transit Guerilla Communications Company have just honored Dr.
Chandler through a dramatization of the hypocrisy of the Chicago-area churches. Saint
Chicago, who doles out money and lies to pacify the citizens, has crucified Project
Equality. Now it is time for you, the religious leaders of our city, to pay a real tribute to
the man Edgar Chandler by closing the gap between his ideals and the day-to-day
operations of our institutions […] Before we go after the many motes in the eye of the
25
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secular city we had better deal with the sizeable beam of institutional racism in our own
midst. Drop empty words, cut the red tape, and act to end racism.
The flier ended with a not so subtle critique of the religious establishment by way of a
verse from the Bible, Luke 11:42: “But woe to you Pharisees! For you tithe mint and rue and
every herb, and neglect justice and the love of God.” 28 The disruption of the CFGC dinner was,
by George Martin’s account, a frantic undertaking, more an assemblage of diverse ideas than a
carefully planned action. But it clearly accomplished what SORJ set out to do: several
newspapers covered the disruption, and in doing so effectively announced SORJ’s campaign.
SORJ did not wait long to act again. The group orchestrated a similar disruption of a
major event only a few weeks later when it interrupted the proceedings of a convention of
educators of the National Council of Churches (NCC). In protest of the Daley administration’s
handling of the 1968 Democratic conventions, SORJ supported local groups that were attempting
“to steer all convention business away from Daley’s arsenal.” In fliers, SORJ cited NCC’s own
earlier resolution that discouraged holding its events in any city with questionable police
practices, and the group critiqued NCC’s decision to nonetheless hold the event in Chicago:
“Does this mean that Mr. Daley’s force has somehow been transformed in the five months since
the Democratic convention? […] It is more likely that we are witnessing yet another example of
all talk and no action on the part of the church.” 29
Since the conference was to be held no matter what, SORJ was determined to use the
conference as a vehicle for raising again the issue of Project Equality in Chicago, especially
since the NCC had itself previously endorsed Project Equality. 30 During a speech delivered by
Reverend C.T. Vivian - himself a civil rights luminary and close associate of Dr. King’s - fifty
members of SORJ entered the hall and called attention to themselves by singing, clapping, and
handing out fliers. “We are tired of impotent rhetoric!” one flier read, and it asked those in
attendance “to exert moral suasion upon the local denominational heads” in support of a Chicago
branch of PE. The flier argued that “the power of the church’s institutions is never neutral. If the
churches do not use their economic power conscientiously for racial justice, its resources are
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supporting racism. If it does not save, it exploits.” And it again cited a bible verse in conclusion,
this time from the book of the prophets, Hosea 9:1: “Do not rejoice, Israel! Do not exalt like the
Poor; for you have prostituted yourself forsaking your God.” 31 In addition to the convention’s
general support, SORJ asked for large donations from the convention to Project Equality itself as
well as to SORJ to support their continued efforts to bring PE to Chicago. They also asked that
the convention contract SORJ as “Chicago consultants on the subject of white racism in the
church and in white religious education.” 32
And only a few weeks after the NCC demonstration, SORJ again made the news with
another string of high-profile encounters between its members and the religious establishment.
This time SORJ focused on challenging specific denominational leaders beginning with Bishop
Thomas Pryor of the United Methodist Church in Chicago, who was then also serving as
president of the CFGC board. In a press release and a later scheduled appointment with Bishop
Pryor, they asked that Pryor respond to three demands: for an endorsement of PE on his own
behalf as well as on behalf of Chicago’s Methodist leadership; for Pryor to relay that support
publicly at an upcoming meeting of the Church Federation of Greater Chicago; and for the
Bishop to “use his personal influence” to persuade the national United Methodist Publishing
House to work with Project Equality and adopt its standards. 33 A later version of their requests
asked for a Methodist financial commitment to PE as well as an effort from Pryor to help
organize a meeting of Chicago’s denominational leaders to specifically tackle the work of
bringing PE to Chicago, in part as a memorial to memory and work of Martin Luther King, Jr.
SORJ threatened “direct action to dramatize the Bishop’s lack of good faith” if a satisfactory
response to their demands was not given. 34
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Although Pryor’s response appears to have been tentative – in one report, he noted that he
did not have the authority to direct denominational funds of his own accord - the early phase of
SORJ’s Project Equality campaign can only be described as a success. 35 Each of their dramatic
demonstrations made numerous local headlines and even attracted an editorial in the Sun-Times
on PE’s behalf. In several of the stories printed, religious leaders admitted, if only indirectly, that
SORJ’s dissatisfaction with denominational and ecumenical bureaucracy was not without merit.
Speaking to reporters after Chandler’s retirement dinner, Dr. Willem Visser ’t Hooft, a retired
secretary general of the World Council of Churches, bemoaned the “institutionalism” of
churches as an obstacle to the ecumenical spirit. 36 If Chandler himself later expressed unease
with some of SORJ’s methods, he nevertheless agreed to join SORJ’s picket line provided it was
a demonstration against the church at large, not against a specific institution. 37
These early actions included many features that would characterize SORJ’s
demonstrations in the months to come. They were saturated with symbolism: in choosing CFGC
as their first target, they chose the institution that theoretically represented the Protestant
establishment of the city. That the dinner also honored Chandler was a bonus not lost on SORJ.
Chandler had long represented a critical voice for racial justice in Chicago and he had been, it
was rumored, effectively pushed out of his CFGC role for being, as Martin put it, “too
outspoken” and “too explosive a commodity for the churches” to handle. 38 SORJ’s charge
against Chicago’s religious institutions was one of hypocrisy: how can you celebrate a man’s
work, they asked, while you resist acting on his ideals? In their early demonstrations, they also
targeted the very structure of Chicago’s religious leadership. The call on Chicago’s institutions to
“cut the red tape” was an attack on what SORJ saw as a bloated and bureaucratized system that
acted slowly in matters of racial justice, if at all. These themes, along with the provocative
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language and gestures peppered with references to scripture and church rituals, would also be
central features of SORJ’s emerging critique and style.
Most notable, however, were the results SORJ achieved in gaining support for PE. The
group proved adept at cultivating press attention and its first string of actions were wellpublicized. Some demonstrations resulted in unplanned drama that gave added scandal to their
work. The NCC demonstration, for instance, made headlines in part because C.T. Vivian cut his
own speech short in apparent disgust at the convention’s defense of its choice of conference site.
After an NCC representative argued that the Hilton had been approved by NCC’s Project
Equality team hours before the conference began, Vivian protested. “We’re here to fight the
corruptness of a total city, not get 10 jobs at the Hilton,” he said, further stating that the church
“was bowing down before the most corrupt political structure in this nation.” 39 The drama and
press paid off. The NCC Christian Educators’ convention approved a resolution endorsing PE
and asking that it be brought to Chicago.
Local black newspapers also got behind the campaign, noting the lack of a Chicago PE
office, the religious establishment’s apparent reluctance to act on that lack, and detailing SORJ’s
work to bring the situation to light. They also encouraged their readers to act. “Ask your minister
where your denomination stands,” a columnist wrote in the Defender. 40 After noting PE’s
widespread national appeal, the editor of another black paper, the Chatham Citizen, wrote that
“[PE] – like equal education, and open occupancy – is still waiting in Chicago. What can we do?
Ask our churches where they stand…” 41
But no doubt the real prize of SORJ’s early PE campaign came at the end of February
1969. At a meeting of the Church Federation, Don Benedict of the Community Renewal Society
offered a resolution that effectively endorsed PE and tasked the Chicago Conference on Religion
and Race with the responsibility of making PE’s arrival in Chicago a reality. 42 If CCRR did not
accept the proposal, then responsibility for a Chicago branch of PE would fall back to the Church
Federation. Throughout its campaign, SORJ noted that some local denominations had, in years
past, endorsed the project, and that nearby regions of denominations had invited PE to their
39
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respective areas. But to win the contemporary endorsement of the primary Protestant body in the
city was to bring the Project Equality fight in Chicago into the present. By charging CCRR with
bringing PE to Chicago, CFGC handed the seminarians a clear target for the next leg of their
campaign.
CFGC asked CCRR to consider Project Equality at a meeting in early March. SORJ did
not miss the opportunity to press its case. It announced plans to hold a “lobby of concern” at the
upcoming CCRR meeting, and SORJ invited other groups that had already expressed their
support of Project Equality, such as the Concerned Black Catholics and the Association of
Chicago Priests, to join them. 43 During this period, SORJ used the relationships its members had
developed throughout the religious community – allies who were often “insiders” in institutions
such as the Church Federation – to better understand the political obstacles it encountered. 44
SORJ leaders also identified key members of CCRR and gave its own members the task of
making contact with specific individuals to press the case for PE. 45
At its March meeting, CCRR effectively endorsed PE but it delayed approval until all
members’ input and approval could be gained. With this decision, a two-month period of
sparring began. Throughout the remainder of March and early April, SORJ steadily worked to
build support for PE and place targeted pressure upon CCRR and its members. (It was in this
context that SORJ’s “The Church – One Year After” processional occurred.) But at the April 8
meeting of CCRR, the organization still delayed definitive action on PE. Instead, CCRR
authorized the creation of a committee “to draw up a proposal to establish Project Equality as a
program unity of the Chicago Conference on Religion and Race,” giving May 13 as a deadline
for that proposal. 46 And so again, throughout the remainder of April and the beginning of May,
SORJ organized further demonstrations and built further support for the program.
From the perspective of SORJ’s leadership, these delays only underscored a structural
dysfunction at the core of the city’s religious institutions. The delays also dramatized the extent
to which decision-making processes that affected Chicago’s religious community were
conducted behind closed doors, and in the hands of relatively few people. And perhaps most
importantly, SORJ grew increasingly concerned that the delays were buying time for CCRR
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members to consider alternatives to PE, particularly that it might be trying to create a program of
its own that would service the Chicago area. For the remainder of the PE campaign, these
concerns – the bureaucratization of the city’s religious institutions, a lack of transparency, and a
potential move away from PE as the program of choice – became major themes of SORJ’s work.
Fliers distributed on the day of the April 8 meeting took these issues on with strong,
unequivocal language. SORJ took the Conference’s members to task for both indecisiveness and
ambiguity, and they accused the committee of considering options other than Project Equality.
“SORJ wishes to affirm its position,” one statement read, “that P.E. is the only known
compliance program which we find acceptable.” Only PE, it argued, could offer an established
network of national connections that would help to not only hold employers accountable for nondiscriminatory policies, but would also help to create jobs through compliancy reviews.
Furthermore, PE’s program and structure helped to provide an objective third-party presence.
SORJ implied, with little subtlety, that CCRR was too close to the city’s businessmen and its
clergy to initiate real change, stating that relying on a program of CCRR’s own making would be
like “calling in a relative to prescribe one’s medical treatment.” “The relative is likely to spare
the patient the agony of facing the facts of the illness and to prescribe home remedies,” the
statement read. “Such home remedies are seldom effective, and often prove quite dangerous.” 47
From the perspective of SORJ’s leaders, PE’s effectiveness rested in large part on its national
resources and its objectivity in negotiating with religious institutions and businesses to achieve
compliance.
The pressure applied by SORJ, issued in uncompromising terms, was offered as both a
litmus test and critique of the religious establishment’s role in issues of race and social justice. If
their medical metaphor charged CCRR with being too close to effect real change, it also bore a
mark of condescension toward CCRR’s own programs, those “home remedies” that were
threatening in their very ineffectiveness. Another statement framed CCRR’s task as one of
consequence to Chicago’s larger religious community:
The churches of Chicago have shown themselves in the past far too ready to avoid
decision, far too ready to get sidetracked or create spurious issues rather than face the
questions at hand … Either [CCRR] can demonstrate today that this Conference is
capable of positive action, or they will have to admit publically that they are incapable of
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action, and that persons in Chicago wanting to see a responsible response to the cries for
racial justice had better look elsewhere.
“Can the CCRR act?” that statement asked in conclusion. 48 But again, action was delayed.
After the April meeting, SORJ asked that the newly organized PE committee of CCRR
hold a public hearing on Project Equality where SORJ and others could argue on behalf of PE’s
implementation. It listed several persons who not only supported such a forum but would attend
and testify there, including none other than Dr. Edgar Chandler. 49 To dramatize their request,
SORJ hosted a public vigil outside of the CFGC offices, an event that earned coverage in the
Chicago Sun-Times. SORJ also organized a “service of renewal” outside McClure Chapel at
McCormick Theological Seminary, where the Presbytery of Chicago was to hold its monthly
meeting on April 15, 1969. 50 At that service, it noted the national presbytery’s own endorsement
of PE and its urging for local groups and congregations to bring PE to their area. It asked that the
Chicago Presbytery host a public forum to discuss PE prior to the May meeting of CCRR, that it
encourage churches to hold a Project Equality Sunday prior to that forum, and that it commit
funds to a Chicago Project Equality branch. 51 It also led attendees in a call-and-response
“statement of complicity” which indicted the church, by way of confession, in hypocrisy and
inaction when it came to matters of racial justice. “We are accomplices/ by our violence/ by our
violence/ by our most grievous violence/ of turning our face away/ and doing nothing,” the
reading ended. 52
CCRR ultimately denied SORJ’s request for a public forum, and SORJ in turn used that
denial to arouse further public attention in a letter to supporters. The letter again elaborated on
worries that CCRR leaders were “considering alternatives to [PE]” and that they might come to
May’s meeting with a proposal for a CCRR-led program rather than a true PE office. The letter
argued that CCRR was considering alternatives because of “a simple fear that [PE] will upset a
good many applecarts through its investigation of institutional racism and its requests for more
employment of blacks and Mexican-Americans.” But SORJ rejected any alternatives to PE,
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arguing that CCRR staff would “not have the independence nor the resources to accomplish what
[PE] could do for Chicago.” 53
The letter also identified Father Ed Egan, who served as a Catholic representative on the
CCRR PE committee, as a key person of interest, and SORJ leaders reached out to set up a
meeting with both him and Cardinal Cody. 54 This was not the first time SORJ had attempted to
meet with Cody. They had already sent a letter requesting a meeting in March in which they
asked Cody to either attend or send a personal representative to the CCRR April 8 meeting, to
bring to that meeting funds amounting to a third of a Chicago PE branch’s projected funding
needs (25,000 dollars), and to publicly announce his support prior to the meeting with hopes that
such an announcement would spur other church groups to act similarly. It threatened that time
was of the essence: “we cannot wait any longer or the Church will be torn asunder along with the
rest of the nation.” 55
This earlier request was not granted, and Cody’s silence itself became an organizing point
for SORJ, as the group publicly requested meetings with Cody and his representatives on
numerous occasions. In May, prior to CCRR’s May 13 meeting, it released a statement
commemorating the 43rd day since they had first reached out to Cody. It placed Cody’s apparent
silence in the context of CCRR’s slow pace of PE approval and likened it to a larger sense of
secrecy around PE’s implementation. With that in mind, it invited “all concerned churchmen” to
come to the CCRR meeting “as observers”: “The church should have no secrets. Why, Cardinal
Cody, does Chicago still lack a Project Equality office? We cannot afford a Golden
Anniversary.” 56 SORJ began a series of daily demonstrations at the Archdiocese offices to
demonstrate this point, and distributed a flier peppered with Cody’s own quotes about the
importance for a bishop to “be a good listener” and “to be open to ideas, to be willing to be
instructed.” 57 Why was Cody so reluctant to meet with, and listen to, those he was charged with
leading?
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As SORJ prepared for the CCRR PE committee’s proposal scheduled for early May, it
continued to increase pressure on many fronts. It wrote an extensive letter to the CCRR PE
Committee (dubbed the “Committee of Seven”) expressing its concerns about CCRR’s slow
approach to implementing PE. SORJ representatives had attended an April 25 CCRR PE
committee meeting and left dissatisfied, feeling that members of the PE committee had lashed
out at SORJ for their campaign instead of dealing with the questions of PE implementation.
More than anything else, SORJ pushed the committee to seize the initiative and heed the call for
“forthright, creative leadership” among the churches: “The issue is not how many denominations
support PE, but will the CCRR act effectively on its own resolution approving PE by
development of that support?” 58
When CCRR met on May 13th, the organization approved an action to begin negotiations
for a statewide PE office with representation in Chicago. On the surface, this appeared to be a
win for SORJ, an achievement of what it had worked for over the last several months. Many in
the community certainly thought so. In July, SORJ received a letter from three Catholic priests,
members of the Association of Catholic Priests, who congratulated SORJ on their success.
“SORJ deserves not only plaudits but tangible support from priests,” the letter read, “since the
priests’ association failed in 3 years of efforts to prod initiation of Project Equality, while the
seminarians accomplished it in three months.” The priests praised SORJ’s approach as “more
intelligent, more responsible, and more efficacious” than their own. 59
But SORJ leadership was skeptical at the time of the announcement, and their skepticism
soon became frustration. SORJ had aimed for a branch of PE to oversee Chicago churches with
full support from Chicago’s religious community. What CCRR agreed to do was work with
others to negotiate a statewide branch of PE rather than a metropolitan branch, and it left the
decision of whether or not to join PE to each denomination and its churches. This meant that
SORJ’s work was not yet finished. Throughout the summer and early fall of 1969, they tracked
denominational commitments to PE, as well as who had fulfilled their financial obligations to the
new branch. One particular target was Cardinal Cody, who persisted in his silence regarding a
commitment on the part of the Archdiocese to join PE despite the fact that many other
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neighboring dioceses had signed on. SORJ picketed the Archdiocese offices on the afternoon of
July 17, then held a rally and a candlelight march from a northside church to “the mansion” of
Cody “to express our concern for him because of his involvement in institutional racism,” where
it planned a “service of worship” because “we feel that the Cardinal is very much in need of the
support of concerned Christians at this time.” 60 “Beware of those who hunger and thirst after
justice for we will be satisfied,” a flier advertising the demonstrations concluded. The Chicago
Sun-Times noted the demonstration in an article with the headline “Communion at Cody’s” and
described the communion and liturgy service held outside the Cardinal’s residence. 61 Two SORJ
members were later arrested for trespassing during one demonstration at the Archdiocese offices.
In typical form, SORJ turned the arrest into a benefit, suggesting that their members were
arrested while “trying to see the Archbishop of Chicago” and holding a fundraising party on the
behalf of those arrested. 62 SORJ used similar tactics to pressure Chicago’s Episcopalian
contingent to make a commitment to join PE, but were also met with silence. 63
Many of Chicago’s denominations did sign on to PE and fulfilled their financial
commitments; others signed on but lagged behind in their payments. Over time, the program as a
whole lost steam. As late as October 1969, SORJ was still concerned with denominations that
had either been slow to fully join PE or had outright refused. On the latter point, it had begun to
work towards contacting individual institutions within those denominations to see what might be
done about having them join independently, thus taking a bottom-up approach to gaining more
PE support. 64 But by November 1969, Eugene Callahan, the former director of CCRR, was
describing PE as “a dead issue” because denominations had proven unwilling to devote
resources, particularly staff time, to the organization. He suggested that denominations used
institutions like PE “as a conscience balm” without committing appropriate resources. 65 Whether
or not PE ever finally got off the ground is unclear. But by the end of 1969, SORJ had largely
moved on to other issues, discouraged by the apparently insurmountable barriers to a viable PE
program. Throughout much of their campaign, SORJ had critiqued the very structures of
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Chicago’s religious establishment as inadequate to provide leadership and enact real change. In
the fading away of PE, they were perhaps proven right.

SORJ’s Ministry to the Churches: Context, Analysis, and Conclusion
On May 4, 1969, James Forman disrupted Sunday services at New York City’s
prestigious Riverside Church, marched to the pulpit, and read a long document, the Black
Manifesto, to the congregation. Forman ostensibly represented the National Black Economic
Development Conference (NBEDC), itself an outgrowth of the ecumenical Interreligious
Foundation for Community Organization (IFCO), which had approved the Manifesto only a few
weeks earlier. In vivid, even shocking language, the Manifesto demanded 500,000,000 dollars
“from the Christian white churches and the Jewish synagogues” and detailed how it was to be
spent on a range of programs and services for the black community. Further, it exhorted others to
do as Forman had done, and to disrupt religious services across the country in support of the
Manifesto’s appeals. And many did: an interracial group of students occupied the offices of
Union Theological Seminary a week later, and several other occupations of various
denominational offices followed suit; copies of the Manifesto were distributed to leaders or read
to congregations of churches big and small, often by interrupting Sunday services; and the calls
for reparations even encouraged other minority groups to appeal to the churches for financial
support. 66
Later that same year, at the annual assembly of the National Council of Churches (NCC)
in Detroit, a diverse array of activists from both within and outside of the Protestant churches
demonstrated on behalf of everything from Native American land rights, to the Black Manifesto,
to a need for Christian renewal and greater action on issues of race and the Vietnam War. Even
the Yippies made an appearance. 67 Like SORJ, many of these groups married the tactic of
disruption, provocative language, and unexpected moments of theater with references to the
symbols and values of the church. One group called Jonathan’s Wake dramatized the need for a
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“rebirth” of the NCC by staging a mock funeral, carrying a coffin through the NCC’s convention
hall with a placard reading “In Memoriam NCC 1950-1969.” It later held a mock draft lottery
that compelled leading national religious leaders to join the war. 68 The disruptive antics of the
protesting left had now, it seemed, been turned upon religious institutions.
A closer analysis of SORJ members’ identities as activists and of the motivations that led
them to target the churches in their work sheds light on why some groups, particularly religious
ones, sought to pressure religious institutions toward greater engagement with racial justice and
other issues in the late 1960s. Two key factors help explain SORJ’s work and tie it to the
period’s larger left-leaning movements. First, SORJ took its members’ racial whiteness as an
important influence on the nature of their activism. Second, their analysis of the nature of the
movement in the late 1960s led them to believe that the church had shirked its obligations in the
fight for racial justice, and that their energies would best be put to use in reforming the
institutions they were committed to as seminarians. In both cases, SORJ leaders and members
were negotiating the organization’s position within and against the larger backdrop of racial
justice activism in Chicago and the nation.
From the earliest moments of SORJ’s inception, the white composition of SORJ was
recognized as something to be openly acknowledged and thoroughly considered as the
organization moved forward. In Martin’s recollection, the many debates of the period concerning
how whites were to engage civil rights and racial justice work, particularly in the era of black
power and liberation, shaped the early meetings of SORJ and members’ sense of their roles as
racial justice activists. On the one hand, SORJ understood the importance of working with
minority organizations to advance racial justice in the city. But “the positions of whites [in the
movement] was tenuous,” he wrote, and SORJ members “heard the voices” of those who argued
that whites should attend to the work of reforming their own institutions as “that was where the
problem was.” From the beginning, then, SORJ understood themselves to have a specific task – a
“separate role to play” from African American activists – in that their energies were to be
directed towards predominantly white institutions. 69 This importance of their own racial
identities was reaffirmed in the founding moments of SORJ. At the Saturday meeting following
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King’s assassination, when SORJ was effectively organized as a group, a respected black
churchman and activist, Archie Hargreaves, delivered an address that was specifically shaped for
his white audience: “We now have two martyrs, Malcolm and Martin,” Hargraves stated, and in
Martin’s description Hargraves went on to suggest that “the white community must take note,
because warning was being served.” 70
The sense that whites had a particular role to play in racial justice work was regularly
reaffirmed in SORJ’s early period of study and planning. At the conference that SORJ organized
for seminarians and laity only a few weeks after its inception – a conference which was to
specifically address the church’s role in race relations and activism - members had a front seat to
the diversity of views concerning the goals, strategy, and racial composition of the civil rights
movement. Two speakers in particular provided a striking contrast: Reverend Dave Wallace, a
founding member of the Chicago branch of SCLC’s Operation Breadbasket, and Calvin
Lockridge, the chairman of the Black Consortium, which was a specific component of the
ecumenical Urban Training Center geared specifically toward the training of black ministers.
Wallace described Operation Breadbasket’s efforts to “build up capital in the black community”
and saw a role for whites and white churches by their potential to invest in black businesses and
banks, and by working to better welcome black economic institutions into their own
communities. Lockridge, on the other hand, argued against hopes for integration and instead
proposed a framework of total black economic and community self-determination. “White
society” and its institutions were not to be foisted upon African Americans, and whites were to
“play a servant role” to the empowerment of black communities. According to the SORJ
newsletter in which these presentations were recounted, the two speakers presented to SORJ a
sense of the range of models and perspectives at work in the movement. It was up to SORJ to
study and consider these and other models in the coming months to better understand the role the
organization could play in the community. 71 For all their differences, however, Wallace and
Lockridge both offered visions of a movement where whites supported black organizations but
did not try to lead them, visions that would later be reinforced by SORJ members’ collective
readings of Carmichael and Hamilton’s Black Power: The Politics of Liberation. 72
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In practice, the idea that whites had a particular role to play in the movement for racial
justice – a role that involved addressing racism in white institutions - is perhaps most visible in
SORJ’s language. SORJ was rarely content to merely decry racism; instead, it specifically and
repeatedly called attention to “white racism” and “white institutional racism” in its fliers and
statements. An early label for its Mission to Metropolis project was the “White Communities
project.” Such phrasing also affected the defining documents of the group. Throughout its
lifespan, SORJ members drafted a number of statements of purpose for the organization. Its
earliest statement of purpose opened with a commitment to the elimination of “white racism,”
which could be both individual and institutional in nature, and which oppressed black Americans
and also affected white Americans. 73 A later version was bolder. It stated that, “Black America
has challenged white America with the necessity of radical social change,” and specifically noted
that “within the white community” racism manifested itself in both institutional and personal
ways. This latter version stated that SORJ accepted the challenge of black America and
committed SORJ to “defining white racism and acting to eliminate it.” 74 There was no more
discussion of whites and blacks being mutual victims of racism. Here, SORJ envisioned black
America as calling white America to account for its racism, and SORJ presented itself as
answering that call. 75
The latter statement of purpose also speaks to the other key factor in SORJ members’
identity as activists: the fact that they were seminarians. The latter statement found SORJ
“recognizing that our position as seminarians provides a base of potential power for affecting”
social change, a statement not present in the earlier version. As it began to consider programs to
adopt throughout 1968, SORJ repeatedly emphasized that part of its goal was to provide a type
of education that fell outside the standard seminary curriculum. A program like its Mission to
Metropolis proposal, for instance, was not just useful in engaging racial justice issues in a given
community, but also in giving seminarians the opportunity to learn new skills, and to perhaps
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return to their home institutions and reform the curriculum there. SORJ members’ role as
seminarians was also understood to be a crucial part of their PE campaign, both in its persuasive
elements and in its educational elements. According to Martin, SORJ leaders “recognized that an
educated constituency of seminarians was necessary to move churches” but also that the success
of a program like PE depended on the engagement of the community’s future ministers. In other
words, PE’s future success could only be guaranteed by the willingness of future ministers to
support such programming, and those future ministers were part of SORJ’s membership base. 76
These two aspects of their identities as activists – their awareness of their whiteness and
of their identities as seminarians – were ultimately interlinked. For if the words of Lockridge or
Carmichael, or the example of groups like the Committee for One Society, encouraged SORJ
members to return to their own institutions and to reform them from within, the activists
necessarily first turned to their roles as white seminarians, and then to their investment in the
structures of the city’s religious institutions which were themselves largely white. When SORJ
was profiled in a monthly religious publication, Renewal, the author – himself an SORJ member
–interpreted SORJ’s message as being “that it was time the white religious community set its
own house in order.” Commenting on the article, Martin emphasized this passage as reflecting an
early decision of SORJ’s to “focus on white institutions, even if it meant acting apart from
minority peoples.”
That those institutions were religious ones further reflected, according to both Martin and
to the author of the profile, SORJ’s identity as seminarians and their analysis of the role of
religion in relation to the pursuit of racial justice. The decision to focus on white religious
institutions came out of what SORJ members interpreted as the failure of the white religious
community to respond to matters of racial justice and other issues, and SORJ members’ own
relationship to those communities as students training for the ministry. “The failure in church
leadership, and the inadequate educational process in the seminary, go together,” Martin later
wrote, because both represented a gap in what the church needed to do and what it failed to do.
According to the SORJ profile in Renewal, SORJ’s very existence and its campaign for PE
helped to close those gaps by providing seminarians with an opportunity to “think and act on a
moral issue within a political setting,” and to “learn to walk that tight rope between despair and
hope as they engage in tension-filled political activity to change social structures.” If their
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identities as white seminarians informed their methods of activism, that activism, in turn, was
meant to simultaneously reform the church and to redress that which was missing from SORJ
members’ seminary education. 77
The main critiques that SORJ lodged against the religious community were rooted in this
idea that the church had failed to live up to its responsibilities in matters of racial justice and
other social issues in some way. But what were those responsibilities? In his essay, George
Martin recognized the contributions that Chicago’s religious community had made to the civil
rights movement throughout the decade and its general support of Martin Luther King’s work in
1966. But he suggested that by the time of King’s death, the churches “were no longer able to
respond in anything like the manner” of their involvement throughout the early- and mid-1960s,
in part because they, too, were suffering from the same confusion and backlash that affected
other socially-engaged organizations. Denominational funds were dwindling, which meant less
money remained to build denominational social programs or to contribute to institutions like the
Church Federation. Churches were increasingly skeptical of social action programs. And the
proper relationship to minorities in relation to racial justice work grew more and more difficult to
ascertain in the wake of the black power movement. 78
In Martin’s telling, these and other factors had led to an unstable period among Chicago’s
religious organizations and leaders, a period when some of the more engaged leaders became too
discouraged to continue, and when former supporters of racial justice initiatives seemed to fall
into more conservative, defensive positions. Amidst the chaos, the community had forsaken its
responsibility to provide leadership and direction to those concerned with questions of justice.
That SORJ’s first PE demonstration disrupted a dinner meant to honor Dr. Edgar Chandler, who
many believed was being pushed out for being too outspoken on racial issues, drove this point
home. The event provided a ready-made symbol for what SORJ judged to be wrong with
Chicago’s religious community at the time of King’s death. SORJ leaders saw a religious
community in disarray, its most promising leaders and leaders being defunded or marginalized,
with some of its institutions on the brink of collapse. 79 SORJ never articulated a clear philosophy
concerning the relationship between religion and activism, or between religion and social issues.
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But in presenting PE to the churches, it asked time and again for action and warned that a failure
to act undermined the church’s authority and mantle of social leadership. If a philosophy of
religious social action can be derived from their work, it is best captured in those demands and
warnings: the religious community was obligated to act and to provide leadership toward the
pursuit of justice.
This idea led directly to the style of SORJ’s activism and to its own sense of mission.
Martin repeatedly described SORJ’s role as prophetic in the biblical sense, as performing the
undesirable but necessary task of holding the churches accountable for what it understood to be
hypocrisy and institutional dysfunction, problems that held the church back from fulfilling its
role as moral and ethical leaders in the world. “We were establishing a style of ministry,” Martin
wrote,
a ministry to the churches, those most in need of a physician, because we judged them to
be sick. Our prophetic words and acts were nothing less than a judgment against them.
But they were nothing more than a calling back to their true vocation.
Fulfillment of their prophetic task, Martin continued, required that SORJ strategically cut
through the standards of “polite discourse” and normal institutional operations, to disrupt the
status quo that often obscured a clear recognition of injustice and made it difficult to act on it in a
meaningful way. 80 It also required the careful use of language and symbols, not to mention
broader values, which the religious community would recognize and affirm.
If their prophetic critique were to be effective, then, SORJ members had to balance their
identities as both insiders and outsiders. Their critique of institutional structures provides a good
example of this tension. Because SORJ’s primary concern was institutional racism, a substantial
portion of SORJ’s critique of the religious establishment concerned how the accepted structures
and habits of religious institutions in Chicago sometimes worked against, rather than for, action.
In SORJ’s reading, religious institutions were hobbled by bureaucracy and complicated
processes that were designed to achieve consensus among different member groups. The priority
given to ecumenical cooperation and consensus in larger institutions meant that any action, no
80
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matter how small, often took great lengths of time and innumerable meetings to achieve. And the
end results were often watered down or lacking: institutions like the Church Federation or CCRR
formed task forces, issued policy papers, and made general public statements not just because
those were the generally acceptable modes of religious social engagement, but because those
were the modes toward which the normal mechanisms of ecumenical consensus tended to lead.
Writing to CCRR members in March, before its first meeting on Project Equality, SORJ honed in
on this point. “We talk often about ecumenical cooperation,” the letter read, “but at this time it is
difficult to see any significant ecumenical accomplishment.” 81
To criticize ecumenism was to criticize what had become a key point of pride for the
mainline religious establishment. And yet CCRR’s repeated delays seemed to provide proof of
SORJ’s point. Before the May meeting of CCRR, SORJ articulated their argument regarding
ecumenism in unmistakable terms by suggesting that attempting to build unanimous consensus
among concerned churches was useless. “Some of those fifty-odd denominations are so small, or
insignificant, or hopeless,” they wrote in a letter, “that we can never (humanly speaking) expect
them to significantly support PE unless the larger, more influential groups takes the lead.” Those
“larger” groups were the one’s represented in the CCRR Project Equality committee’s leadership
and CCRR’s leadership more generally. “Isn’t it clear,” SORJ asked, “where the major
responsibility lies?” Ecumenism was a noble goal, SORJ effectively argued, but it did not
remove the importance or necessity of strong leadership within the religious community.
Religious leaders needed to both lead by example in engaging racial justice work while
simultaneously working to bring others on board. 82
SORJ’s ability to make such an argument was bolstered by their complicated roles as
religious insiders and outsiders. In Martin’s estimation, their role as seminarians was critical in
even gaining a hearing from the religious establishment. As seminarians they were part of the
religious establishment yet apart from it. This was certainly true in terms of access to resources
that were critical to SORJ’s efforts. Even as it campaigned to pressure CFGC toward endorsing
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Project Equality, SORJ used office supplies and space provided by CFGC. It also counted many
prominent figures within the establishment as friends, mentors, and allies. Martin’s essay
includes extended notes on the advice and moral support provided to SORJ by men like Alvin
Pitcher, Don Benedict, and George Pickering, whose extensive experience within CFGC and
other similar institutions were invaluable to SORJ’s strategic planning.
But the insider/outsider identities SORJ negotiated were most valuable in the access and
legitimacy they provided to the group. SORJ members were familiar enough with the operations
and values of the religious community to speak the language of the establishment, yet that same
knowledge also allowed them to wield the establishment’s language and symbols against itself.
“We could claim to stand within the same tradition as they,” Martin wrote, “and we could appeal
to the principle of justice within that tradition[.]” 83 When SORJ quoted scripture and referenced
liturgy, its members’ identities as seminarians lent those gestures a credence and gravity that true
outsiders necessarily lacked. Their identities as seminarians, in other words, helped to give
SORJ’s prophets an attentive audience. And what would a prophet be without an audience?
The example of SORJ and its members encourages us to recognize the complex
influences and relationships that underwrote the challenges to religious institutions seen in the
late 1960s. Such challenges should not be considered as wholly religious or secular in nature.
Instead, they reflected how movement activism, ideas, and language could interact with religious
ideas and language in compelling and unexpected ways. In the persons and groups involved with
the Black Manifesto, for instance, a similar set of insider/outsider relationships and identities can
be observed. Although the Manifesto was developed at a conference sponsored in part by a
prominent ecumenical agency with ties to the National Council of Churches – the Interreligious
Foundation for Community Organization - the passage of the Black Manifesto was achieved by
controversial and somewhat dubious means that included a vote on the Manifesto at a time when
most of the conference’s members were not present.
Like its origins, direct religious participation in the events around the Manifesto were
also complicated. According to his autobiography, James Forman – who had worked in
leadership positions with SNCC - was a self-identified atheist long before the writing and
announcement of the Manifesto. The document itself bears no obvious “religious” language but
has all the marks of black power rhetoric at its most strident. It grounded its demands not in
83
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theology or scripture, but instead upon the history of racism and oppression in America and the
church’s relationship to that history. Nor did it present itself as speaking on behalf of specifically
religious individuals, despite its vaguely religious origins and the support of some black clergy.
Instead, the Manifesto reads as a demand directed toward religious institutions from an
ambiguous position, potentially a point outside of the religious community. Yet in practice, it
was often religious individuals – clergy, laity, and divinity students – who challenged their local
religious groups to respond to the document’s demands. In its origins, its aims, and its
supporters, then, the Black Manifesto as both document and event defied any easy description as
“religious” or “secular.” 84
Seminarians Organized for Racial Justice was founded in response to a specific event –
the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr – but the mission of the organization, the style of
activism it would employ, and the practical goals of its work were left undecided for many
months. The form that its work took during the Project Equality campaign was shaped by SORJ
members’ understanding of Chicago’s racial justice movement – both its past and its present –
and its analysis of the religious community’s relationship to the pursuit of racial justice. It was so
attuned to their own identities and to what they perceived as necessary from a movement
perspective, in fact, that had to learn to adjust their style of activism as they moved on to other
issues.
After the PE campaign, SORJ worked for several more years on housing issues in the
northwest suburbs of Chicago. The campaign they led there – a version of their earlier “Mission
to Metropolis” – found them dealing with more traditional power structures such as municipal
officials, business leaders, and politicians, rather than with members of the clergy and
denominational leaders. They continued to use pressure tactics in their activism, but also
engaged in work that looked a lot like day-to-day tedium of community organization fieldwork.
“In the suburbs,” Martin wrote, “we were broaching a new field of action in which we would
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become distinguished as leaders within the broader metropolitan community.” As a result, “we
began viewing ourselves primarily as actors who were seminarians, rather than as seminarian
actors.” 85
Martin’s tone suggests that the PE campaign acted as a training ground for leadership that
would go on to do bigger things. Yet we should not underestimate what SORJ accomplished at
the time, the significance of how they managed to do it, and what the group represented. By
embracing their identities as white seminarians, SORJ members created a space for themselves
somewhere between the larger racial justice movement of the city and the offices and conference
rooms of Chicago’s major religious bodies. Their complicated identities were embodied by the
language and tactics they used, as well as by the targets they chose and their ultimate aims. They
were able to speak critically to the church because they were of the church, yet also because they
understood themselves as authentic contributing members of the larger racial justice movement.
Both parts of their identity, in turn, required that they challenge the religious community to do
more and to do better on matters of racial justice. It was a complicated space to create and a risky
one to occupy, and yet from that space, they managed to wholly dominate the religious
establishment’s agenda, if only briefly.
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CONCLUSION

It is perhaps strange to think of the sixties as a period in which activists wanted more
religious involvement in public life. It runs counter to our popular memory of what we imagine
the sixties unleashed: the question-everything posture and the anti-establishment ethos that, if not
bred purely within the decadal boundaries of 1960 to 1969, nevertheless seem to characterize
those years, a sensibility that helped to remake the norms of culture and politics in ways both
superficial and substantial.
In many respects, the religious establishment was a perfect candidate against which to
revolt: in its large centralized bureaucracies and its alliances with wealth and business, the
church was as much a product and emblem of postwar order and power as anything else. The
period from the late 1940s through the late 1950s was one of growth and revival for American
religion, of institutionalization and consensus. Polls from the period showed markedly high and
growing rates of church membership and an almost universal belief in God, while
denominational rosters of Protestants, Roman Catholics, and Jews alike logged steady and often
significant increases. Religious institutions spent more and more money on the construction of
churches and institutional offices; such expenditures boomed from $26 million in 1945 to $935
million in 1959. New organizations, like the new National Council of Churches founded in 1950,
and an expansion of denominational resources, suggested a continuation of earlier trends toward
the centralization, professionalization, and cooperation of religious institutions in American
public life. Even evangelicalism seemed to shed some of its fundamentalist peculiarities.
Through institution-building, prominent personalities such as Billy Graham, and new
publications, evangelical and even Pentecostal cultures began their long entry into the country’s
religious mainstream. And the prominence of religious leaders and writers in American public
life are suggestive of the influence and authority that religion held in matters of politics and
culture -- an influence and authority that, though dominated by the Protestant mainline,
increasingly (though not uncontroversially) included prominent Catholics and Jews as important
pillars of the American Way. 1
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More generally, postwar religion was understood to be a linchpin of postwar culture. In
the 1950s, as Robert Ellwood explains, “religious discourse could still be taken as normative for
understanding, and criticizing, the political process or society generally.” 2 The authority of
religious discourse and institutions came from numerous sources. To begin with, the dominant
mode of mid-century religion, though not entirely uncritical of American culture, generally
seemed more a part of American culture than set apart from it. The centralization of its
institutions and professionalization of its services meshed easily with the period’s trend toward
bigger corporate structures, bigger universities, and bigger governmental agencies. 3 Similarly,
some have argued that religious culture throughout the ‘50s mirrored the disenchanted
“scientism” of broader postwar culture, including its technocratic outlook, a belief in illimitable
progress, and a general accommodation to the materialism of postwar society. 4 Finally, and
perhaps most importantly, Cold War ideology and discourse provided a critical point of
confluence between the American religious center and American culture and politics. While the
pressure towards consensus cultivated by Cold War culture, itself often cast in religious terms,
did not yield absolute unity across denominational or religious boundaries, it did involve each
tradition in a general nationalism, grounded in anti-Communism, that affirmed religion’s place in
American identity (and enrolled the forces of Judeo-Christianity in its defense). 5 Combined with
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the fact that the country’s major religious traditions had been far from the forefront of civil rights
throughout the 1950s, these aspects of postwar religion made it a ripe target for critique.
And yet just as “the sixties” is misleading as a moniker of historical periodization, our
memory of the period as a defiant abandonment of all cultural and sociopolitical hierarchies is, at
the very least, imperfect.
Exhibit A: religion. Early student civil rights and peace activists at UC looked upon the
religious worldviews that seemed so central to the southern civil rights movement and they
wondered if the lack of religious vigor among northern activists could be a vulnerability. Later
peace workers and new left organizers consistently made room for churches in their coalitions,
and directly appealed to them for support. Draft resisters made churches a site of provocative and
public resistance and asked clergy to get involved in draft counseling efforts. Community
organizers and clergy involved with The Woodlawn Organization both saw religious
involvement in neighborhood activism as both necessary and natural: they articulated an
extension of the ideal role of church as a source of community and shared values and imagined
the possibilities of that moral and community authority if turned toward racial and economic
injustice. And both the Chicago Conference on Religion and Race and the Seminarians
Organized for Racial Justice envisioned a critical role for religious leaders and institutions in the
movement, even if their assumptions about the nature of that role were ultimately very different.
And religious institutions often provided the literal backdrop as churches and coffee shops
hosted speakers, allowed civil rights and antiwar groups to use their premises as meeting points,
and became de facto launching pads for community organizers. Few people argued against the
religious presence in the movement; even open criticism of the apparent lag of religious
institutions in addressing social issues was often treated with care. What was wanted was more
religious involvement, not less.
Some of the acceptance of and interest in religious participation likely came from
activists’ own positive interactions with clergy and laity who did get involved, as well as from
the precedent of religious participation, and the influence of religious ideas, in notable
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predecessors in civil rights and peace work. Early activists at UC, for instance, listened to
southern students describe their movement as explicitly religious; they interacted with groups
like the Fellowship of Reconciliation and the Committee for Nonviolent Action which, if not
exclusively religious, had a substantial core of religious membership and openly engaged with
religious ideas in their work. Groups like the Student Peace Union and CADRE almost certainly
inherited, if only indirectly, a basic respect for religious participation by the nature of the very
networks that they worked within. And civil rights groups witnessed their own array of
progressive pioneers. This was especially true in Chicago, where institutions like the Urban
Training Center for Christian Missions and men like Father John Egan, Rabbi Robert Marx, and
Rev. Edgar Chandler seemed to represent a critique of the dominant postwar religious ethos
rather than an embrace of it. Gibson Winters, a divinity faculty member at UC, literally wrote
one of the books that came to embody that critique. 6
But the activists and organizations studied here were not only interested in the material
contributions of religion. They also understood religious groups as potentially providing a
particular moral content and guidance to their work. This varied from issue to issue and
organization to organization, of course, but even early SDS and later new left organizers seemed
to share this understanding, if only tacitly. It is beyond the means and scope of this dissertation
to decisively address the source of this moral function that underwrote religion’s place in the
movement. Yet it may be valuable to consider how participants and observers at the time, and
some scholars since, have imagined the movement itself as in some way religious. The very
raising of that possibility might say something about the actual engagement of religion in the
movement itself.
Writing in 1978, the scholar of American religious history Sydney Ahlstrom suggested
that, “One might even say that the [Sixties] protest movement as a whole [...] was held together
by a set of attitudes and enthusiasms that marked it off as a distinct religious phenomenon.” He
charted a constellation of characteristics that seemed to mark radical youth culture of the Sixties
as somehow religious. Popular music by Bob Dylan and others, he went on to say, “provided a
meaningful hymnody” for the Movement; Woodstock was “a mount of transfiguration” for its
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participants. In a few short phrases, Ahlstrom recast the Movement of the 1960s, so often
interpreted today as essentially secular or irreligious, in religious terms. 7 Other scholars have
made similar suggestions, sometimes briefly, sometimes at length. Sometimes this was implied
rather than explicitly described. In Community and Organization in the New Left, sociologist
Wini Breines argued that part of the uniqueness of the New Left was to be found in its flouting
of Max Weber’s well-known warning that the salvation of the soul was not to be found in
politics. According to Breines, the New Left did seek salvation in politics -- specifically its
“nonviolent and nonhierarchical,” prefigurative politics. And in her descriptions of the New
Left’s ideals of community and participatory democracy, not to mention her descriptions of
personal transformation amidst collective political activism, Breines often seems to be
suggesting tropes frequently reserved for religious subjects, such as conversion, authenticity, and
intentional community. 8
In other places, the religious character of the Movement has been considered more
explicitly. Robert Ellwood has suggested that both the political and cultural thrusts of the Sixties
“did not so much secularize the sacred as sacralize the secular, turning its causes into crusades
and its activism into liturgies[.] Its dropouts were monks and nuns, complete with habit and
reverse tonsure … and they knew no dearth of sacraments and sacramentals.” 9 In his study of
anti-war protest in the Sixties, Adam Garfinkle unambiguously identified a “religious passion” at
the heart of the Movement, which in turn allowed him to speak of the Movement’s True
Believers, its extreme moralism and devotion to revolutionary, apocalyptic frameworks, and its
tendency to convert argument into “dogma.” For Garfinkle, “antiwar radicialism” was nothing
short of a “powerful psychological parallax that united politics, sex, and religion[.]” 10
What unites these scholarly appraisals is a construction of a parallel between the
structures and habits of religiosity and the structures and habits of activists (and, perhaps,
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counterculturalists more generally). This was a possibility raised even in the midst of movement
activism as it happened. We have already seen some examples of this idea among the activists
studied. Consider the exchange that opened chapter four, where one student, W. Yakes-Reno,
described the student activists as religious for the purposes of satire, and Edward Phillips, his
respondent, suggested that student activists were perhaps more authentically Christian than their
critics. Yakes-Reno interpreted the gestures and language of student radicals as emblematic of
religiosity, as embodying ritual, dogma, and even religious zeal. Rather than deny the point,
Phillips embraced it and recast the student activists as effectively living the ideals of Christianity
through their public social and political critiques.
Or consider the writings of Phillip Altbach, the Student Peace Union leader discussed in
Chapter One, who sensed a basic point of connection between political activism and religious
social engagement: namely, moral commitment. Religious foundations and commitments could
help ground student activists in something larger than single-issue politics; they could help to
ensure that political activism did not lose itself in, as Altbach put it, “vague emotional feelings or
‘enlightened self-interest.’” But not unlike Clark Kissinger’s comments discussed in this
dissertation’s Introduction, Altbach came to argue that mainstream religious institutions were
perceived as too complacent and too hypocritical to provide substantial guidance or material
resources on behalf of the student movement. Until religion again provided “a challenge” to
American youth, he said, they would “seek challenge and vision elsewhere” --- in other words, in
politics.
Other contemporary observers addressed similar questions and suggested similar
parallels. When Nathan Glazer assessed the relationship between religion and movement
activism, he ultimately argued against calling the movement religious. But he conceded, that two
simultaneous trends made the question of religion and the Movement particularly compelling:
from the 1950s to the 1960s, traditional religious life among students seemed to decline, while
student activism and engagement with social and political issues increased dramatically. And he
proceeded to draw up a series of detailed parallels between religion and movement activism, one
of the most substantial of which was the movement’s moral vision. Citing the work of Mario
Savio, Tom Hayden, and the Port Huron Statement, Glazer suggested that this concern of student
activists - which he termed as relating to the “moral” and even “spiritual sphere” - shared a
connection to “the best and highest of the past, the finest values of western civilization,” and to
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values that overlapped substantially with the constitutive concerns of “Western religion.”
Furthermore, Glazer briefly commented that at its most lofty, the aspiration and thought of
student activists could “in some sense” seem “a more religious sentiment than one often hears
from the spokesmen of religion.” 11
But perhaps one of the most compelling analogies between religion and the movement
came from Paul Potter, a former SDS leader. Writing later of his experience at the formative base
of SDS’s ERAP effort in Cleveland - which constructed a communitarian organization governed
by consensus, cooperation, and a principle of openness - Potter described his ideal social
organization as one premised on a conception of radical community and personal connection, to
each other and to whatever work was being done. He then went on to describe this goal by
referencing a certain idealized conception of “church”:
“If these images correspond to any former image I have in my mind, it is very definitely
that of a church. Not of any church I have directly known or experienced, but of the
church I have heard some churchmen talk about, the early revolutionary church, whose
followers lived in caves and shared their bread, their persecution and their destiny. I say
church, because in spite of what we observe them actually doing, churches stand for the
salvation of men’s souls, the salvation of humanity (frequently called Godliness) of its
members. I say church because church stands for a belief in a radically different,
spiritually liberated life which is thought to be so changed as to be unimaginable to
people who live in this world. I say church because church stands for communion, and it
is this church feeling of communion that I believe must be at the bottom of any
organization we build.” 12
Potter’s reference to a church here while describing an ideal community is not at all
incidental. On the contrary, one could point to any number of meaningful connections - to
Potter’s partners in the Cleveland project who had Quaker roots, for instance, or to the religious
lineage of a “beloved community” as understood and idealized within the civil rights movement.
Equally powerful is the language of a transformation so deep and so significant as to render
oneself “unimaginable” to others. But also important here is the fact that Potter did not identify
the Cleveland project as a church; he likened it to a church, or rather to an idealized conception
of what church really was (which he distinguished from how churches usually acted). In a brief
11
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and probably unconscious discursive choice - a statement of analogy rather than an affirmation
of commensurate identity - Potter structured an understanding of the activist community as
something essentially separate from, though not uninspired by, a dominant representation of
religion (the church as both institution and concept). 13
What stands out in these examples is the idealized description of religion, the extent to
which religion – in its most authentic expressions, in its essence – was presumed to encompass
something distinctly moral and principled to those who embraced it. For activists like Altbach
and Potter, or student observers like Phillips, religion at its purest shared something with the
movement: a deep and abiding moral concern. That both Altbach and Potter suggested that
religious institutions and leaders often failed to live up to those ideals underscores this point:
there was a sense of resonance, a perceived kinship between religion and movement activism.
Altbach treated the point of connection literally; Potter treated it figuratively. But both presented
an idealized understanding of religion brought it and the movement into a field of shared values.
With these examples in mind, the material presence of religion in the movement – the
relationships between activists and religious institutions and leaders – may be more clearly
understood. For if religious institutions were not often conspicuous leaders in the movement,
their presence was welcomed and appealed to – perhaps, at times, even assumed or taken for
granted. That relationship was underwritten, in part, by the assumption of shared values, by an
idealized conceptualization of religion that imagined it as a locus of deep ethical concern. Yet
this moral function must be understood alongside religion’s practical and material contributions
to the movement. For when churches made even small material contributions to the movement by opening their doors for activist meetings, for instance, where many others would not - they
helped to reaffirm that understanding of religion, as well as the value of relationships with
religious groups and persons.
This dissertation encourages us to recognize a material and ideological place for religion
that persisted across many varieties of movement activism during the 1960s. The cases studied in
this dissertation suggest that to define the movement’s relationship to religion based on matters
of religious affiliation alone is misleading. The movement should not be understood through the
false binary of “secular” or “religious.” A more accurate understanding comes from examining
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the place of religion in the movement through the relationships that made the movement
possible: by considering how activists approached religious institutions, how they interacted with
them, and how they thought about religion beyond the matter of its presence or absence.
Religious leaders and institutions and ideas may not have led the movement or profoundly
shaped its narrative arcs. But they were present, and their presence and the relationships they hint
at help us to better understand religion as a meaningful and desired component of many activists’
work.
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